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Dick crossed swords with the British officer, while Bob e n ga ged the trooper in lik e manQ.er. It was
a double duel, a terrible, sworq-fight, and the landlord and his wife and
daughter looked on in. speechless horror.
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THE LIBERTY BOYS' SWORD FIGHT
- OR -

WINNING WITH THE ENEMY'S WEAPONS
By HA RRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.
THE GIRL WHO WANTED SOMETHING 1'0 HAPPEN.

"Say, Sis, you're always been wisl.liug that semething would
·
happen, haven't you?"
"Yes, Dave."
"You have claimed that this is the dullest place in the
world and that there is nothing going on."
"I know I have. and it's the truth, too."
"I don't think it will be the truth much longer."
"\Vhat do you mean?"
"I mean that I think something will happen in this part of
the country before much longer."
"\Vllat, DaYe?"
"Oh, I don't know exactly, but I am sure that the dullness
is going to be broken."
"Why do you think so?"
"Because the British army is at Nen· Bi·unswick !".
"The British army j.s at New Brunswick?"
''Yes."

and O'Yned a good farm and conRiderable stock. :\fr. Denman
was rather Inclined toward patriotism. though he had so far
been able to get along without cleclarin g for either side in the
great controversy.
Ou this afternoon in question Dave had been to New Brunswirk and had just returned to his home; he had encountered
Laura out iu the ya rd, where she sat under a large tree reading a book.
When Laura said she did not know that she wanted a battle
to .take place, Dave laughed.
"I guess you weren't so eager to have something happen,
after all, Laura," he said. "I think that you would be better
satisfied to ·drag along in the old way."
"No, I n·ant something to llappen to break the monotony,
but I am not at all sure that I want any battles to be fought
in this vicinity; that is more excitement tl;lan I want, I feel
certain."
"" 'ell. it isn't more ti.Ian I want."
"I know; but you are a boy."
"True ; an-d I wish I could be in the battle, if one is to be
fought."
"Dave Denman!"
"I mean it, Sis!"
"Well. you don't want to let father and mother hear you talk
that way. Tiley wouldn·t listen to such a thing."
"I suppose not."
"No; and !Jesides, which side would you fight on?"
"I can tell you that quickly enough, Sis."
"Well?"
"I'd fight on the side of the patriots!"
.L aura Denman looked at her bi·other for a few moments in
silence, and then she held out her hand, which he grasped.
"So would I , Dave," she said, "and there's my hand on it."
"I believe father is a patriot, Sis."
"I think so, too."
"But he has been careful not to say anything in order to
keep from having trouble with our Tory neighbors."
"Yes; there are a good many Tories around here, and if
they knew father was a patriot they might kill him."
"So they might; but now I wonder what father 1Yi!l do?
Some redcoats are likely to come this way on foraging expeditions, and they will want to know which side he is on."
"Goodness! I don't know what he will do."
"I know what I would do."

"The entire army?"
''.I think so; there is enough of it, at any rate."
''How do you know? Did you see it?"
"Ye:::, I -aw it marching, and the line of soldiers was se,·eral
miles long. There are thousands of them. "
"Goodness, is that so ?"
"Yes, but that ain't all."
"What more is there to tell, Dave?"
"The patriot army is at Middlebrook!"
"What!"
"You heard what I said, Sis."
"How do you know, Dave? Did you see the patriot army?"
"No, but I was just talking to Sam Roymer ; he happened to
be up there to-day and he saw the patriots."
"Goodness! what does it mean, Dave?"
"Well, I think it means that the dullness you have complained of is about to be broken, Laura."
''Do you think they will have a battle?"
"I shouldn't wonder ; I hope they will."
"I don't know whether I do or not," with a slliver.
"Hello. are you going back on what you have always said,
Sis?" with a grin. "I thought you were eager to have something happen?"
"Well, I have been, but-I don't know that I wanted a battle
"Wbat?"
to take place."
"I'd pretend that I was a loyal king's man and deceive them."
The above conversation took place between a girl of eighteen
"But wouldn't that be wrong. Dave?" dubiously.
and a boy of about sixteen years one afternoon in June of
"I don't think ~,<>; they say that everything is fair in war,
the year 1777.
The boy and girl were brother and sister ; their names were and if I could deceive tile redcoats I would do ::;o."
''.Just then a man came out of the house, 'and Laura said:
Dave and Laura Denman . and they lived on a farm on the main
"There's father now; hacln't .Yo11 better tell him about the
roqd leading from Middlebrook. Ne"- Jerf<e~·- to New Brunswick. Their parent::; '"er e pretty well-to-do for tllose times British being irJ Xew Bruns\\·ick, DaYe?"
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"Yes, and about the patriots being in Middlebrook, also."
"I rlon·t wh;b to i:;ay. Dave.'"
·• ff ell , T'l! tell you whi ch sldf' t fayor: rm a patriot:,.
'"WhRt are you two talking about?"' said the man, approaching them.
'l'he !Jo.r°f> e.1e1> shone. and he looked manly aml bra >e ns
He was n good-loo king. good-natured appearing man of about he deelared himself in favo1' of libertv.
forty-five yPiu:i:;, antl he smiled as he looked from one to the
)Ir. Denman did not look displea~ed, nut h e said, slowly
other.
and in a cautioning manner:
.
·'Ob. father something has happened!" exclaimed Laura, her
"Be careful, Dave; don·t talk where you will be overheard
c~·es shining with excitement.
·
by anybody other than ourse!Yes. :·
Her father looked surprised.
"I'll be areful."
"::::omething has happened, you say, Laura?" he remarked;
"Look ;rouder!" suddenly exclaimed Laura, pointing up the
"well. isn"t that what you ha1·e been waiting for a long, long road in the direction of New Bruns.wick.
·
time?''
.\. party of hori:;en1en, to the number of perhapi; f'ight, was
'TeR. but rm not :<ure that I wanted this to happen, father." coming toward the house. The horsemen wore brilliant scar"\Y<'ll. " ·ell. What is it. child?"'
let coats, rind ~Ir. Denman and Da>e ga•e utterance ><imul''The British army is at Xew Brunswick!"
taneously to the exclamation:
:\Ir. Denman started, and a troubled look appeared on his
'·Heclcoats!"'
face.
"How do ~·o u know tbl;; ?"' he asked .
.. Dal'e just got back from Xew Brunswick, father, and he
CHAPTER II.
saw the British army."
The man looked inquiringly at the bo~-.
THE BRITISH Sf'L
"I .iudge that it is only a small force, sent out on a sort of
scoutin;:: expedition," he said. "II01v mauy men did you see,
Laura leaped up and s tarted toward the house.
m~- boy T'
"Gootlne~:;:!
rm frighteued!., Rhe said in a 10-1.- Yoice.
1
"I don"t know. father:· there were thousands of men, though.'
"I thought .1·ou wanted something to happen.·· smiled Dave.
"Thou:<ands !"'
" ~o T did. lmt I don"t think this is what I wanted to
The ma n's Yoice ltad a startled tone, and he was eYidently happen."
greatly surprised.
"Oh, I know what you wanted: you wanted some handsome
"Yes."'
~·oung man to come along and ask you to ma rr;r him."
· ·'.\i·e you sme .of this. Dave?"' half-doubtingly.
"Oh . bush, Dave; how can you joke with some British
"Ye;;. I saw them with my own eyes and know what I am troopers almost here? They may burn otn: house dowu!"
talking abont. There was a line sevrral miles long."'
Then she entered the house ::ind dosed th<' door. ·
;\fr. DenmaH was eddentl~- "·orried b~· tois intelligence. He
"Xow. let me do the talking, Dnxe,'" .snid his father in a
looked thoughtfully at the ground, drew figures with the .toe of low Yoice.
his shoe, aml then said:
".\ll right; I wou"t sa;r a worr1. :·
"I wonder what it mean;.:"!""
"See that yon don't; you might get us all into trouble i!
"Dave says it means that a battle is to he fought, father," you were to do. RO."
said Laura.
"Don"t be afraid to tell them ·you are a king· s man. father,"
irer father looked up witlt a quizzical Rmile and said:
said the boy; "rcmrmber, all is fair ill war.·•
· "\Vho 1Yill they fight the hattle ":ith. daughter?"
"l"ll remember ..,
.. 011. that's so: 1Ye hawn't told yon all yet. haYe we? DaYe
'.l'lle British trooper!': were <'ioRe a.t harnl nQw. a.nd the two
sa~·s that the pntriot nrmy 'is at i\Iiddlebrook, and that there ditl not s~:v auy more, hut wn!ted till the newcomers came to
will be a battle between the two armies."
·
a stop in Front of the gate.
Again the man startecl.
'·Hello, there!,. called ont the learler of the party. eYid<'ntly
'. "Ts lb.at true, Daye ?"' he <'Xclaimed; "and hon· do you know a. lieutenant.
alJout th e patriot army? You rlidn't >:ee it. did you "?"
"Uood-afternoon. ·· said ~Ir. Denman. advancin.~ to the gnte
"l'\o. hut Sam noymer did: he told me."
antl smiling pleasantJ3·. Da 1·e nccomp:rnlrd him and he eyecl
.. ITa! ,;:1.1· yon so. Da1·e"! Then it really Is true'"
the soldiers closely.
"Yes. fntb er.''
"How far is it from here to :\[idcllcbrook?'" n~kPcl the JiC'u1
The farmer s llool> his head.
tenant.
· .. I am sorr.v to lle1n· this." ' he said ~lowl.r :rnd thoughtfully;
"Four miles, sir.··
"I fear t"ha t it mean!': trouble for us."
'"Ah? And it is abont tlw R:l11)1• clh<tance to Xew Hruns"Tn " ·hat way·?" asked Lanra.
wick. isn't it?'"
" \Yhy. yon sPc. cllilll, thut we will lie robbed by the soluiers
".fust about.'"
or both armie:<. likely; they have to have food to eat. you
'l'he trooper looke11 at tho Run. It w:1s getting- prrtty well
kno1Y. :111c1 foraging parties will lie eomiug this way. without down toward the top;;: of the i rres.
clouht."
"I guess wr will stop herr with ~- ou a wbile. ·· he snill;
"Thflt will be hao·. sm·e enough."
'·if: agreeable>. W<' will take snpper with ~-o u."'
'"Yes, and if the soldier,; of either 11L"nl.1 ,.:ilonlu get it into
·'I s!Jn II h!' glad to ha re yon 1lo . o. I as,.;nre yau. ··
their heads that we favor the other side. they would probably
"You 1uc 1L lo~·al king·s mnn. t·heu·?·· gil·ing the farmer a
burn our house and destroy all my property.'"
clrn::P. sear1·hing look.
" l see : we are in rather a bad position. father."
"Ye., ind<'cd. ··
'"Yes. wear between two fires."
"_\lJ right; we arc going to wnit here for th<' coming of :i.
•·say, father, which side do you favor?"' asked Dave, eyeing comrade who bas gone to )lilhllebr ook lo spy on the rebels.
his fath €r searchingly.
Li kel3· he will be along ju.' t about clark. •·
.
"Yon mustn't ask tlJnt. Dn1·e. I don' t wont to place myself
"You are "·elcome to ;itay here as lon g as you lil{e. sir. '
on record either ·way. "
·· .\ll rig-ht: jump 1lown, boys."
"'But supposing a party or redcoats was to appear. what
" \\'a it, ·· saicl Deuman; "just stay on ~·our horses arnl I will
woulll sou clo? If they nsketl you whether yon were loyallst open the g-nte yonder :md ~·ou may ritle l'lgbt to the stable."
or pHttiot. what would you sa:r?·'
"Yery well.··
The man shook his head.
Two minutes later they were at tile stable. ancl dismount.., I hanlly kl,~ow,"' he replied; "I ~hould dislike to tell an un- ing. llte:v lecl their horse~ in-there '"as plenty . of 'room-and
trnth, but-- he paused and hesitated.
unbrilllccl aud uusadtlied them.
· "\Vell. l'd tell them I was a loyal king's man," said Dave,
l\[r. Dc11mau and Da1~e gave the horses some hay and corn.
promptly: "aucl then if a party of patriots ea me, I would tell
"Now come along to the house.'" said :llr. Denman. .
them I was a pp.triot. All is fair In wnr, they say. And
'l'he redcoat;; " ·ent n.long. but cloc linPrl to enter thP llousf'.
then I would fa>or in secret whi chever ide I wished to
'"It"s too hot, ·· io;aid the lieutenant: ·'1n?'l1 sit out here unfavor. ,.
der the trees. and then we will lJe sure to see our C'omrnde
The man looked at the boy in a thougbtrul manner and whE>n he come!' along.··
nodded his head.
'l'ltey asked i\Ir. Deuman wllnt hts JlUl!le wn.s, and he toltl
"I guess that woultl be the best thin;:: t o clo.'' he said, "and them.
·
I will try it, I believe : it may Raye my home from being
'l'h<>y n~k<'cl :t number of qucRtion8. all of whiC'h hr nnswered
hnrned a nd my property-what ther clon't carry away-fi.:om with apvarent frankues;;;. and then lie a>'ketl a few que,;tions.
being c.lestroYecl. "
but did not get much satisfaction. 'l'hey wer,r not inclined to
·'YC·!S ; :lllu Lno,Y, wbtch side do you really fa:rnr; father?"
give much inforruution.
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low, Dick Slater, is coming down tbis way on a spying expedition."
The troopers uttered exclamations of amazement, not . m1~
mL"'ed with satisfaction.
"How do you know this?" asked the lieutenant.
"I'll tell you: I watched the rebel encampment from behi.ud a tree ou a bill. and Rllw Dick Slater go to the house
oceupied by the rebPl genernl. and ilft<•r he had been there
half an h our or so, he ca me forth. wPnt hacl;: to his 11u>uters
and bega n bridling a nd saddling his hor,.:e. I know b~· that
that lie is going to come dowu this way Lo spy on om· army.
He will probably be ,11ong in hnlf or three-quarters of au
hour from now.''
'·How could you know him at sucl! a distance? " asked one
/
•
of the troopers.
The spy drew a small telescope from his pocket and held
it up.
"'l'hat brings any one right up close, and I ca n recognize
faces a mile away," was the reply.
"Say, that is a fine thing for a man in your business, sure
enough," remarked one of the men.
"Yes, it enables me to size up the enemy at a distance,
safely and accurately."
"So it does."
"Hadn't we better be looking out for that fellow Sinter?"
the lieutenant nsked; "he might come along at almost any
moment."
"I don't think he will be along in short of half an hour."
lll>llt.
was the reply; "but we might as wel! go up the road a couple
.. Yt'"· ·· rt' Dliell thE> lientennnt.
of hundred ) an1s a!\d conceal ourselves in the edge of the
.
··But he irns no uniform on."
·· t '1:>rtainly not: he's a spy. and has been up to Middlebrook timber and await his coming.,.
"All ri ght; come along. boys. H we capture Dick Slater .It
rni11g-ling with the r cl.Jels iu all likelihoocl. Of course. in that
will lie a haul worth making."
;;u1'L of work hl' co11ld not be expected to wear .a uniform."
"\Ye IYill diYide the reward among us, each sharing equally,"
··•rrue. ··
said the spy.
"That Is satisfactory to mE>, ., said the lieutenant, who wa>
'L'he troopers wa,-ecl a greeting to the newcomer, and be
a pretty generous sort of a fellol'», for a British officer.
l1roug-ht his horse to a Rtop in front of the gate.
They went through. the gate and up the road nearly a quartpr
··Hello. boys." he called out.
of a mile ; then they 8tepped in among the trees at the roadside
··How art> you. Hnrley"!" was the repl)r.
'· 1·m all right: how are you fellows?'"
'.l.'be goocl women of this ancl concealed themseh•es behiud trees and amid the under·
·· L·'im.. Jiuht down olcl fellow
brush.
·
.
·
· ,...
"You will he r.ommnnder, Lieutenant Ilolton:· said the spv.
hnnsl' :11·.- at. tJl'PsenL .engage? in cooking a feast ~or us .. ~~h e!
.
·'"°re .1·11 a\vai"t your· oi·der·s uniicl obe"- th e·ni to th e I!'tt e··"
l>uy . Iler.-. will take .\ Our ho1s e to the stable and feed bun.
i.
"
,.,
father
his
sa'icl
"
' lJ·tYe
" ·1Jon
"\" es··. .-"
".All r"<>ht"
·
'
·
'
g,
·
.
.
..
.
•
.
•
,
"
•
.
/{' J.
,,
The bo)· 11"1.'ll t ou l an cl took hold of the horse'._ bridle-rein
It 'H 1 t e a joke on us if he cloe.. n t come, after n il. said
:rnd led tht' animal away. after the owner bad alighted. and
.. "' .
.· . "
troopers.
the
of
on~,
comrades.
tli t• spy LhPu entered the yard am! approached his
l'rue, b1~t he will come, and I ~ould be \I tlhn.,, to I\ a,,er
.. Sit I w11 .. ,.:aid Lieutenant Holton· '·what success cl id you
y.
m:vshareottherewa rdonthat,"sa1dHarlP
·
'
.',..., l o ·
1
"I think so," the lieutenant agreed. '"'l'he rel.Jels will \Vant
.
liu ~ •
to know what we are going to do at ::\'ew Brunswick. r um
himself.
··\"en· ;:ood, ·· was the reply. a>: the newcoi_ner seated
sure, and the only way to find out is by "ending a spy."
And tbca be looked at )J~. D_enmau and said:
·
"Hist!" said one cautiouslv. " I hear hoofbeats !"
·· .·\ r!c' ~·ou tile owner ot this place?"
AU listened inte~tly, and then the spy said:
'· YL'S, .in~l he's a l?yal king's man. Harley." said th.e lieu"I hear them! Be ready, all, for Dick Slater!;; coming!"
c1·m111t: ··111;; name is Denman. Mr. Denmun, this is Mr.
( ;,,orge Harley, the shrewdest and most successful spy In
America."
Tlw 1 wo shook hands. an,c1 Harley laughed and said:
·· .\f)' friend, Lieutenant Holton. is rather extravagant in bis
CHAPTER III.
J!l'a ise of 1111:>. )Ir. Denman. Tu say that I am the most sucwhole
the
for
deal,
good
a
saying
is
America
iu
~·.-s~ful >'P.1"
DICK AND THE TROOPERS.
1·111rntry bas beeu ringing ' lth the praises of a rebel spy for
sucand
expert
as
one-half
is
he
if
and
past.
1warly :1 year
The patriot army. unde1· General Wash ington, had l.Jeen
1·1·s;:ful ~1~ ll<' i.~ given cred it ror being, then I am not at all quartered at Morristown during part of tbe winter and all
truth."
the
is
comrade
my
of
snn· that tile "taterneut
through the spring aud summer.
··Yon 111Pa11 the young rebel known us . Dick Slater, 'The
General Washington had been keeping an eye on the BritislI,
Iieuthe
ked
a
Harley?"
Hevolution;
(' lrnm11ion ~PY of the
who were on Staten Island and in :New York City; but wl!en
iv11aut.
the redcoats moved across and headed for Ne\Y Brunswick.
··Yes.··
Dick Slater, the famous spy, carried the news to the commander-in-chief, and he at once began to march with his army
'"l H' heard of hlm.'" i:;aid )fr. Denman.
.. En•l'ybody has heard of him, I guesR." said Harley. "Gen- and took up his position at ~fiddlebrook.
As soon as the soldiers were settled in their new quarters
1·1·:\l Hu\\"t> has a standing offer or five hundred pounds reward
l'ur hi;; c:nptnrP ..,
General " rashington sent for Dick Slater and tolcl him to get
.. That"" 1rue ... ng-recd the lieutenant. "I wonder if be is ready aud go down and sp3· npon the .British at New Brunswick .
The youth at once went bnck to the place where bis compa11y
with t!ii> 1·p\Jel army o\·er at ;\Jiddlebrook?"
of Liberty Boys, as they 1Yere ca lled, wns encamped and began
.. \" l',.:.'' !>Hid Harley; ··1 ~aw him therl' to-day."
·
making preparations for the trip.
··Y on dicl'!"
·· 1 t>s. I kn ow him well, and ·would recognize him any'l.'his company consisted ·of one hnuc1rPd !Jran.> nnd patriotic
wh<·l'l'. pn•n at a distiluc·e. 1 once met him when we were youthfl of an average age of eigl!tem1 years. and the~· were
bo1!1 ont 011 it ><pying expedition. and we bnd quite a lively knowu far and wide as the Liberty Bo.r~ of ' Tfi. Dick was ·
littl.- c-01>1hat. l don"t know which would have won. but some their captain, and he was a faY01·ite, a ll the youths lovil1g !Jim
or his cumrad!':< u1nw lo hi,.; :1s"istance and I broke nway and a;: though be were a brother.
1ktl.'"
'l'hey saw him making arrangement::: to go somew)1ere and,
'" " °t'll. \ l'l.'ll! I didn't know you had had nu encounter with began plying him with questions.
\\'h ere wttR he going·?
tiH' fellow, .. i;nicl Lieutenant Holton.
\\'as 11 :::oini::: alone ·1
'"Yes. and nu\Y I b:11·e ~orue news for .rou: This same fel-

I'resently tbe farmer said to Dave:
" Go in th!c' house and tell your mother and sister to cook
supper for our eight guests.··
,, Xine." said th e lieutenant; "our comrade will be along by
supper-time, I am sure."
'·\'er~- well,., saitl Da\'e. and he went into the house and
tolL1 !Jis motber and sister what \:Ir. Denma11 had said.
" " 'c> will get a good meal, and then perhaps they will not
tak1• any of our property or do :rny damage," said Mrs. Den,
n!1lll .
Then she am1 Laura went to work, while Dave went back
out to where thP troopers were. He wishec1 to hear all that
He was gt·c>atly interested iu soldiers and the
wn~ F<aid.
war.
·• \\' ell. bub. dicl yon tell them to get us up a good meal?"
snid tll!c' Jieuteuaut, a.· DaYe reappeared.
··Yel!,'' was tiH' reply; '"you' ll have a gooc supper. you may
J1e ,.;ure of that."
'"Uoocl! 'l'hilt i,.; tile talk. eh. bovs?"
'l'ill' ot"ller troopers nodded assent.
1't>rha µ,; two hours vassed, and then a horseman appeared,
<·omiug from the northwest.
The borseman did not wear a scarlet uniform, as the troopN>' 11iu, hut as soon ""' they caught sight of him they exdaiiuPd in unison:
·" t' hen>,.; Harle\·!··
'"l~ that tlI~· eoinrade you were expect ing? '" asked )fr. Den-
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":hat was he going to do?
•
Su ch were a few of the questions they asked, and he told
them he \Yas going c1ow11 to Xew Rrunswick to spy on the
Britbh.
Bol1 Estabrook, Dick's right-hand man and a lifelong friend
:rnd chum, " ·anted to go along. but Dick said no, that he
wanted to go alone, as he felt that he would have better success in sp~·ing when by himself than when accoinpaniecl by
some one.
When he w'!1s ready, Dick mounted bis horse and rode away.
There was a well defined road leading in the direction of
New Bruns\Yick, but as it lead the entire distance through· the
timber bordering the Raritan river it wound and twisted
around and did not go in a straight line by any means. .
Dick did not ride fast for be . bad no desire to arrive in the
vicinfty of New Brunswick before sundown, as be could not
hope to enter the town before dark.
He had gone about four miles, he judged, when of a sudden
n girl appeand in the road in front of him and motioned for ·
him to stop.
The girl was really a young wolnan of perhaps eighteen years
and was Yery pretty. She bad her finger-tips on her lips, as
though to enjoin silence.
•
"Are you Dick Slater?" she asked, when she had stepped up
close to the head of the horse ridden by the young man, he haYing brought the animal to a stop,
·
"'.l'hat is my name," said the youth, in surprise, "but who are
.you and bow clid you know my name?"
"My name is Laura Denman, and I live a little ways down
the road. r am here to warn yon of danger, sir."
"Danger? From what source?"
"Some British troopers am lying in wait near here to capture you."
·
"Indeed? How did they know I was coming?"
"One of their number is a spy. and he has just returned froin
::'lfiddlebrook, \Yhere he learned that you were coming."
".Ah, so that is it, eh?"
"YPS."

"How many of the troopers are there?".
"Nine, counting the spy.''
"And they are hidden in the timber near here?"
"Yes, and waiting for you to come along."
"They were stopping at your house, were they?"
"Yes, sir."
"Then I take it that you are a patriot girl?"
"My sympathies are with the patriots in their struggle for
independence, yes, sir; but my father has never declared either
way, ancl the troopers think he is a king's man."
"That is all right; it is no sin to deceive the redcoats; but
you had better hasten back to your home, miss, before your
ab.·ence is discovered."
"I will return at once, sir; but you-what will you do?"
"I \Yill make a detour and get around the redcoats, Miss

-a b! "

'l'he exclamation was caused by the sudden appearance of
niiie redcoats, who rushed out from among the trees at a bend
fifty ~ra rds distant and came running toward the two, crying
at the top of their voices:
,
"Stand where you are! Don't attempt to escape or you are
a dead man!" and they flourished their muskets threateningly.
'L'he girl gaYe utterance to a cry of terror and leaped in
among the tree and disappeared from sight. and Dick Slater
did a most unexpeeted thing-at any rate it wa::; unexpected
to the redcoats. He 1:;poke a word to the horse, and the noble
animal dashed forwa rd at a gallop.
Straight toward the redcoats the Liberty Boy rocle, and they
stO!J[)ed and stood staring at the youth in amazement, not unmixeu ll'ith terro1-. This was not what they had expected at all.
Theil' ·idea was that the youth would tu,rn and attempt to flee,
if l.Je clid anything. and they were prel)ared to fire upon him
if he did ><o. but this action almost paralyzed them on account
of its Yery daring.
So instead" of fii'ing theY. stood there motionles::; und seemed
to be incapable of muldng any movement.
Ul'OIJlling the rein;; on the neck of the horse. Dick drew a
pistol \Yith each l.Jand aud fired two shots just as be was coming almost to t he enemy.
T wo of the t roopers gave utterance to cries of pain, and one
staggered backward as though hard bit.
'l'ltb aroused the others, and t hey leaped aside jus t in time
t o get out of the way and keep from getting run over.
Th1·uf<ling tllc pistols back into bis belt, Dick drew two more,
nnrl \\'llirling half around. fired two more shots.
.\.not !:er redcoat' "·a:> hit, for 11.e gave Utterance to a cry of
J.Jaiu.

.At the same moment the troopers leYeled their muf<ketr- and
fired.
The Liberty Boy f<aw th e redcoats were abont to fire. and
he leaned forward upon the horse's neck.
This was a good moYe a nd doubtless saYed his life. for the
bullets whistled aboYe hL~ head: had he remain ed erect in the
saddle he would have been hit.
Before the troopers could draw th eir pistols. if they had any
intention of doing so. Dick was around the bend in the road
and riding onward at a swift pace.
.
He went past the Denman home like a hurricane, and ;.\fr.
Denman and Dave stared at him in open-mouth amazement.
They had heard the shots and wondered wba t had happened,
and when they saw the youth riding by like a whirl\vind they
hardly knew what to think.
Then it dawned upon i\Ir. Denman that this was the patriot
spy the troopers had intended to eapture, and he exclaimed
aloud:
"That was Dick Slater!"
"'W hat is that you say, father?'' exclaimed Dnve, who had
come up from the stable and joined his father under the tree.
"Do you mean to say that was Dick Slater, the famous patriot
spy?"
"Yes," and then he told the boy what he had heard the r-py
tell the trooper;; about Dick Slater.
""''ell, I'm glad that he got away from them. father." said
!)ave.
"So am I ; but I wonder if anybody was killed ? There must
have been a dozen shots fired, at least."
"So there must have been. father, and one thing i. pretty
sure. and that is that Dick Slater was not killed."
"You are right, but he may haYe been •rnnnded.''
"I hope not."
Just then the troopers were seen coming down the ro::id. and
one was limping· painfully, while another had bi;; head tied up,
and a third was supported by two comrades and seemed
scarcely able to walk, even with their assistance.
"I guess the redcoats got the worst of it, father," said DaYe,
in a lo\\' voice and with a sparkle in bis eye;;.
"It looks that way; but be careful what yon say-and be
careful how you look. Your face shows that you are pleased,
and that won't do, you know."
The boy sobered bis face at once.
"I'll be careful," be said.
"Didn't you capture him?" asked l\Ir. Denman, as the redcoats entered the yard and approach ed tbe tree.
"No. he got away," was the surly reply from the spy; "and
now, if you will let us enter the house. we will dress the
wounds of our comrades."
"Come iight along," the farmer invited, and he led " way.
The redcoat who was most se,·erelr wounded lay down on a
lounge in one corner of the room and llis cowrades dressed his
wound. It was painful and weakening. but not nece:;:;arily
serious.
While this was being done the lieutenant explained how it
had happened. He told about the girl who had been h1lking _to
the "rebel," and ll'Ir. Denman wondered who the ;.:ii'! could
have been. He did not as yet suspect the truth- that the girl
was his daughter Laura.
'"Ibe rebel spy must be a daring fellow." he said. "Thn t
was certainly a bold piece of business, his riding straight at
you, instead of trying to get ·away!"
"Yes, but that is just like Dick Slater, and had I been as
smart as I ought to have been [ would ba1·e kno1n1 that was
what he would do."
"And did vou not wound him at all?''
"I don't k·uow; but I fear that we did not touch him.''
"What will rnu do?"
"Eat supper· here, now that your women fo lks ha Ye gone to
the tronble to cook it for us. and theu \\'e will follow on the
track of the reb el. " ·e may he able to mu upon him some1Yhere between here and ~ew Brun~wick."
Supper was announced b~· ~!rs. De umau ju:t t11en. aml tlley
went ill and seated themse lYes at the table. The fellow who
was most seriously wounded was ahle to go iu to sup1;er.
:\fr. Denman and the niue red ~outR were at the table. Mr;;.
Denmn nd Laura waited on the table. while Da\'e 1;tayed ill
the sitting-room. a;; he had to wait till second table.
'l'he troopers were hungry, aud so the· had their eye~
on the good things on tile table nml d~tl not notic:e ::'llrs.
Denman and Laura, save <.:asually.
'.!'hey enjoyed the supper immensely. for it was far better
t bnu nnything they had llnd for :1 long tim e .
F'iually, wh en their hunger was in a measure appeased,
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"Bah! A man will say anything 'YhPu he finds himself in
danger. Seize hiw. a rnuple of you!"
'l'wo of the trcopers took hold of )[r. Denman, while Mrs.
Denman gave utterance to a <:ry of nlann and grief and began sobbing ancl pleading that h er hns lmnd lie not harmed.
"Keep out of .the way," >:aid the troopers. harshly. pushing
the womnn hack: "whining won't he lp your husband."
'"I'ie hifl hand~ togt>ther hebind his hal'k." ordered Lieutennnt Holton .
This was clone.
. "Xow bring him out of doors."
The two men led :\Ir. Denman out of doors, the others following.
Mrs. Denman followed a ll, and was weeping as though her
heart wer~ broken. The t·roopers spoke harshly to her, telling her to "stop whining" a number of times, but she was
unable to da. .so.
"Lead him under that tree." said the lieutenant, indicating
one of the h·ees in the front ~·ard.
L
This was done.
"Now one of you men go to the stable and get a rope."
One of the troopers hastened away.
CHAPTER IV.
The sun was clown, and it was growin g dark, but it was
still possible to see very well anrl for qu ite a distance.
MR. DENMAN IN DANGER.
The woman .kept pleading with the troopers to spa re her
Laura gave utterance to a cry of dismay and terror and ran husba nd, but they paid no attention to her.
The man soon returned with tile rope. and one tied a runJ
out of doors.
Mr. and Mrs. Denman were greatly disconcerted. They ning noose in the end, and this was placed around l\Ir. Denstared after the girl and then looked .somewhat fearfully at man's neck.
the lieutenant.
"'l'hrow the other end over that limb " ordered the lieu"Surely you must be mistaken about this matter. sir," said tenant. pointing up"l'l'ard.
'
the man. "I cannot believe that Laura was the girl you · This was done.
saw."
" T nke hold of the rope, four or five of you."
The men obeyed .
The lieutenant shook his head.
"Pull clown and give him a ta1;1te of how it feels. "
"I am sure she is the same l!,'il'l." be declared.
This orcler was obeyed, th e troopers pulling down on the
"But Laura has heEln here all the time helping you in the
rope till Mr. Denman was almost choked. He was forced to
kitchen, hasn't she?" l\fr. D elll'pan asked his wife.
"'Vhy, yes; 01' at any rate slie wasn't out of the room long rise up on his tiptoes to keep from losing his breath.
'file men held him in this position a minute, and then at an
enough at any one time for me to think anything about it. I
order fi'om the lieutenant, let him clown so be could stand
am sure it could not have been her, Jieutena11t."
"Yes, it was," was the determined reply: "and to tell the fiat-footed again. •
truth, Mr. Denman, I belleve that you are a rebel, and that
"Now, Mr. Denman," said the officer, sternly, "one of two
you have been deceiving us."
things is going t o happen here fight away, and that is that
you .a re either going to tell us where your money is hidden
The man turned somewhat pale.
or we are going to hang you!"
"You are mistaken," be sa~d; " I am a loyal king·s ma n."
.
"But I have no money hidden." was the reply.
But the lieutenant s'hook his head; He wa ordina rily an
"I · don't believe you; men who a re as well off in this
easy-going sort of fellow, but it would have been hard to find
a person more bitter against the rebels than be. Then, too, 'Yo.·ld's goods as you· a re always have money about them.
he had been angered by the escape of D1ck Slater and by the You can siwe you r life by telling "\'\'here it is."'
"I would tell, of course, if I had any money hidden, but
wounding of th e three troope rs. and, feeling su r e that tlle girl
had told the Liberty Boy that the troopers wer e at her father's as I ha Ye none it is impossible."
house. be decided to get even with tlle .farm er.
"Remember, your life is at stake !" wamingly.
"You can't make me l.J•~ lieve you are loyal, " the officer de"I know that."
clared; "your uaugbter tolll Dick Slater of our presenc e here.
'"rhen tell the truth."
aDLl I am sure tbat ' you are a rebel. Now, ~·o u seem to be
"I haYe done so."
pretty well fixed !Jere, and I mu confident you must have some
"Bosh!''
m011ey bidden away. You mus! tell ns where it Is hid den. "
"There is no 'bosh' about it; do yo u suppose I would stand
house."
the
in
money
no
have
I
;
sir
mistaken.
"You are
here and permit myself to be hanged to save a few pieces
"Bab! You have. a nd I Imo"· it! And you 'Yill tell us of gold and silver? And what good would it be to me after
where it is or han g!"
I wns dead?"
A cry of terror escaped the lips of )It's. Denman.
"Vl'ell. it wouldn't ' be much good to you then, I'll admit;
"Ob, sir, please do not hurt my husband!" she cried. "'Ye but my idea is that you• think I won't hang you- that I am
have no money. and w e are loyal to the king."
merely trying to sca r e yo u, and that if you bold out you will
'rhe lieutellant looked from oue lo the other for a few mo- saxe both your life aud your money .. ,
·
me uls, and then said:
":'>io, I don't think that. I believe that you mean what you
wish to talk say, but nt the same time I hope you will reconsid er the mat"Have your daughter come into the house.
to her n bit."
ter, for hanging me will do no goocl , ancl 1 assu re you that I
ba Ye no money hidden about the lJlnce."
:\!fr.·. Denman went to the d..,or and l'a!Jecl out:
"J don't believe you. Pull dow11 on the rope. boys!"
"Laura!"
'l' he trn opers pulled till l\fr. Dennrnn's feet m :> re lifted clear
'l'llere was no reply.
'·She is afra id to com<>," said the officer. "Go out aud bring of the ground, and the writhing form was held there nearly
llalf a minute, l\1rs. Denman ~crea111ing aml making frantic
her in."
I
Mr ·. De1iman went out 11nd looketl all around, e;a!ling effo rts to get to her husband's side, but being held ba<:k by
Laura's nawe frequently, bttt there was no uns"·er and she onP of the troopers.
"~o'' let bim down," commanded the lieutenant.
failed to find her daughter.
'l'he troopers obeyed, but ~Ir. Denman was unable to stand
·' l wond er where she has gone?" tlw woman asked herself.
S!Je was fore;ed. finally. to go ba<-1~ into the house and re- and sank to the gr ound in a heap, almost black in the face
and gasping for breath.
port Lha t she e;ould not fiml the girl anyw here.
"Thro"· some water in his face," said the lieutenant.
"All r!µ;ht,' ' ·aid the lieutenant, grilllly; "I don't think you
Oue of them got some water and obeyed.
wautetl to find her. But no matter: I wi'n attend to your
·
Presently he was himself again to s uch a n extent, at least,
ca:;,., you rebl•l rascal!" this lo :\lr. Denman.
that he could stand and talk.
'l'bey were up from the table now and in the front room.
"How do you like that?" asked the lieutenant, grimly.
"l a~sur<> ~·ou that I am loyal, and tllat y ou are making a
"It is anything but pleasant," was the reply. "It is torture,
mistake, sir," s:iid the man.

tliey took more notice of t!Je woman and the gh·l. and the
lieutenant complimented ~lr:-:. Denman on her cooking.
"'l'his i<s a splenclicl meal. .. he said; "I don't know when
I have enjoyed one an~·thing like the eq ual 9f it."
"I am glad that you like it, sir. " was the reply:
Then the roting officer got a good look at Latlra as she
brought him an extra cup of C'Ofi'ee. and he gan' a start and
looked at her more searchingly than ~Ver.
";\fr. Denman." he said, slowly, tnrrling and looking at the
host ; "you lrno" I told ~·ou a girl was talking to the rebel
spy when we came upon him?"
"Yes, I remember," was the unsuspecting · reply.
"Exactly, and this·young lady here-is she your daughter?"
and he indicated Laura.
"Yes, she's my daughter."
"I am sorry to hear that," soberly.
"Wby so?" in surprise.
"Because-she is the girl that was talking to the rebel
spy!"

l
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at fighting. Tuey are
and I would not have belieYecl that "oldieri:; of the king would are lJetter at robbing than theytheare
Americans than in forcing
thinking more about plnnctering
stoop to such work."
.the kin:;."
"Insolent, eh'!'' cried the lieutenant. "A 11 right: if you Llon't tlwm to come back to tbeil' allegiance towhen
he learned that
lie watched and listened. nnd then.
tell where your money is concealed it will be all up with you,
the redcoats really intended to hang th e farmer, he tlrew two
fo1· next time I order ~· ou pulled up you will stay up!"
.. I ::uu at ~·om· mere~·." was the calm reply. It was evident pistol::; and cocked them.
''1'11 have to take a hand in this and trr to keep th e rPdcoats
th,:1t 1fr. Deuman was a brave man.
the odd>' ngaiu,;t
. '·01"cuurse you are at onr mercy; I am glad you realize that from accomplishi ng their purpose. even though
me are so great." be told himself.
fiwt. ~ o w tell "·here yom· gold and sih·er is hidden."
He held tile pi,:tolf: in rPadine:-;s and "·aited.
"l ltave 11one."
"I wonder where the girl is?'' he a::;ked him,;elf; "and there
An exclamation of anger and vexation escaped the lips of
was a bov also. I remember. I noticed llim a:-; 1 rode hy in the
th<' lieutenan t.
have maclc .Prisoners
"I flpl ien• you are the most stubborn man I have ever en- first place. Can it be that the troopers
of them'i"
countered ,.:ince corning to America!" he cried.
Then he tnrned his attention to the scene in front of him.
"Jt i,: not stubbornne~s; if I knew of any money around here
The trooper!< had just received the order to pull tile "rehel"
I wonltl tell >·uu and thus ;:a ,.e my life, but I know of none, so
up, ancl th<:>y obeyed.
:tm helpless."
It was no~.- time to act, and Dick did not hesitate.
"\\'pll. I' see ~·o u are determined to be hanged, my rebel
He fired both pistols. ,e ·oundlng one of the men who hut!
fricntl. :;o r :;ball accommoda te you. Men, pull down on the
"Come on, boy,;!
J'(\\le aml, hoist this stubborn rebel into tbe other world. There hold of the rope, and t. s1 he began yelling,
\Ve've got them now!" '
is tn he no letting down thls time!"
'L'bis was to make the redcoats think they were attaeked by
The m<:>n surged downward on the rope with all their might,
more thau one person.
mlCl .i\fr. Denman was hoisted into the air.
It is doubtful whether Dick would haYe been alJle to pnt the
Ile hung there, writhing and struggling perhaps fifteen secthe
to flight alone, but f:Uddenl~· th<:>re sounded shot>< from
of
one
redcoats
am!
l'llots.
pistol
two
sounded
there
then
ornl:<. am!
at the farther ;;ide of the yanl, and twu of tl!e rrtland
pain,
timllet·
of
the
cry
a
to
utternace
gave
rope
the
ltolcliug
111pn
Then eries of "Come on, lJoys! '''p'ye ~ot
dropped.
coats
back.
et!
reel
lt'tli 111-: go.
from there also.
sounded
now!"
them
gasped.
he
"I um shut!"
"This was too much for the trooper><, and th<:> .lieutemrnt
.\ l th« sallle moment cries of "Come on, boys!" "We've got
them no\\'!" \\·pre beard coming from the same direction as the cried out for the men to flee. ran in the direction of the :<table.
They obl:!yed promptly and
"hut,; hacl sounded from.
Reaching it they entered.
Of com:;e the troopf>r s were startled, and the others wbo had
The instant the troopers fled Mrs. Denman rushed to he1· hu,.:hold of tlw rupe let go suddenly, and Mr. Denman fell to the
side and removed the rope from his neck and untied the
band's
gronn<l.
his hands. ·
binding
more'
rope
two
ancl
sounded,
shots
rifle
'l'beu of :t Rudden several
By this time Dick Slater and the other party thut liatl at·
or the troopers fell, one dead, the other wounded, and on the
air 1·u~e more cries of "Come on, boys!" "We've got them tacked the redcoats reached the spot.
This v.arty consisted of Laura and Dave Denman null two
llO\Y !"
Harrison. '.rl1p Han·i;;ous
"\Ye are attacked from both sides, men!" cried the lieu- men, father and son. by the name of
were patriots-av owed ones-and they Jiyed a mil<:> from the
tenant, excitedly. "Flee for your lives! "
Denman home.
Harry Harrison had a twin sister, Harriet. :ind ~lw a111l
Laura were great friend><; more. Harry and Laura were swer1hearts. and so it was perhap only natural that tlle girl Rhoultl
CHAPTER V.
go there when she left the honse, after bE'ing recogn izetl hy
,
Lieutenant Holton.
A TIMELY ATTACK.
Dave had watched the progress of affairs bpt·wppn th<'
and, coming to the conclu;;i,1n th,tt
Dic:k Hlat<:>r <lid not ride far beyond the home of the Denmans troopers and bis father, danger,
he slipped out or tlw ho11st•
his father's life was in
before stoppiug.
over to the Harrison home.
Ile knew that the troopers were going to take supper there and made bis way
l\fr. Harrison and Harry were not at home when be got tb<:>rt>.
and that their horses were there, and he decided to stop and
and when he told them about the trouble hi,;
remain in the ncinity awhile; be was in no hurry to reach but came soon,
father was in they promptly took down their riflf>s .am! saill
the Yi.cinit~' of New Brunswick, anyway.
over and try to drive the redcoats 11\rny and
Leaping down, he led bis horse into the timber a distance of they would go
life.
two hundred yards, and then unbridled him and tied him with save i\'.lr. Denman's
Dave had not thought to bring his rifle. but there wa;; an f>X(nt
a long rope, so he could graze on the grass.
home,. :md be was given it. Then thry ,,et
Tht>n Dick made bis way back to a point where he could see one in the Harrison
ng them.
the.!1onRe and watched there till he saw the troopers appear, out, Laura accompanyi
'l'hey got there just nt the right moment to :i ssist Dir·k
and when they had entered the house he made his way back
the redcoats awa~-, as has beeu ;;e<>u.
to where hi s horse was and, taking a package from one of Slater in frightening
"They have gone into the stable," said Dick, who :tt onrt'
the saddlebags, he began eating his supper.
"Reload ~·o ur rifles as quickly as po,;He took bis time, and when he bad 'finis!Jed he made his took charge of affairs.come out of the stable we will fh-e upon
way down to a creek which was near at hand aqd got a drink. sible, and when they
·'There, l feel better," he said to himself. "Now I will go them."
"Perhaps we had better let them go in peace." saitl Mr. Denam! set> what is going on in the vicinity of the patriot's home.
"If we kill any more of them they will come back in
man.
being
as
girl
the
recognize
might
redcoats
the
afraid
l was
burn me out of house and home, and doubt'le;:is make
and
force
some
family
the
cause
and
me
to
talking
was
who
one
the
of hanging me next time."
work
·
sure
result."
n
as
trouble
no use of being easy with them," said Didc "The~·
is
"There
nothing
saw
but
house,
the
of
vicinity
the
reached
!le soon
you all the more if you give it to them ns ha rd a;:
respect
will
with
horse,
bis
near
down
sat
and
back
went
so
unu. ual, and
is the only way to do, and they will be carPt'ul
That
possible.
dark.
after
till
remaining
of
thf> inten1i on
you in future."
bothering
about
thought
he
when
perhaps,
hour,
an
half
there
lif> bacl llf>en
Mr. Denman was not sure about this, but ht:> did not 1li~sent.
he heard the sound of a womn'sa voice in entreaty, and be
and while the· other men were reloading tlleir weapons hf> went
ruse and hastened in the direction of the patriot's house.
into the house and got 'hi.s rifle. Then he rejoined the vther:;.
tbe
see
to
time
in
just
timber
the
of
edge
the
I le rench<:>d
and telling Mr-. Denman and Laura to go in the ltou,:e. wherp
air
the
in
him
had
baYing
after
Denman,
Mr.
reLlcnat>< lowt~r
they would not be in dnnger of bPiug hit by stra~· bullets. the
ne11 rly half a minnte.
five hastenerl in the direction of thf> stable.
it
!mow
"They
Dick.
thought
feared!"
I
"Jove. that is what
The re11coat11 had already emerged aud wer<> leadin;:; tlwir
was the patriot's daughter who was talking to me when they
toward the gate.
horses
it."
for
him
punishing
re
a
ru:;h ed upon me and
It \\'RR so dark that the outlines of the men and hor;;Ps could
!:le ll><tened to th e com·ersatio n that ensued between tile paout, hut it was worth while tryin" to bring
triot and Lieutenant Holton after Mr. Denman had been barely he made
troopers, and Dick gave the word to tnke
the
of
some
down
the
force
to
trying
was
officer
the
brought to ancl learned that
fire.
ancl
aim
hidden.
silver
and
gold
farmer to tell wllere he hatl
'L'his \YUS done, and they heard at least one trooper give
"The:Y
to himself.
"That is just like tile redcoats," said Pick
i
•
.
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e to a cry of pain. Then the gate was .opened quickly, was up high enough so that its rays shone down upon the
nounted. and a moment later were dashing away in the roadway through between tbe trees at either side.
"1 don't kno11· wlwther I like that or not," the youth thought;
direction of New Brnnswick.
"it is more plensant to see where one is going, bnt at the same
"I guess we didn't kill any of the redcoats." saiu Dick.
be seen by
"~o, but we mu~t have wounded one at least," said Mr. Hal'- time it makes it more likely that a fellow may
some stray scout or sp~-."
rif:Oll; "I henrd a cr.v of pain."
Scarcely hall the thought passed through his mind before 1
"So did I.'' from i\Ir. Denman.
there was the rush of feet, and Dick f.ound himself surrounded
come back to-night?" asked Dave.
"Do you think they
by nt le1tst a score of British soldiers.
"I hardly think so .., snjd Dick.
Then they went back to tile house. and Mrs. Denman asked
her husband what was going to be done with the dead trooper
lying in the yard.
CHAPTER VI.
"\Ye will butT him," said Dick. promptly.
lfr. Denmnn irot a spade nnd led the way-Dick, Da're DenA PECULIAI: WAGER.
man, l\lr. Harrison and Harr~· follo1ving, carrying the corpse-to the timber. back of tbe ,;;table.
The Liherty Boy realized tbat it "·oulu be useless to ti-r to
Here n ~rave wa · dug and the body- intened and covered
offer resistance.
0Ye1:. Then they went back to the house.
The enemy had · him at its mercy.
Diel;:. remained a few minutes, nud Laura explained tllat slle
Twenty was too great odds for blm to fight against. and to '
had heard the British spy telling the troopers out in the front
~-ard about the coming of Dick Slater, the patriot spy, and uo so would be to insure bis death at once, instead of his
how they "·ere going to lie in wait and capture him, and s!Je capture .
The redcoa!s di(~. n~t i;ay anything. but laid hold of Dick
. had ~li1n1ed awa;t" and giv~n him warni~g; but the redcoats bad
put rn an appearance while she was still engaged in conversa- and pnllt>d !nm oil' bis horse and bonnd bis arms togetlle1·
the Lihert~· Boy. and the British lieutenant bad 11 behind hi;; back.
tion
recogmzed her when he saw her later on in the house waiting I 'l'hen tlley placed him back 011 !Jle hor~ e and started do.wn
thP. road, RomP. going in front, some behind.
on the tal.Jle.
!)ick uic: uot as!;: any question;::.• nor did. anr oue sar am-Dick explainec~ ~hat he was ~n his ':ay to Xe1,- B~·nnswick
thmg to lmn, a111l so tile march was made m silence. and bait ·
to sp:v on ,the British. and tlwt it was time be was gorng.
an hour late1· t!Jey crossed the bridge over the Raµic1an and ;
"Where is your bor .. e'!" asked Dave.
entrred the town of Xew Brunswick.
"Oyer in the timber a-wa~·s.'' wns tile reply. ·
.
Dick ,,·a;; taken to headquarters at once.
"How lon.g will ~·ou be gone?'' asked tl1e boy..
Lieutennnt Holton and the spy, George liarier, were at bead;
"I don't know; I may be only a da~-, and then again I ma:v
be two or three days in Hecnring tile information I nm after.'' quarters making their report to the British officer in command
of tbe arm~'.
"'Yill you come back past onr house?'' eagerly.
"-hen Dick wa;; led in a prisoner the ~.res of the British >'PY
"Probably."
glo\1·ed with pleaf.nre.
"All right; if you uo, stop. please.''
"Ila'. so tllC'y g-ot you. dicl the~'?" be exclaimed.
"I will do ::;o.''. Dick noted the eager l'.iok in the boy's eyef:.
·
"It look: that wny:· ,yas Dick's cool reply. , .
anu at once 1lec1ded that he wanted to join the army.
"[ thought it possible they would so so when we met them
.. Ile look;: like a ho~- who \\-ould make a l?OOd soldier," the
to lie in wait for
~couth told bim;:elf; "1J11t he is most too young; he can't be and told 1'11e1u about ~-ou nnd instructed them
you. I ,ras sure yon were one of those who attacked us at tile
more than sixteen."
Then h<' !Jade ::ill goocl-nil{ht nntl took his clC'parture. He \Tas farmhom:c •.Yhen WC' , ..-ere nhout to . tring the rebC'l np.' '
"Indeed'!''
followed from the llOUf:e hy nave, who caught up \\'ith Dick
"Yes.''
and walkeil beside bim.
"Yon are Yer.r ;;!Jrcwd.''
"Say.'' the boy saic1. eagNly. "I am going to ask father and
'rhis wa s said in a sarcnstic ,·oi<'P, :incl t!IC' sr.\· Unshed ::ind
mothPr t·o let me joi11 your c·ompany of Liberty Boyf:. 'Yill you
saicl. somewhat au;::rily:
Jet me do so iC they are willin!!?"
"Thank you!"
"How old nre you'i'' :i;;kecl Dick.
"'l:ou nre welcome.''
"I'm going on ;;eyenteeu:·
"I s thi" Dick f'later. the famous· rPlif'I ;;p,r '!'' asketl the
•·\Yben wns ~·our last birtlula.v?"
BritiRh otlic£'1·. ·
'l'bere w:1>1 a slight pnuse, and then Dn>e Ral<l:
"It i;:, sir." replied George Ilnrley.
"Last week.''
"I fa! that j,. indeerl good ne\Ys:·
Dick l:1ugheu to him Relf. lT<' was nmu"e<l h.\· the boy's evi"l"o it i><; tilerP i>' n rrwan1 offPrell for hi>< cuoture--fil·e
dent desire to make him"elf out oltl euough to l!.O to war.
t!Jat you Rha ll ·Ree to it
··~ou are really only RiXteen, DavC'.'' Di<;I;: sai1l; "hut 1 l!nve hundred pound s. I think-and I want
had an opportunity to see that you hnxe the right sort of "tnff that all of us wbo \vere in Rtrum<'ntal in making the ca]lture
in you to-ni~llt. nml I will :a~· tlrnt if your parents are wil'' :g secnl'f' our sllare. ><ir."
'·Yery well: l "hal l sernl the prisoner to Xew York to-monow,
)·on ma~· join m3· com11nny."
".\JI right, sir, and much ol.Jligerl !" was the joyful reply. "I \Yith recom111 ellllations to Ge11en1 l UowP that be pay you the
am going to persuntle father and mother to let me join, and reward."
"Tllank yon. ;.tr:·
when 3-ou come bnck past here I will go to Middlebrook with
.
The officer eyed Dick critically.
you.''
"I ilaYe heard n great deal about you, Captain Slater," be
·'All right. Good-night."
>'nill, "and I don't see hO\Y one so young bas been able to clo
"Goocl-night. ;\k. SlatPr."
so much succeRsful work as a spy." '
The hoy we11t back, and Dick continued onwaru.
"Ile has had a good share of luck, sir." said Harley. who wa8
He found his hor;:e where Ile bad left it, and, untying it,
jealous of Dick's i:evutation as being "The Champion Srn' of
led it through the timber to !Ile rond.
"H he bad bad so man~- difficulties to eu~founting. he rode along in the direction of Xew Brunswick. the Revolution.
It was dark. and Ile could not see the road, but the. horse counter as I haYe in my work as a ;:py, he would not ham
been so successful.''
could, and he let the animal have its own way.
Dick Frniled . cornfully.
He -rode slowly, of course, it being not necessary that Ile
"That is au easy way to dispose of the matter, .. he said,
should reach Xew Brunswick at an early hour of the evening.
While riding along be went over the events ot the evening, with such sarcasm that Harley fl.usbed with auger.
"It is the truth," he insisted. "You have not had any diffiin his mind's eye, and be wondered whether the affair at tbe
culties to overcome, while I have been beset with them on
Deuman home would result disastrously for them.
"I am afraid the redcoatH will not rest till they baYe burned ernry side.
"Look here," snid Dick, "I am not at nll girnn to boasting,
bis borne." Dick thougllt. "I think I will get permission from
General ·wasbington to come to the vicinity of the llouse with nor am I vain, but I like to be given credit for what I can do;
tbe Liberty Boys and keep watch over it. Then if the redcoats so to proYe that what you have said is not in strict accordimce
put in an appearance we will make them wisll they had stayed with the truth, and to demonstrate that it has not been mere
luck that bas enal.Jled . me to do successful work, I will agree
away."
' ·
to make my escape to-night."
On be rode $lowly.
T!Jis wn·s said so calmly and coolly that the three British
r>resently it began to grow lighter, and he saw that the moon
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officers-the spy ranked as captain-stared at him in amaze- bnllding--and that a double row of gua rds be sta tl
ment.
the understanding that this was to be kept up all night.
"What is that you say?" finally gasped the general; "do
'l'hen Dick was led away and taken to the jail, he being ~uryon mean to stand there and make the statement you will rounded wbi!•: on the street corners by the score of soldiers,
escape before morning·?"
they having waited ju~t outside the headquarters building.
· "Yes, sir."
The lieutenant and the spy, Harley, remained in the genDick \Yas cool and calm, and there was a quiet smile on bis eral's room and discus~ed the audacity-as they termed it-of
face.
the Liberty Boy.
"Yon are a fool!" said Lieutenant H olton, bluntly.
"That is just like Dick Slater." said Harley. "Ile is a dar"Tbanks," saill Dick, calm\y; "wait till morning before mak- ing fellow and not afraid of anything."
ing any remarks. Then you will see who are the fools."
"It \Yas foolish his "·agering that be would escape during
"Why, young man, you are talking nonsense when you make the night." said Lieutenant Holton.
the statement that you will escape during the night," said the
"Very foolish," said the general.
general, who was a somewhat pompous, self-important man.
"I am not so sure of that," aid Harley; ''.from what I know
"You are in the heart of the British encampment, surrounded of him and what I have beard of him from reliable sources he
by thousands of soldiers; you will be placeq in a strong room has succeeded in escaping a nnmber of times when he bad as
and guarded and will have no chance whatever to escape. I little chance. seemingly. as he has to-night."
would be willing to wager a year's pay that you will be found
"But · the double row of guards, Harley," said the officer.
here in the morning."
"He cannot escape."
"You would lose." said Dick, calmly.
"I don't see bow he can do so; but I should not be surprised
"Bah !" sneered H arley. "You are talking in a spirit of bra- if we should wake up in the morning and find him missing."
vado. You know you cannot make your escape."
"Well. I would be Yery much surprised." the general declared.
"I will lay you a wager on that, if you like," .said Dick.
Presently Lieutenant Holton and George Harley left head".-\11 right, I'm willing," was the eager repJy. "What shall quarters and \Yent to their quarte1:s, tb.ey having rooms in the
the wager be-for' what amount or trophy?"
same building. As they went they discussed the matter. · and
"I am not much of a hand to bet." said Dick. "but I am not J 1aughed over the fact that the general had become so interaverse to winning some British gold, and I will wager one bun- es ted in the affair as to wager on it.
drcd pounds of gold that, I will make my escape before
"He is all right." said Holton; "I ha\e seen him bet high on
morning." .
.
a card hand, and he could not resist the temptation."
·
\\'itbin the hour the news had traveled throughout the en"Done! But have you the money with you'?"
campment
to
the
effect
that
the
"rebel"
spy,
Dick
Slater,
had
"Certainly not; I couldn't carry that much."
wagered that he would succeed in escaping before morning.
"I thought you might have it in English pa1)er notes."
This
Fet
the
common
soldiers
to
laying
wagers,
and "ithin
"No, we will not put up any money-simply pledge our word,
that is all. If, w'hen the sun rises in the morning, I am still the next hour hundreds of small wagers had been maae. some
being
willing
to
take
the
side
of
the
"rebel,"
but
only when
a prisoner in the encampment here. I will pay you, on the day
that peace is declared, one hundred pounds. And if, in the given large odds.
Iu laying til e wagers it was und erstood tlrnt those who made
morning, I am missing-have made my escape--you al'e to pay
the bets were not to try to interfere in any way with the
me one hundred pounds the clay peace is declared."
prisoner.
.
"Supposing you are dead?"
'l'he excitement occasioned by the affair was such that the
"Then tlle wager does not stand, of course; if either of us is
soldiers
did
not
get quieted clown till nearly midnight, and this,
::lead, the wager is annulled."
"All right ; it is settled, and," with a smile, "I am one hun- of course, made it difficult for Dick to put bis plans for escaping into effect.
dred pounds richer.:•
By half-past twelve the camp was quiet and remained so till
"Don't be so sure of it," said Dick.
.
"'l'hat's so; perhaps you are not worth t hat muc b ," with morning.
'l'he first question the men wanted answered when they
another sneering smile.
"You need not worry about that; I have more than that awoke next morning was, Bad the prisoner escaped?
Their question was soon answered: When the jailer went to
amount bidden away; it is all British gold, too, and I have
the cell in which Dick Slater had been ' placed it was found to
secur~d it since the war began."
be empty.
".\h, ~·es; stolen it, eh?"
Nor was the Liberty Boy to be found anywhere in the
"Xo. I don't call it that. I have taken it from British
soldiers whom I have caught robbing patriots. I simply gave building.
He had won his wager ; he had escaped during the night!
them a taste of their own medicine, that is all."

I

"Ab, indeed?"
, "Yes."
The British general bad listened to the conversation with
some astonishment. It was so unusual in its character that he
was interested, and then, too, he was a man who had considerable sporting blood in his make-up; he played cards for
money quite a good deal, and a wager of any kind always interested him.
"I woul(l like to have a wager up with you on the same
terms," he said, with a smile.
"All right," replied Dick, promptly; "I have another hundred pounds that I will risk in the same manner. It has not
cost me anything, and if I can use it to secure more British
gold. I shall be glad to do so."
"Do you mean it?" in surprise. "vVill you wager another
hundred pounds in the same way as the one you have up with
Harley?"
"Certainly .. ,
•·we shall use all precautions to preYent your escape."
·'Yes; all that I ask is that you do not place me in chains."
·' '\Ye will not bind you, other than as you are now; we will
simply lea ve you with hands bound; but we will place you in
a strong room and place a strong force of guards over you."
"That is all right; I don't car() how many guards you place
over me."
''This is unusual and rather remarkable," said the general,
as if to apologize for his takiug part in the affair; "but I could
not resist tbe opportunity of getting the money back that you
haYe taken from British soldiers."'
Then he ordered that the prisoner be taken to the town jail
and that be !Je placed in a st rol1g cell-the strongest in the

CHAPTER VII.
HOW DICK WON HIS WAGER.

When Dick Slater made the wager that he would escape before morning be had not the least idea bow b,e was to accomPlif:!h it.
The impulse had come to him to make the wager, and be
had done so; but now that it was made, he was determined to
win, if possible.
Of ~ourse he would have tried to escape anyway, but the desire to prove to the spy, Harley, that he had not been aided
always by luck made him all the more eager to get away.
If he could escape, after having practically advertised bis
intention to try to do so, it would he a great triumph over his
redcoat iival.
''I'm going to escape, if I possibly can do so," he told himself. "but tlie question is, how am I to do it?"
He was Yery careful to obserYe eYerything as he was taken
into the jail. He noted the positions of the doors and windows
and counted the steps from the front door to the stairway,
and then when they b!td gone upstairs he counted the steps
from the head of the stairs to the door of the cell he was
placed in.
He did not know that he wonld be able to utilize these thing ,
but thonght it " ·ould do no harm to take note of ever:1·tniug.
In moving about in · the dark hall the knowledge of how far it
\YaR to the stainYa~· would make it ea~ier for hiw.
'l'lrn trouble. ho\\·ernr, would be to ge t out of his cell.
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c hacl taken a quick suney of the interior while the sol- was at least fourteen feet from the ground. ne jud~ecl it to
ers were there. and there was a light in the room. ne be a diwgerons drop, at the best, for he clid not knoll" what he
oticecl that there was one small. grated 11-indo1'·, an Iron cot might be dropping on. There might be sharp pickets below for
all he knew to fall on, 11·1lic·Ll would be a sure and horrible
and a stool.
deatll.
He seated himself on the edge of the cot.
However. to r emain would result ultima tely in death. and
'·\rel!. good-night."' said the jailer. ·•1 llcar you are going
to make your escape before morning." and he grinned, as much like!~· in dea th l.l~· hanging. and he \\"ould rather be impaled
on the end of a sharpeued 1:;tick than to be hanged.
as to say. "I guess you will be here when morning comes.'"
Dick rested fifteen or twenty minutes, ancl t11en got up and
"I belie1·e I am to do something of the kind,"' was Dick's cool
went to the windo\\" and looked out.
reply.
He knew it must be well alon1' toward midnight. but there
"Well, perhaps you may succeed in doing so," still smiling,
"but I shall not come and look to see whether you are here be- was still some stir on the streets. as he could see the street
lamps throwing out light enough for the purpose.
fore bringing your breakfast."
LuckHy there were no street lamps anywhere near the rear of
"Oh, certainly not; and if I should be gone you can eat the
the jail- Dick's cell looking out on a small yard and the alley
food yourself."
The jailer chuckled, as did the two soldiers who bad le<l at the rear of the jail.
Ile ku ew there mu .·t be a number of soldiers on guard, and
him into the jail and to the room.
that it would be a difficult mattt>r to get awa.1· without beinf{
"You're a cool chap," the jailer said.
disccl\·ered. even though he might succeed in dropping to the
"And why not be?"
"There is no reason why you should not be. It is as well to ground in safety.
take things philoeophically, I guess." ·
Still. be was determined to make the attempt, and if he were
Then the tl1ree withdrew.
shot it would be more to be preferred than to remain and be
The door went shut with a clang, there was the rattle of the hanged later on.
key in the lock, and then the sound of footsteps along the ball.
Ile \\'aited another hoUI'. and by that time all seemeLl to be
Dick was alone in the cell.
qulet on the streets, as far as be could see.
"I guess I might as well make the attempt," he told himself.
He was locked in, with his hands tied together bebincl his
back; bow, then, was he to escape?
He lost no time, but went right to work.
That was the problem that be was to work out-if be could.
He climbed up to the opening made by the removal of the
He sat there, silent and motionless, thinking.
iron bars and crawled through, feet first.
It was a slow aml difficult job. but he finally succeeded.
He thought long and earnestly.
Then he climbed down by holding to the other iron bars till
"Well." he said to himself presently, "the thing for me to do
first is to get my bands free. I can do nothing with them tied.'' he lrnng suspended from the window-sil I.
lle could go no farther now; he would have to drop and take
So he set to work.
He found it to be a difficult task.
his chauces.
The rope had been tied securely.
Dick was a youth who belie1-ecl in doing thing once he h::td
He worked at this half an hour, at least, and then paused to made up bis mind. and he did not hang there long-only a few
rest.
seconds. in fact. Then be let go and dropped.
"I begin to doubt my ability to get my bands loose, much
He struck the ground. but was not injured more than to he
less make my escape," he . aid to himself; "but I will keep on jarred somewhat.
while.''
a
after
free
them
get
may
and
trying
He did not make much noise in striking, either. fortunately.
He went to work again, and at the end of another half hour
He remained on his bands and knees-he had struck on his
rope
the
loosened
had
he
that
knowing
of
satisfaction
the
had
feet and gone on down to hands and knees to break the fall- some.
a minute or more, listening intently.
"I guess I shall be able to get my hands free," be told himHe wanted to make sure that he had not been heard by a
it."
of
part
easiest
self; "but that will be the
sentinel.
sufficiently
loosened
rope
the
get
to
It took two more sieges
He heard no sound, so came to the conclusion that he had
so he could slip his hands out, and then he drew a breath of been fortunate enough to escape being heard.
the
got
he
till
wrists
his
rubbed
relief and satisfaction and
"Now it has come to a matter of slipping past the guarcls."
blood to circulating.
thought Dick.
it.
Presently he went to the door and tried
He knew that this would be difficµlt and dangerous.
Of course it was fastened, but Dick wanted to see bow
He was aware that a double set of guards bad been stastrong it seemed.
around the jail for the especial imrpose of preventing
tioned
door.
the
shake
even
not
It was like the wall itself; be could
getting away should he by any means Rucceed in
from
him
bedon't
"I
"That doesn't promise much," he told himself.
of the jail.
out
getting
battering-ram.''
. lieve I could get through that door with a
''One thing, though, is in my fayor," thougl.lt Dick; "the
Then be went over to t11e window.
sentinels clo not believe it possible that I could get out of my
He tried it and found that be could raise it.
cell and out of the jail."
"That is good," he told himself.
there being double the usual number on g11a1d woulrl
Then he wedged the window with a key that had been left maStill.
ke it extremely difficult to get away without being disin his pocket when he was searched, and, taking hold of the
covered.
bars, he pulled at them.
Dick remained on his bands and knees ancl began crawling
They were strong, and as be tried one after another and across
the small back yard.
failed to even shake, much less bend one, he began to think it
.Just before he reached the fence between the yard and the
was useless to think of getting out.
sound of measured footsteps and knew that
The bars were about six inches apart, and there were two alley he heard the
was close at band.
sets of them, one set running crosswise and the other length- a sentinel
It was so dark that it was impossible to see one's hand bewise.
face, and this would make it an impossibility for
Finally be found one near the top of the window that was fore one·s to see Dick.
not so tight as the others. He could bend it, and he at once the senti11~l
"The thing for me to do iR to remain perfectly quiet," . snicl
pulled with all his migh.t. Ile found that the bar was bending more and more, and at last he had it so that be was e.n- Dick to himself, "and then I will be all right."'
'rhe sentinel walkecl along in the alley, passing within ten
abled to pull it out of its sockets.
When he had done so he then turned his attention to finding feet of Diel,, but the fence was between. ·
The Liberty Boy waited till the sentinel was fifteen to twenty
one that extended lengthwise--the one he had removed was a
crossbar-of the window, and presently he was successful in steps away, apd then cautiously climbed the fence.
The moment he was in the alley he walked away, going in ti.le
this. It was no longer than the other and was larger, so it
took fully as much exertion to loosen it and get it bent suffi- opposite direction from .the sentinel.
Dick .·oon reache_d a cross street and walked along it, keepciently 'to come out of the sockets.
Finally, Dick was successful. however, and after making as ing in the darkest places, and presently he found himst>lf outcareful an examination as possible by feeling around, he be- side the cordon of guards, he having succeeded in passing three
came satisfied that he could crawl through the opening made more without being discoverecl.
Dick knew where his horse was, he having watched the man
bY the removal of the two bars.
· Then he sat down on the cot and rested and did some who took charge of it when they stopped in front of lleatlquarters. and he 1'·as determined to have his horse if possible.
t hinking.
The animal had been tal:en to a stable just back of the headlie rememberecl that he was in the second story, and that be
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gunrters building. and Dick made his " ·nr there as quickly as
""·ell, we will think about it," said tlle
llOSSible.
sigh.
Tbe .·table was locked, but Dick quickly prieu tlle staple loose
"That's right, think it over," said Dick. "Don·t decide un
ancl opened the door, and ten minutes later lecl his horse forth, aftf'r. I have got to go hack to my Liberty Boys. I would no
' bridled and saddled.
wish to persuade you to giYe your consent against your will,
He !eel the animal by a roundabout course till they were out but I don't think you will regret it if you do let him join my
bf the town and past the last of the sentinels-who had such company.''
loug beats that it was not difficult to get past them-and then
Immediately after breakfast Dick bridled and saddled hj.s ·
: he m6unted and rode onward.
horse aud, mounting, rocle a~rny in the direction of Mi<ldleIle reached the Raritan presently at a point half a mile brook.
below the bridge, and the orse swam across, earrying Dick
Half an hour later he arri\·ed there and made his report to
em;ily.
.
.
General ·washington and asked permission to take his Liberty
The Liberty Boy then rode m a curved li~e, and finally Boys to the Denman home to guard it against the redcoats.
; reacl1ec1 the road. The ~orse turned to. the ngllt "7h~n the
'l'he commander-in-chief granted the permission, and half 11n
road w11s reached, and Dick gave tl)e ammal a free rem and hour later the company of youths was on its way to the Denlet him pick his own way.
· man home.
"I hine esc11petl," the youth said to himself. "I did what I
'l'he Liberty Boys were glad to get away from the encampwagerecl that I would do. Jove, I wonder "·llat the redcoats meut. '
, will say J.u the morning when they discover that I ha\? got
They were always e11ger for action; camp life clitl not agree
away'! I'd like to be where I could see and hear them! and with them.
he laughed to himself.
Dick told them that he thought it likely they would llaYe
Half an hour later Dick arrived at the Denman home, and a brush with the redcoats, and tllis vleased them greatly.
he brought his horse to a stop.
"I llope a crowd of redcoats will come to the Denma11 home
"I guess I'll stay here till morning," he said to himself. to look for ;rou, Dick, and to burn and pillage it. Then we will
, "Yes, and till I ham secured the information I wish I will haYe a good excuse for giving it to them hot and heaYy,'' saitl
make this my lleadquarters."
Bob Estabrook, a handsome, manly-looking youth of about
Dick':; nge.
"[ h11ve no doubt but what they will come. Bob:· "·as the
reply. "I am only afraid that they will get there before we
CHAPTER VIII.
do."
''Lc>t's ride fa;;tc>r,'' eagerly.
A SURPRISE.
Boh "·as an impulsive youth who would rntlier fight than
Wilen Dick told the Denmans the story of his ca pture trnd eat. thongll he was very hungry, and the thought that tlle redescape next morning at the breakfast table they listened in coat~ might read1 the Denman home ancl plun'tler and burn it
ancl get away before the Liberty Boys got tllet·e was 110t a
astonishment.
It· was wonderful the manner in wbich he had escaped, they plenRiug on1.·.
I>ick decided to act on Bob's snggestion and gave the onler
thought.'
"I doi1't see how you managed to get away \Tithout having to ride at n more rapid imce.
He and Bob were in the lead, and they set the pace, the
been discovered," said Mr. Denman.
"I harclly understand lt myself," was the smiling reply. others following.
E'lfteen minutes of this fast riding brought them to the
"But now the chances are good that some redcoats will be here
to look for me before Yery long, and if they should get saucy Denman l1ome. and they were glad to learn that tbey lrnd got
:rnu make up their minds to burH your house, they must 1be there ahead of the enemy. ,
Tile youth;, r!l~mounted ancl led tlleir horses back into the
prevented.''
timber at a distance of u. quarter of a mile, to where there wm;
"Yes, but how could we do it?" asked the farmer.
"I'll t ell you. I am going to go to :VIiddlebrook at once and a natural cletlring of perhaps three acres. Here they left theit·
·bring my J_,iberty Boys here. 'l'hey will station themselve;; horses, tying them to treeR around the eclgf' of the clearing,
iu the timber close by, and when the redcoats think they haYe afte1· ''hi<.:h the youths hastened back to the house.
Tile Liberty Boys d'id not go clear to the house. howeYer;
e".erything their own way ~ny boys will turn in and show tllem
they paused at the edge of the timber, and, nt Dick's suggesthat they are mistaken."
'l'his was pleasant news to the Denmans, and they told Dick tion, stretched out till they r eached from the road on the
nortlnrnst to tile road again on the soutll\\' C'st, thus half en{IS much.
circling the house.
'·You are very kind, l\:Ir. Slater," said Mrs. Denman.
"I will gO to the house," said Dick. "and I am going to sb.1.v
"Yes. indeed!" from Laura.
"Oh:I ·s hall be only too glad to do tllis," said Dick. "Dave, tl1f>rt> till the redcoats put in n11 HJJ}JearaneP. You bo~·;;. keer
llere. is to become a member of my company, and I shall take out o.E sight nnd wait till you hear my slgn!ll, a shrill whistle.
a great pleasure in rendering assistance to the family of one and then you are to rush for"·al'Cl antl corupletelr surronncl the
of my Lilierty Boys. And, besides, it is · mr duty to render honse and the redcoats as well."
"Thnt',; a ~!,Jlenclid !::Clleme,'' snid Doi.>. enthusiastically.
a.ssistance to patriots whenever the opportunity presents itself
"Yes, I think we shall be nble to capture the entire British
or the necessity arises."
"Da\·e is to lleeome a member of your company!" exclaimed force."
:Yirs. Denman, looking at Dick in amazement and then at her
HI think so.''
son.
Dave Deuman hacl come out to rneet Dick and the Libertv
"Oh, haven·t you said anything to your parents yet, Dave?" Boys as soon as tlley appeared, ancl he bad shown them tl;e
asked Dick.
way to tht> little clearing where they had left their horses.
•·x o," the boy replied, "but I will now," and he told them
He now accompanied Dick to the house. and on the waY he
that he had asked Dick to let him become a member of the told the )-onth tllat his mother had consenteu to let him joiu
compnny of Liberty Boys if his parents were willing, ·and now the company.
he asked them to let him do so.
"All right, Da•e.'' said Dick. "I am glacl of it.''
:.\Cr. Denman was willing, but the mother's heart sank as she
Th<'y entered the house, autl :\'.Irs. Denmau corroborated the
thought of her only son going to wa1-.
bo~··s statement.
"I think )'OU are too young, Dave," she said. "Wait a year
"I have decided to let him join your company, Cnptain
or .so."
~
Slater,'' ><he said, "and I hope that you will look after him amt
"The war will be ended before then. mother,'" was the reply, not let him be too reckless."
"au<l I want to h~lp tight for independl)nce. I am young, true,
"I will <lo so. :\Ir;;;. Denman,·· Dick aRsured her. "I won't let
but I can shoot as well as any man and can do just as good him do anything rash.''
work."'
At this moment a cry PRcaped tbe li11R of Lt\m·a. '1"ho hap"All my boys are young, so far as that is concerned," said pened to bP looking out through thP open doonn1y.
Dick. "Our nverage is about eighteen years... 'Ve have some
Dick stepped quickly forward and looked out.
aniong us who are past nineteen and some who are but little
About thirty British troopers had just galloped u11 to the
past seve11teen."
gate and were now leaping to the grqun l. Lea Ying their
"D:we is only sixteen," said the mother.
homes to be looked after hy two of. their comrade;;, the others
"'l'rue, but he is a good, big boy, and I know by the way he dnsheu into the yard nntl quickb' f<ntTounf! ed the house.
carried himself last night that he wlll make a good solclier. ~ '
"The red coa ts:,. she ~xcl aimed. "'.l'hey are here at hst!"
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and fifty of the youths were deputed to take the prisone1•s
there and deliver them to the commander-in-chief.
"Then you must come right back, boys," sald Dick.
"We will· we won't let any grass "row under our feet "
said Bob. '
"'
·
'
'l.'hey hastened to the clearing and got their horses., and
.while they were gone the other Liberty Boys assisted the
prisoners to mount their horses. 'Then, as soon as the fifty
returned, they mounted and started a way with the · thil'ty
prisoners in their midst.
It took them about three-quarters of an hour to reach Middlebrook. and when they rode into the encampment their , appearance, with so many prisoners, caused considerable ·ex"\Vaiting."
citement.
"Waiting! For what?"
Bob went to headquarters and reported to General '7\•ash"For you fellows to come."
'
'l'his was said so coolly that the lieutenant stared. He could ington.
The commander-in-chief was well pleased- and ordered the
not understand the matter at all.
"Say," he said, after a little; "you proved yourself to be a prisoners to be taken in charge and placed under guard.
General Wa'shington listened to Bob's sto1·y of the caIJture,
remarkably clever young fellow by escaping last night, as you
wagered you would do. Now, why, in the name of all that is and then complimented Dick Slater and the Liberty Boys
wonderful, have you spoiled your reputation by staying here on their . work.
and permitting yourself to be captured again?"
"You have done well," be said; "but you will neecl to be
Dick eleTated bis eyebrows.
on your guard from now on. 'l'llis will arouse the enemy,
"You haven't captured me yet," he said quietly.
and a vigorous attempt will be made to capture you. Don't
The lieutenant laughed.
permit yourselves to be hemmec1 in; always have a way , of
"I'd like to know what you would call it, then," he said. retreat open, and if necessary come here."
"I have the house sw-rounded by twenty-eight men, and bow
Bob said that the advice would be heeded, and when the
you are going to make your escape is more than I can figure conversation ended he left headquarters.
out."
Fifteen minutes later the party of Liberty Boys was on
"It isn't necessary for you to do any figuring'," witl;! a smile. its way back to the Denman home.
"I have it all figured out myself."
In a little more than half an hour they were at their destinaThe Denmans were silent auditors to the .conversation. They tion.
knew Dick Slater had a surprise in store for the lieutenant, so
They found everything quiet.
they were well satisfied with the situation. So far as Dick was
The Liberty Boys had made an encampment in the clearconcerned, he was simply talking in order to give his Liberty ing in the timber and were getting ready • to cook their dinBoys time to completely surround the redcoats.
,
ners.
"If you don't object, I will step out on the porch and take a
Mr. Denman bad a large smokehouse nearly filled with
look at the situation," he said.
hams, shoulders and bacon, and he told Dick that they were
"Come along; but mind, don't try to escape, for if you do welcome to hi:lp themselves.
·
.
my men will shoot you."
The Liberty Boys took as much as they thought they would
"Oh, I won't try anything foolish or desperate."
need, and Dick offered to pay for it, but the pat1iot ·would
The lieutenant stepped out through the doorway. and Dick not permit it.
•
followed. He looked around upon the troopers sta.nding there,
He said that his son was now one of ' the Liberty Bo~·s,
mu!<kets in hand, and said:
and, anyway, he was a true patriot, and was ready to do tlll
"I see you have the house surrounded, just as you said."
he could to help in the great cause.
··so I have."
Mrs. Denman and Laura mixed up a great Jot of corn
' "I!Jxactly. and-I have your men surrounded. Look!''
meal and cooked several dozen great "hoecakes, " and these
As he said this he gave utterance to a shrill whistle, and out were accepted by the Liberty Boys with
thanks,
from the edge of the timber, on all sides of the house, leaped
They bad a feast that day and talked and laughed anrl had
the Liberty Boys, one hundred strong.
a jolly time; the fact that they had captured thirty British
troopers contiibuted largely to their happiness.
Dave, who now considered himself one of the Libe1iy Boys,
ate dinner wltb them, and he listened to their lively talk and
CHAPTER IX.
laughter with delight.
"Jove, but ' I'm glad that I am a Liberty Boy! " be said
THE OLD GYPSY WOMAN.
to himself again and ,again., and when be went to the· house
At the same instant, and while the lieutenaut and his men after dinner he told his parents and sister that be was well
were staring in startled amazement at the approaching youths, satisfied.
'l'hey wanted him to sit up to the table and eat some
Dick dre"· a pistol and le>eled it full at the lieutenant's breast.
"It will be best not to attempt to show fight," said Dick, more, but he told them he had had his dinner. and tllat he
calmJ\·. "I would order the men to surrender, if I were you." had never enjoyed a meal so much in his life before.
His mother was glad and sorry at the same time. She
Th~ Br:iti;:;h officer uttered an angry exclamation~
''I understand why you remained here, now," he said. "You wanted Dave to be happy and contented. but at the same
time she l\ad secret hopes that be might become tlrnd of
are master of the situation, I must ack11owledge."
"Aud I am not such a fool as you thought, eh'!" with a smile. the life of a soldier Yery ,q uickly and be willing to stay at
"::-\o. and I might have known there was some trick behind it home.
all." bitterly. "I will know what to expect from you after
Dave was gritty, however. and he was in the affair for all
awhile."
he was worth, and he was determinetL that he would remain
'.rhen he turned and called out to his men:
with the Liberty Boys till the end of· the war, or until be
"Don't attempt to resist, boys. It \Yould be folly and would was killed or so severely wounded that he could not tide a
only re;;nlt in your losing your lives."
horse.
'J'he men laid down their muskets and were soon prisoners,
He did not stay at the house long, but went back :rnd
their hands being bound togetller behind their backs.
busied himself listening to the talk of the youths and iu ;{<'tThe lieutenant surrendered bis sword to Dick, and his hands ting acquainted with them.
·
were bound the same as were those of his men.
He was a manly, bright aud pleasant boy, and one who
·'Well. you were beaten at your own game that time," said made friends easily, and the Liberty Boys quickly took :i
Dkk. "You surrounded me. and my men surrounded yow·s." liking to him and soon made him feel that be was one o(
"I own up beaten." was the gloomy reply. ''But what are them.
you goini:: to do .with u~...
Dick called Bou to one side and told him to keep a sharp
"Tak<' ~· ou to :\fiddlebrook and turu you o\·er to General watch over the Denman home to sPe that 110 other force of
\Ya>:hington as prisoners of war."
redcoats appeared aucl did damage there.
'rbe men looked anything but pleased on hearing thi;.:.
"I am going to go do,Yn toward New Brunswick and rccnn Dick held a ><hort conYersati1m \Yitb Bob. and it \Yas de- noiter," he explained. ''It is likely that the force of troopl"r•
dded to senrl the prisoners to i\Iiddlebrook at once. Bob we captured may ha•e said they would be baC'k soon, and

eader of the party, Lieutenant Holton, appeared at the
oorway and. bowing. said mockingly :
"Good-morning! I hope I find you all feeling well?"
Dick had stepped back and to one side and had not been
seen as yet : but now he stepped out and confronted the speaker
and said calmly:
"Good-morning, Lieutenant Holton. Yes, we are all as well
as usual. I trust you are feeling well?"
'rhe lieutenant's ullcler jaw dropped, and he glared at Dick
in :unai1ement.
"Great Jupiter! Dick Slater!" he presently gasped. "What
are you doing here?"
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thf'lr extended absence may cause ala.rm in th<' British encampment and .ru:iother party 111:1,,· bP :ent to look for tllem."
"LPt it come,'' said Bob. witll a g rin; "we wlll take it into
camp th e same as we did the one this morning.''
Dick smiled. He was accustomed to P.ob"s airr impu lsiveness. He was well aware. however, that tmderneatb this
air of lightness was grim dete rmination and the bra very of
the llon in its nath·e jungle. '£!Jere were few more daring
and desperate fighters than Bob Estabrook.
"That's right. Bob," Dick saicl: "if any British soldiers
put in an appea rance take them prisoners."
""We will or kill them."
After a little furtll er co nv ersation. Dick giving Bob some
final instructions. he left the encampment and walked away.
"I am not going to ride this time," he told himself; "I am
afraid that I might lose my horse, and I wouldn't do that
for anything. He is too >alua ble."
Dick's horse was a magnificent black thoroughbred, of
Arabian stock; the youth bad captured tb e horse a year before over on Long Islru1d when spying on the British, and he
had good reason to believe th e horse had been tile property
of General Howe, tbe co!lllilander-in-chief of the British army.
Dick had named the horse "::\Injor, ., and the noble animal bad
more than once saved bis youthful owner's life by his speed
and staying qual!ties.
The Liberty Boy walked onward down the road at a good
pace.
·
Tile road wound this way and that. and it was impossible
to see far ahead, but Dick had no fear of being captur ed
when afoot; he cou ld leap in among the trees at tile roadside in an instant, and it would be impossible for a party
of redcoats to fire quickly enot1gb to llit him before be could
get out of the way.
He walked steadily onward an llour or more, and then came
to a point where · the road rounded a hill of considerable
height.
"I believe that I will be able to get a sight of the British
encampment at New Brunswick from the top of that hill,"
said Dick to himself; "I'll go up and see about it, anyway."
He left the road and made his way up the bill, a nd when
h e reached the top he looked in the direction of New Brunswick.
It was as he had expected. He saw the British encal)'.lpment very plainly.
He had been there perhaps fifte en minutes when he saw
a party of redcoats coming across the bridge over tile Raritan River.
There were at least fifty of the red coats, and they were
mounted-were troopers, the same as tllose who llad been
captured that morning.
Dick supposed that they were going to come in his dir ection, but he was smprised a few minutes later to see the
party turn to the right wllere the road forked and ride away
toward the northeast.
"Hello, I wonder where tlley are uonnd for'!" he asked
himself.
He pondered for a "-llile and could tllink of nothing that
w ould call them in that direction.
"They are either doing that to deceive a ppssible' patriot
spy or they are going on a foraging expedition," thought
Dick.
He remained on the llill an hour longer, but saw no other
party of British leaYe the encazµpment, and finally he went
back down to the road and started back in the direction of
the Denman home.
He arrived there a little more than an hour later and went
to the encampment.
"All has been quiet s!pce you left," said Bob. "I was in
hop es some redcoats would come and give us a chance at
them, but they did not put in an appearance."
Then Dick explained that he had seen a party of at least
fifty troopers, but that they had gone toward the northeast.
"I wondei· where they· are bound for?" remarked Bob.
"That is the question," said Dic.k; "they may be intending to make a wide ci rcuit and strike us from one side, however, so we had better keep our eyes open."
"Oh, well, we will make short work of fifty, Dick."
Scouts were sent out with instructions to watch for the
party of troopers, but when evenini:r ca me no redcoats bad
been seen.
"J guess they went on a foraging expedition, .. sa id Dick.
"Likely," agreed Bob.
Tl.Je Liberty Boys cooked and ate their suppers and then

settlecl down to take it easy. Tht>y t ad sentinels ou ,
did not fear bein~ tn ken by surpri.«P.
Dave bad gone oYer to the l10use jus t after suppe r and
ahout sundow n be came back to the camp and went up to
Dick and said:
"You are \va1Jted at the house.''
"Who wants mt>, Dave?" asked Dick.
"An old gypsy wouia11. ..
" I w onder why she wi,;;hps to see me," be murmured. "Did
she mention my name and nsk to see me?"
"Yes."
"That is rather queer; well, I 'll go and see who s he is
and ·wh at she wants."
CHAPTER X.
HELEN ROLLINS AND HER STORY.

Dick made his way to the house.
He ent ered and found Mr .. i.\Irs. and Laura Denman and
an old-looking woman who looked somewh at like a gypsy.
The youth greeted the Denmans and then looked inquiringly at the old woman.
"You wished to see me?" he asked.
"Yes. if you are Dick Slater,., wus the reply.
''That is my uam e ; but how did you know there was sucn
a person in this part of the country?"
"I didn 't kno;w It until after these good people here told

me."

"You asked if we knew nuy oue in this part of the country
by the name· of Dick Slater," said Mrs. Denman.
"So I did; yes, and I had a reason for doing so. l\Ir. Slater,
where is your home?"
"In \Vestchester County, New York."
"Near Tarrytown ?"
"Yes."

"Exactly, and you have a mother a nd sister living there?"
Dick started and looked at the old woman eagerly.
"Yes. " he said ; "do you know them? Have you--"
"Alld do you know a maiden tllere by the name of Estabrook-Alice Estabrook?"
Dicli was usually a pretty good llano a t controlling his
features. and expression, but now, in spite of him, a wave of
color rushed into his face. tempora rily smothering the bronze
made by the sun and wind. It wai:i a fin e, healthy blush,
and all noticed it. The old man smiled and said:
"I see you know the girl in question."
,
"Yes, I do," said Dick. "She is one of the .best. sweetest,
prettiest a nd noblest girls in all the world."
"And s he is all tile world to you?"
"She is," said Dick, promptly; "I acknowledge it freely,
a nd now, wllat does this mean, lady ? You have been there
and seen my mother and sister and--"
·
"Sweetheart? Yes,. I was there only a week ago and saw
them. They were kind to me 1 and when they learned that
I was coming down into New Jersey they told me to asl;:
for Dick Slater and Bob Estabrook-by the way, is he here
with you ?-and if I found you to hand you these," and she
drew forth from her pocket a couple of letters and held them
up
Dick took them eagerly and saw that one was addressed
to himself in tlle handwriting of llis sweetheart, Alice Estabrook. and th e other was addressed to Bob in the handwriting of Dick's sister, Edith Slater. Edith was Bob's sweetheart, ev•m as Alice was Dick's.
DaYe had accompanied Dick to the house and Dick now
handed him Bob's letter, saying:
"Take that to the camp, Dave, and give it to Bob."
"All right, Dick," and taking the letter, Dave left the
house.
"Please excuse me while I read my letter ," said Dick.
The D enman;; and the old woman bowed and Dick opened
the letter and reacl It. It was a love letter. and as he read
Dick's heart glowed with pleasure. He had not seen Alice
for several months past. and this letter was indeed a treat.
When be llad finished he folded the letter iind placed it in
his pocket and then turned to the old woman.
"Allee says in this letter that you are on a special mission, and that perhaps I may be able to aid you, lady."
The old woman bowed.
"1'hat is true," she said; "I am on a special .mission, and
perhaps you might be able to aid me in some mannel·."
"Well, rest assured that I shall ue only too glad to do so
if I possibly can."
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London, and that be did not wish to lea-re them unpaid. He
"If ~·ou will kind!~· explain in what way I may be o:I' as- told
Helen Rollins- the young :1c-tr(•ss in que,.:tion - tha t he
sistance. lady. then I wllI know more about it."
would
be in America on ly a few n1onth s. and that
The old woman was ·iient a few moments , seemingl y tbink- just as probably
soon ns he returned they would be married.
.
ini::. and then she said:
The young woman !JelieYed in the Bri"i~ll officer and cheer"These good people here.•· indicatin g the Denman s, "tell me ful.
let
him
have
eYery
iloller
of
her money. Then, haYiug
tbnt tile British nrmy is at New Brunswi ck."
the money in his pos;;essiou . lie told her thn t h e did not in"That is correct. lady."
·
tend to make her his wife, anLl that lie was going to remniu
"And that is near here?"
In America and marry the da up;ltter or some ricb America n.
"Only about four miles. away."
course Helen Rollins was aJt~r~· nrnl upqraide d him. !Jut
"And .vour Liberty Boys-yo ur sweethe art and sister told heOf
merely -laughed at h er. 'l'hereupo u her love for him tumed
me abont them-ar e here?"
to hatred, and she told him tltat she would follow him to
"Rigbt at hand, lady."
America and when he least expected , it .-he would deal him
".And the patriot army is not far away?"
a blow. He laughed still ftlore at this, for he had no. idea
"At l\Iiddlebr ook, only four miles from here."
that she would put her threat into effect.
"Exactly , and do you think there will be a· battle?"
But she had done so. She bad gone back to her work
The old woman looked searchin gly at Dick as she spoke. and
had saved her money carefully till she had sufficient for
"I think it likely, madam."
her
e; slie had crossed the ocean 011 a sailing vessel
"VerY\ well; wait a few moments ." Then she rose and that purpo
was bringing ammunit ion and arms to the British solsaid to Mrs. Denman :
and had landed in New York Cit:v two weeks ago.
"i\Iay I have a basin of water and some soap, madam? " diers
She had mjde inquiries in New York. but had not found
"Certain ly," in a surprised voice. "Come into the kitchen." Major
Harbison there; she had heard that a British officer,
The two went into the kitchen and Mr. Denman , Laura
answere d to the descripti on she o-aye of the major. was
and Dick looked at one another in rather a puzzled man- who
ner. They could not understa nd this peculiar old woman wounded and ill at a farmbbu se not far from Tarrytow n,
and she had gone there, only to be di~appointed; the officer
at all.
was not Harbison . The house where the "·ounded officer lay
Presentl y Laura's curiosity got the better of her and she was
near the homes of the Slaters nncl Estabroo ks. and Helen
went into the kitchen:
Rollins had stopped at i\Irs. Slater 's home to get a dr"ink;
"'What do you think of the old woman? " asked Mr. Den- learning,
by accident, that the ''"oman of the house was the
man.
mother of the famous patriot spy, Dick Slater, the thougl1t
"I hardly know,' was Dick's reply. "She seems to be had
come to her that he might be able to aid her in her
rath er a strange woman."
search for Major Harbison , and she told l\Irs. Slater her
. ''Yes, indeed. I 'wonder why she is traveling around in story.
the way that she is?" ·
Urs. Slater told the young woman that Dick and his LilJ"I don't know; possibly she will tell us, however ."
erty Boys were down in New Jersey, and that if she went
"Perhap s so."
f
down there to look for Harbison she should hunt Diel;; up,
They waited perhaps fifteen minutes, and then Laura re- and
that he would be only too glad to h elp her.
entered the sitting-room. Her eyes were sparklin g with ex'l'he Estabroo ks were told the story, and they said the same
citement and her father and Dick noted this and wondere d
that Mrs. Slater bad said. Of course Edith Slater arnl Alice
at it.
.
k were greatly intereste d in Helen Rollins' story, and
Then her mother entered nnd close behind her came-no t Estabroo
insisted that if she went down into Xew J ersey s he
the old woman, but a rather handsom e young woman of per- they
should
hunt Dick and Bob up and get them to help h er.
haps twenty-t hree or twenty-f our years.
"'!'bey will find Major Harbison for you." dec:Jared Edith.
Dick and .\Ir. Denman stared in amazeme nt.
confident ly.
.
It was a startling transfor mation- from an old gypsy woman
"Yes, and they will kill him for you, too. if you say for
to n handsom e young lady-an d they cou ld not help being
them to," said Alice, her eyes glowing.
a st on ishecl
Then tl.iey told Helen that Dick and BolJ were tbeir sweetWba t could it mean?
hearts, and cf course this intereste d the :voung woman from
Why was this young woman masquer ading In this fash- England
. She at once voluntee red to ca rry letters to the
ion?
men, and Edith and Alice hastened to write the letters.
These question s flashed through Dick's mind, but of course young
Mrs. Sl~ter and Mrs. Eta brook . cl id not write; the~· simply
he could not answer them."
told the girls to say that they were ''"ell and that they prayed
The young· woman looked at Dick and Mr. Denman and for
the safety of their sons every night.
sn!ilecl.
Helen remained at the Slater home overnigh t. and then.
E'\iuentl y she was enjoying their amazeme nt.
with the letters in her possessio n and followed by the "OOtl
"I'm the same woman who went into the other room a few wishes
of her new-foun d friends, she retu rn ed to New fork
miu1~tes ngo." i;he said: "yet not thP same, either,
at least in City.
appearan ce."
"So I see," said Dick; "but· what does lt mean? Why are herShe had then disguised herself as an old gypsy woman- ·
skill at making up for the stage stood her in good stencl
you traveling about in disguise in this fashion? "
here-an d set ·out for New Jersey.
'l'he young woman seated . herself and said:
Mounted on an old horse that she bad bought for a ~rnali
"I will explain. Captain Slater. I will tell you my story
and then you "·ill know all. But first. I wish to ask if you sum, she had ridden across New Jersey. She had started to
know any one in the British amiy by the name of Harbison go to Morristo wn, but had learned that the patriot army had
-Harold Harbison ? I think be is an officer of the rank of moved to Middlebr ook and that the inain British army had
gone to New Brunswi ck, sp she had he a d~d in that direction .
major."
As we have se~n. she arrived in safety at the Denman home
Dick shook bis head.
and made the acquaint ance of Dick Slater. Bob Estabroo k
"I do not know a._py one of that name,•· he replied; "nor came in soon
after she had finished t~lling her story and he
ha'\e I ever heard of him."
was introduce d to the young woman from England .
"Yery weU; I am sure that he is with the main British
"I liave been greatly intereste d In your s tory, :.\Iiss Rollins,··
army at New Brunswi ck. But now for my story":
said Dick, "and I will say that I shall be only too glad to do
It will not be necessar y to tell the story in the young all I can to assist
If possible, I will find thi s :Ofajor
woman·s own words. Suffice it to say that she was an Eng- Harbison , and If youyou.
say so I will kill the scoundre l."
lish wonrnn and an actress. She hacl been employe d In a
'!'here was no mistakin g the fact that Dick meai1t what
stoek company in a London theater for seYeral years, and as he said. There was
grim determin ation in his Yoice and exshe "·as talented, she had had good parts to play and had pression.
reeein:d a good ·alary. As a result she had managed to save
Bob wanted to hear the story and it was tolc1 briefly for
a nice little bit of money.
his benefit:
She bad many admire1·s. and a monp; them was a British
He extended
officer. :\Injor Harold Harbison . He had paid assiduou s court took it · he said: his hand impulsiv ely, and as Miss Tiollins
to her and had askeL1 her to marry him. Sbe bad consente d,
"You can count on me, :Oiiss Rollins. T will find HnrlJi·
and they had the day set for the wedding , but the major's son if he
in America, and I will do \\"lJateve r you "rn~·
rpgimen t wa;. ordered to Ameril·a to fight the " rebels ," and kill him orisbringhim to you . a priso ner. \Vouldn' t ~· o u lJreilP eame to hi,; promised wife and asked her to lend
him a fer that we do that? You \Yould like to say a fc1r 11:0;· ,1~ to
large sum of money He claimed that he owed many bills in him before we end
his days, wouldn't you?"
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The young woman's eyes- flashed, and It was evi-

The young woman looked thoughtful.

"I may decide to remain," she said. "I have found some
rl~nt that she meant what she said. "If you can do so, bring
hrn1 to me, a prisoner. If you should be forced to kill him, people in America that I admire greatly."'
Dick and Bob remained an hour longer and talked, and
however, don't fail to inform him that you are acting for me

-Helen Rollins."
""We will be sure to do that, Miss Rollins," said Dick; "he
shall know that he owes his death to the treatment he gave
you."
woma~, and it was evid~nt
'"l'hank you." said the voun"
0
that she was well pleased.

CHAPTER XI.
AT THE TAVERN.

"I hn Ye some information which I think may ~ of interest to you, M1·. Slater ," said the young woman, when they
hurl got through discussing her affairs.
.,
· · "Ah, indeed? What is it, Miss Rollins?"
"I will tell you. I stopped at noon to-day and took dinne r at a wayside tavern. vVhile I was sitting in the dining. room eating there were some British officers and soldiers at
another tabfo, and I managed to hear some of their conversation, though the officers, who sat at a table by themselves,
were careful not to speak loudly. "
"Ah, did you gain some knowledge of the intended movements of the British, Miss Rollins?" exclaimed Dick.
"Yes."
"Did you hear anything to throw light on the meaning' of
the movement in coming to New Brunswick?"
"Yes; New Brunswick is not their objective p.oint at all."
"What is their objective point, then?"
"Philadelphia."
"Ah! I suspected as much."
'·And I am sure that General Washington thinks tl~e same,
Dick, " said Bob.
"I know he does; he intimated as much to me."
'.' But. the Bri~ish will not go on to Philadelphia right away,"
said Miss Rolhns; " they are afraid to do so, for fear the patriot army will get in behind them and cut off their communi('ation with Jliew York City-at least that Is what they
said."
"That is good news," said Dick, "and it is important informati on, Miss Rollins. "
"lndee'd ?"
"Yes ; it will save me the trouble of trying to enter the
British encampment and spy upon the redcoats. It is the
information that I wished to secure."
The y9ung woman was evidently well plesaed.
"I am glad of that, " she said, "but I secured some more
information."
" What is it?"
"I learned that the officers and men were on their way to
New York to bring 'back a large sum of gold with which to
pay the soldiers their wages for the past quarter."
Dick and Bob looked excited and pleased.·
"Say, Dick," said Bob, "that ls .good news."' .
'·Yes, Bob; perhaps we may be able to capture that gold."
"I thought you might do so," said the ·young woman; "I
heard the officers tell the landlord of the tavern that they
would be back there to:morrow evening and that they would
probably remain all night."
"That is fine," said Dick ; "now we can lay our plans with
some certainty that they will not miscany-at least not
greatly ..,
"I tell you that gold will come in handy to General Washington if we can secure it!" said Bob. "Our soldiers have not
had any money for months, and many of them are becoming
discontented."
'"Well, we will capture the gold, and some of the redcoats
as well, or know the reason why," said Dick.
''That is just what we will do! ,. from Bob.
"l hope you may succeed in doing so, " said Miss Rollins.
She told ihem all she had heard the officers say, and then
I he matter of what she should do came up for discussion.
"If these good people will permit me to do so, I would like
to stay here," she said. "I would be glad to remain until you
finll )lajor Harbi8ou, at al)y rate. and when I haYe finhhell
with him, then I suppose I shall return to New York and
then ce to London.··
.. Botte:r remain in America permane~ tly, .. said Bob; ·it is
a · gl<Jrious country, and when we have won indepenuenc8) and
ar c free it will be the best country on tile face of the earth."

then they bade all good-night and went to the camp and lay
down.
They were soon asleep and the night passed quietly; there
was no disturbance from any cause, the British not putting
in an appearance.
Next morning Dick and Bob discussed the matter of trying
to capture the British gold that was to be brought from New
York.
They learned from Miss Rollins that the t>arty of redco~ts
that was to bring the gold numbered twenty men, officers and
soldiers.
"There is no need of taking all the boys along, then, Dick,"
said Bob.
"True, fifty will be plenty. and then we can leave fifty here
to protect the Denman home in case foraging parties of redcoats shculd come this way .. ,
"That's right, and it is likely that a party .will be .out looking for the thirty troopers that we captured yesterday.··
"' True; we will take only fifty of the boys; and, by the way,
Bob, don't you think it will be a good plan for you and I to
go on ahead?"
'"ro the tavern, you mean?"
"Yes; we can go there and reconnoiter, you know-get the
lay of the land, as it were."
"Yes, I think that will be a good plan. We will .be able to
size up the tavern-keeper and learn which side he is on and
all about the things we will wish to be informed about."
"Y~s."

~when will we go?"
"We will leave soon after dinner and will reach there in a
couple of hours. The boys will leave here about four .o'clock
and get there in time for supper. "
"How are you going to work it, Dick?"
"I am going to get the tavern-keeper to let m e conceal the
boys in the cellar-if he is a patriot-and will force him to
do this if he is a Tory, and then when the redcoats come we
will take them by surprise and capture the entire lot of them,
as well as the gold."
"That ought to wo·rk all right."
"I think so."
"It wil! be strange if it doesn·t. ·•
"So it will."
The youths had nothing to do during the forenoon, so they
put in the time at the Denman house talking to Miss Rollins.
The more they talked to her the better they liked her. They
saw that she was a bright, clever young woman, as well as a
very determined one.
"Say, Dick," said Bob, when they had gone back to the encampment to cook and eat dinner, ··r have never seen this
Major Harbison, but I have no hesitation in telling you that
he is not only a scoundrel, but an arrant fool."
"What makes you think ihat, Bob?" with a smile.
"Why, because he did not have sense enough to bold onto
the prize he had won in Misi:;. Rollins. She is a splen did
young woman; good enough for any man, and I know she
was far and away too good for Harbison."
'"I'hc>re can be no doubt regarding that in the light of what
has taken place. And I am like you, I think he is a fool if
ever there was one. "
"You are right."
Dick and Bob had explained matters to the Liberty Boys,
and the youths had drawn lots to see who were to go with
Dick and Bob to capture the r edcoats and the treasure <!.Del
who were to remain behind. This hall been deeided and Dick
instructed Mark Morrison, who was to be in command of the
fifty who were to come to the tavern, to start about four
o'clock. The:n he and Bob mounted and rode away in the direction of the tavern, the young woman haYing given hem
the direction as well as she could.
They had no difficulty iu finding the taYern, and wllE'n they
reacht-d it they dismounted, gave their horses into thP charge
of the hostler, with instructions to rub them down. a.nd then
they entered the tavern .
The landlord was a heavy-set, heavy-faced man, and it waH
evident that he was suspicious of the two youths-who wore
citizen's clothes. He did not know whether his patrons y:crc
loyalists or patriots, and they were not sure about him. but
Dil'k suspected that the man was a Ton.
He began questioning the landlord at. oncf' and was ~0011
convincer! that he was right in his !;u~p irion s; t he mn n wa.s
a Tory.

'l'HE LIBEH rry BOY ''
And the landlord, who, seemingl y, a phlegma tic, slowminded man, was, in fact, quite keen-wit ted and shrewd, was
convince d that the two youths were "rebels... He told his
wife and daughter so.
"I don't know what they want here," he told the woman
and girl, '·but I want them to leave before the British get here
this evening, for they might think I am a rebel and that I am
glad to have the two here. "
"Look yonder, fath er!" said the girl, suddenly , pointing
out of the kitchen window -the conversa tion was taking place
in the kitchen -"there -come a couple of British officers. They
will either capture the two rebels or drive them away if you
ask them to do so."
''That's a good idea," said the man. "I'll go out and tell
them about it," and he hastened out of the house by a rear
door and around to the front.
The British officers said tney were tired and wished to rest
a while and get somethin g to drink, and so the hostler was
called and he took the horses to the stable.
The landlord managed to tell the British officers about the
two young stranger s in the barroom .
''I am sure they are rebels," he said, "and I wish you gentlemen would capture them."
"We wlll do it, " said' one of the officers, in an arrogant ,
self-imp ortant voice. He wore the uniform of a major, while
his compani on was a captain.
"Come along, Jarvis," he said , "we will go in and make the
stranger s declare themselv es, and then if they prove to be
rebels we will make prisoner s of them."
He strode into the barroom , followed by the captain, and
then they were treated to a surprise.
Seated in chairs tilted back against the wall were Dick
Slater and Bob Estabroo k, and in the hands of each was a
cocketl and leveled pistol. The pistols were leveled full at the
B1'.itish offi.cers.
"l am glad to see you, gentleme n," said Dick, coolly;
"oblige us by raising your hands above your heads, please!"
'rhe,.. British officers turned pale and stared for a few moments in amazeme nt and constern ation.
Then they raised their hands as ordered.
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than the officer who had played the young actress such a
shabby trick.
When Dick spoke the name the man gave a start and looked
surprised . This was suffi'cient for the Liberty Boy.
"I see you are Major Harbison , .. said Dick, quietly and· with
an air of convictio n .
''And what o~ it?" sneering ly.
".Just this: J have a bone to pick with you."
•·oh. have you? "
"Yes."
"I don't know ·why you should have. I have never seen
you before and have never wronged you that I know of."
"Doubtle ss that is true; neither have I ever seen you before, but I have heard of you." ·
"Have you?"
"Yes, I have been informed by one who has had every
chance to know that you a r e about as big a scoundre l as ever
went unt).ung. "
This was said cal ml Y, lu t so cuttingly that t'1e major
writhed with rage.
" You would not dare speak thus to me if y c ct did not have
me at such a disadvan tage," he blustered .
"Perhaps not; we will see later. But, Major Harbison , have
you ever heard of a young lady by the name of Rollins- Miss
Helen Rollins? "
The Britis h officer starled and a look of amazeme nt, not
unmixed with terror, appeared on his face.
"Helen Rollins!" be exclaime d, involunt arily.
'·Yes, but I see you have heard of her. I suppose that, when
you coolly walked away with her money back in London and
told her you would never see her again that you thought you
were telling the truth; did you not?"
The major paled.
"How did you know about H elen Rollins? " he gasped.
"Yes," he went on, "I did think that I was telling the truth,
and I think so yet."
"Well, you are mistaken ; you wm see Helen Rollins againand soon, too."
"Is she iu America ?" in a voice filled with amazeme nt and
constern ation.
·'Yes, and not far away. What is more, she has come here
to find you."
.
It was evident that the major was frightene d.
"I-I-ha ve long since made up my mind that I-that
CHAPTE R XII.
made a mistake in throwing her over," be said. "l will marryI
her; I am willing to--"
l\Ll.JOR HARBISON IS l' OU:\'D.
'·You will do nothing of the kind," said Dick, coldly. "You
will writhe your miserabl e life out at the end of a rope, while .
They had been taken wholly by surprise.
'l'hey had supposed that they would find a couple of country she stands and looks on, that is' what you will do: And it ,i s
youths whom it would be easy to intimida te merely by their all that you will do.''
The major was silent for a few moments , staring at Dick,
presern.:e in all the splendor of their brilliant uniforms ,
swords and trapping s. They had not thought that it would be and then said:
"So H eleh Rollins Is in America, is she?"
necessar y to draw a weapon, hence were now at such a great
"She is, as I have already told you."
disadvan tage that they could do nothing, save obey the com"Aud not far from here.·•
mand to raise their hands above their heads.
"Not very far."
Dick and Bob sat there smiling at the disconce rted redcoats.
"And you are going to take me a prisoner to wh er e she is?"
'·You look somewha t surprised , gentleme n,'' said Dick,
"Such is my intention ."
calmly.
'
The major glared.
·' And a bit disconce rted, too, I think," added Bob.
"Oh,
if
I
only
had
a
fair
chance!
"
he hissed through his set
The landlord hacl appeared behind his bar, which was the
only thing that divided the dining-ro om from the barroom , teeth, "I would malce you wish you had never been born. I
would-"
and his wife and daughter were also in the dining-ro om look" What would you term a fair chance;" asked Dick, calmly.
ing at the scene in amazeme nt and constern ation.
"Why, a chance to stand before you, each of us with sword
·•Lower those pistols! " cried the man dressed In the uniform
of a major. "What do you mean by threaten ing officers of !n hand. Then I would split you from head to waist1in e!"
"Oh, you would like to indulge in a sword fight, eh?"
the king in this manner? "
"Yes!" fierce!y.
•·we simply wanted to see what you would do when you
·
"And I wouid like to meet you, sword in hand, you cowfound yourselv es threatene d, that is all," said Dick.
ardly
rebel!
"
cried
the
captain. He was a trooper, by the
"Well, now that you have had your fun, lower the pistols."
way, some of whom were the best swordsm en in the British ',
"There is no hurry," was the cool reply.
army.
"You are cowards! You are cowards! You are afraid to
He was. speaking to Bob, of course, and that youth grinned
lower the weapons ! "
in a most exasper~tingly cool manner, and said:
"Why should we be afraid? What would happen? "
"All right, that will suit .me exactly. Only I have no sword."
"You would see."
"I have an extra..,.one hanging to my saddle," eagerly.
"No doubt; we will lower the pistols presently , just to show
"Good! Say, DicK, let's have a sword fight with these
you we are not afraid to do so, but before doing that I wish boastful redcoats,
what do you say? I am sure we can beat
to ask you a question ."
them, and 'with their own weapons , too!.,
"What is It?" in a surly voice.
"Yes, I have no doubt of our ability to win from them, Bob,
"I notice that you wear the uniform of a major."
but really I don't see that we are called upon to accommo "Yes. What of it?"
date them. We have them at our mercy and can tie them up
"I wish to ask if your name is Harbison ?"
and take them away with us. They have no right to demand
Dick had been given a descripti on of Major Harbison by that we meet
them in a sword fight."
Miss Rollins, and this man answered ' to the descripti on first
"I know that, but let' s not be mean about this thing, Dick;
.rate. He was inclined to think that the fellow was no other we caught th
em at a disadvan tage. They were not looking for
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anything of the kind, so they didn't have any chance at all.
1CHAPTER XIII.
Let's give them a chance."
"Say, you're the fairest man I've ever met in America!"
THE LTilERTY HOYS' SWORD FIGHT.
said the trooper, in ad-miration. "You are a genuine gentleman, if you are a rebel."
"Thanks," said Bob; "it isn't consideration for you fellqws, · : Uajor Harbison anti Captain .Jarvi. wer e both good s'l\·ords.
that causes me to insist that we fight you; it is my own ae- men, but so also were Dick and Bob.
The two Liberty boys had practised whenever the opporsire to meet you and conquer you with your own weapons."
"That does not alter the fact that you will be doing an ex- tunity presented itself, and they bad become very expe:;:t.
They were not much for fancy flourishes, but they we;re
ceedingly gentlemanly thing in agreeing to meet us," the
trooper insisted. He was himself a pretty tiice fellow, and was able to do good work of a character that made it extremely
fair-minded and honorable, so could appreciate these qualities unpleasant for the other fellow.
Dick had already fought two or three duels with British
in others.
officers and had picked up something in the way of feints,
"Well, we will meet you in a sword fight," said Dick.' "I etc .. and these he had taught to Bob.
do this, Major Harbison, in order to give you some punishSo now, when the sword fig.ht began, the British officers were
ment for the manner in which you treated Miss Rollins; then, not long in learning that they were not pitted aga inst novices,
later on, we will finish the p,ffair by hanging you."
but against good swordsmen.
"If you meet me in a sword fight you will never have the
"Well, major, why don't you slice off my ears, as you said
pleasure ·of seeing .me hang," was the arrogant reply.
you were going to do?" asked Dick, with a smile, when they
Dick smiled.
•
had been fighting a few minutes.
"You think so, no doubt; but there is much that you have
"I will do that, never you fear,'' was the snarling reply.
to learn. There is a lesson in store for you. Landlord! "
"Yes, anC. say, captain, please slice off one of my ears!" ·
"Yes, sir," from that worthy.
said Bob. "Don't be backward, but: go right ahead and get
'·Tell the hostler to bring the sword that is hanging by in your good work as soon as you like."
'fhe captain smiled. He could not help admiring the coolthe saddle on one of the horses he just took to the stable."
ness and courage of the handsome yo uth opposed to him.
"Yes, sir," and he hastened away.
"I didn't say I was going to cut off your ears, my young
"May we lower our arms, now?" the trooper asked. "If we
are forced to hold them up in this fashion till time to engage friend," he said.
"I know that, but your comrade is going to do .that with
in the sword fight we will be at a big disadvantage, for our
arms will be in a semi-paralyzed condition.''
· my friend, and so you might as well do the same with me."
"I'll think about it."
"Yes, iower your arms," said· Dick, "but be careful not to
The truth was, the captain was having all he could do to
try to draw a weapon ."
take care of himself.
The two lowered their hands and gave vent to sighs of reBob was a good swordsman, and was so quick and so agile
lief.
that the British officer found it no easy matter to protect
They were glad to get in a more comfortable position, and himself.
they telt pretty good now, for they did not doubt their ability
It was the same in Harbison's case. He had supposed he
to defeat the rebels.
would have an easy time disposing of his opponent, and now
A minute later the landlord put in an appearance, carrying he found that he had all he could do to protect himself.
the sword, and Bob told him to give it to him.
Clash. clash, clash!
The landlord obeyed, and Bob let down the hammer of the
Sparks flew from the finely-tempered blades.
pistol and replaced thfil weapon in his belt; then he tested the
The landlord and his wife and daughter stared in speechless
sword by making cuts in the air with It.
terror. Their eyes fairly stuck out, so great was their excite"A very good weapon, Dick," he said, coolly. " I think I ment and fear.
shall be able to hold my own with the captain here. "
Clash, clash, clash!
That worthy smiled in rather a disdainful manner and
Certainly it was a terrible com)Jat.
drew his sword and made a few fancy sweeps in the air with
It was a sword fight such as seldom takes place.
.
it.
Dick and Bob were well satisfied with the affair so far.
"That will be determined in a very few minutes," he said,
'l'hey felt that they were really masters of the situation.
with an air of confidence.
They felt confident that their opponents were doing the best
Dick drew his sword and at the same time returned the they could and they had not been able to do any damage ; they
pistol to his belt. Major Harbison also drew his sword.
would be still less able to do damage the longer the sword
"Now I will soon make you regret having talked to me In fight continued, for Dick and Bob were toi1gb as pine knots
the way you did a ' while ago!" he said, savagely.
and could have kept the work up all. day.
The British officers, on the other hand, were already begin" Do you think so Z" smiled Dick. ·
"Yes! I am a ·fine swordsman, and I am going to qut off ning to pant as a result of their unusual exertions. They were
your ears and nose, cut slits in your face, and then wind up ·n ot accustomed to it, and it was tiring them rapidly.
Presently Dick succeeded in doing what he had set out to do,
by running · you through!"
"Say, he's going into the slaughtering business, isn't he, old viz .. cut a bit off the end of one of tbe ears of his opponent.
'"l'oo bad." said Dick, in mock sorrow; "here rou had in·
man! " laughed Bob. He knew Dick's wonderful skill with
the sword, and did not fear for him in the combat to come. tended to slice off an ear for me, and I have done it for you.
The captain stared at Bob in amazement, and then looked It seems to have worked differently from what you expected."
"Blast you!" almost yelled the major; "I'll have your heart's
keenly at Dick, noting how he handled his sword.
blood for that! I'll split you from head to heels!"
"I'll wager that fellow is ·a good swordsman," he said to
"Don't do anything rash, major," said Dick. calmly, as he de-.
himself, "and it is just possible that this chap is, too. One
thing is certain, he is about as cool a fellow as I have ever fended himself against tbe furious attack of the officer.
Harbison attacked a. desperately as he could for perhaps
s!len, and if he is a good swordsman he will be a dangerous opponent. It may be that Harbison and I will find that we have two minutes. and then he was forced to desist, the work proving too se1·ere fo·r bim.
eaught a couple of 'Tartars. "
i\IeamYhile Bob and the captain were having a bard fight of
No such thoughts ent'ered Major Harbison's mind, however . it. but Bob was more than holding his own.
He felt confident that they would have an easy time of it ir1
Bol> kept making humorous remarks, and his coolness and
disposing of the rebels, who now took off their disguises.
self-possession "-ere a matter for wonder to the British officer.
"I'm ready whenever you are!" he hissed, glaring at Dick.
"He is certainly the bravest and coolest young chap I haYe
"Are y.ou ready, gentlemen?" asked Dick.
_
ever encountered," the captain said to himself.
"Ready!" replied Bob and the captain in unison, as they
"Now, i\Ia.ior Harbison, I am going to clip off a small piece
took their positions.
of your other ear, so as to make you look better," said Dick,
"And so am I; let the fun begin! "
calmly; "as it is now, you seem to be a bit one-sided, and that
IL di d begin at once, and with a vengeance.
11-ould not be pleasing to you, who no doubt pride yourself on
Dick crossed swords with the British officer, while Bob en- your good looks."
gaged the trooper in like manner.
A o-rowl 1Ya~ the onli reply. It was evident that the officer
It was a double duel, a terrible sword fight, and the land- belie~ed the youth conrn. and would do what he said, howHer,
lorrl and hi~ wife a?J.d dawrhter looked OIL in sP~ecble!:!i!. ~:"or. frll' ~ ~°' ~- 111·r:~n n::lP..
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ore. that he "'·ould not do an~· thi ng to ln~er
Dick began attacking in his turn. now. and the other de· He said, fmtherm
with th e yom1g man's plans. nor would his
way
any
in
fere
could.
he
best
us
fended himself
daughter.
or
wife
!
clash
<:lash,
Clash.
'l'hen he led th e \Yll\" to a room on the sel'ond floo1·. Bob and
It was certainly an exciting scene to witness. ·
followinf:', lead ii]g the prh;ouers.
Dick
He
do.
to
going
was
he
flaid
had
he
_Presentl_y Dick did what
'"l'hey will be safe in llere." the landlord ~a id. "You <'an
chppecl off q ;:;mall bit from the major's other ear.
the door and kt>ep the key, and then yon "'·ill l:now that
A hoarse cry of rage e,,;caped the major';:; lip~. ancl he mucle lock
can free them .."
one
no
through.
llim
1:un
and
down
guard
Ditk':;
an attempt to beat
"'.l'hi:; will dti yer.r nicely." said Dick.
but he was weak and could not succeed· indeed the Liberty
'
'.l'be prisoners were left in the roow, and th~ doo1· was locked,
'
Boy laughed in hi· face.
which Dick and Bob went back down ·tairs, the landlord
after
said
,"
siz
same
the
exactly
be
not
"Those two pieces may
preceded them.
the
having
think
don't
I
that
size
a
of
nearly
Dick, "but they are so
He told his w\fe and daughter that they "'·ould baYe to redifference will be noticed."
and be Yer.r ca reful not to do anything the two
· "Jove, he's a cool one, too," thought the captain, as be dicJ. bis main neutral
not appro1·e of, and the woman and girl
would
men
young
the
who
know
to
like
would
"I
Bob.
best to get the better of
ca reful. They had not yet gotten oYer tile
be
would
they
said
beat."
to
pair
hard
a
certainly
are
two youngsterR are. They
had gi\·en them.
fight
sword
the
scare
spoke:
Dick
Just then
The.1· rea lized that the young strnngers were dangerous fel"Isn't it about time we ended this thing, Bob?" he asked.
lows, whom It would not do to l'l'OSS in any way . so they
"I guess it i~, Dick." was the reply.
were willing to agree to be ca reful.
so."
do
let's
"All right.
When Dick ancl Bob returnee! to the barroom they !'<at down
"I'm willing; I have the captain almost tired out," with a
talked the alfair ove r. They were yery well s:1 tisfied so
ancl
worthy.
grin at that
felt that they bad tile bes t of it.
and
far
get
";:;o
Dick;
from
helpless,"
"And the major is practically
HaJ:bison and Janis, up tair><, fretted and "'·ished that they
to work ancl finish the affair. Bob."
might be able to make their e~cape. bnt their ha11ds were bound
"All right, the sword fight will be ended very soon. now."
securely and they could not do anything.
oppotheir
on
attack
fierce
a
The two youths at once began
"I guess we might as well take it philo~ ophically, Harbison, "
nents, and in spite of themselYes the British officers were
Jarvis.
said
wall.
the
against
were
forced back till their backs
"Of course you can do so," was the sullen reply, "for you
Here they were forced to come to a stop and make a last
than being held a l1Tisoner of war ahead
d esperate stand, but they were so tired they could scarcely haYe nothing I,worse
of this H-elt>n Hollins business, hil\·e
ac-count
on
while
the
you,
of
handle
alone
let
,
waistlines
their
hold their swords above
'
g me...
confrontin
noQse
s
hangman'
the
had
what
knew
they
before
weapons effectively, and almost
he said:
him;;;elf
to
then
and
arYis,
J
agreed
"True,"
hapit
bow
told
have
not
could
happened -and in truth they
"And I judge that it senes yon rig ht. [ think, from what
pened-th eir swords were wrenched out of their hands and
heard those ~·oung fellows say. that you are an arrant
I
fell to the floor with a clatter.
"
scoundrel.
helpless.
They were disarmed and
Jarvis was · an honorable man and could not condone
The great sword fight was ended, and the Liberty Boys bad
scoundrell y conduct, eYen in a comrade.
won with fbe enemy's weapons.
"N'ow you cannot say that we took an unfair adYantage of
you," said _Dick, quietly, "and I guess we have proYed that we
are not afraid of you."
CHAPTER X1'\
"There is no doubt regarding that," said the captain.
The major said nothing, but he mumbled to himself and felt
THE LIBERTY BOYS MAKE AN IMPORTANT CAPTURE.
gingerly of the tips of bis ears.
Dick had cut off quite small pieces, but the ears were bleedAbout six o'clock that eYening the fifty Liberty Boys under
ing, and no doubt they pained their owner considerab le.
Mark Morrison put in an appearanc e, and when the landlord
Dick now turned to the landlord.
daughter saw the party th ey turned ·pale.
"Bring me a couple of pieces of rope," he command ed; "they and bis wife and
that the British party tllat was to come
now,
d,
m1derstoo
They
sh·ould be about two feet in length."
the gold to pay the British soldters
1Yitb
eYening
that
there
hastened
,
The landlord, who was now thoroughl y frightened
right into a trap, but they " ·ere helpless to pr~
away and soon returned, bringing two pieces of rope, as Dic;.k would come
vent it. They had a wholesom e fear of the two br:we Liberty
had ordered.
felt that it would not do for them to take an;;· hand
"Now, sirs, we are going to bind your arms," said Dick. "It Boys and
If they were to try to warn the Rritish and it
affair.
the
iri
will be useless to attempt to resist."
they would get themselYe s into deep trouble.
out
found
wa;:;
"vYhy should you do that?" asked the captain.
Dick at onee began laying his plans for t he reeeptlon of
"To prevent you from making: your escape; you are prisoners,
the expected p:wty of British.
you know."
The horse!< "·ere placed in the stable-all tllat there was
Bob took the ropes in complianc e with an order from Dick, room
for-and th e rest w ere tied in Lile timber bac-k of the
.
, who drew a pistol and cocked it.
stnble.
be
"Now. Bob, tie their hands together behind their backs."
'J'hen th e youths ate supper, tb P woman and girl hn • Ing
said; "begin with the major, and if he offers to resist I will been
pu t to work cooking as ~oon as the Liberty Boys a1·put a bullet throuii;b him."
riYed.
"All right. Dick."
One of the Liberty Boys th en went up on top of the house
The maj<>r did not otl'er to resist. aud he was soon helpless,
and kept a sharp lookout for the redcoats.
his hands bound together behind his back.
Just ns the sun was setting he came down and reportecl
Then the captain. was served in the same manner.
tllat the enemy was approachi ng.
"Sit down, gentlemen ." said Dick, and the two obeyed.
"Th ey nre a m!le away yet. Dick," he said; "so you 'Will
"You watch them, Bob," said Dick. "I wish to have a talk
haYe plenty of time to get rPady to receive them."
~ ·ith the landlord."
Dick stntionf'd two of the youths in the house. with in'-.
"All right; I 'll ;:;ee to it that the~- don't escape .. , said Bob, strnctions t'o shoot the landlord dead if he or bis wife or
and
kitchen
the
into
ont
and then Dick called the ·landlord
daughter tri rd to warn the redconts of their danger; then
told him thnt he would be made a pri~oner the same a· were he ordered twenty-fiv e of the youths to go do"·n in the cPlordered.
wa;:;
he
as
just
did
the two British officers unless he
lar.
He said he would obey, and then Dic-k told him to show him
They did so. and were instructed to rush up and capture
where the prisoners could be confined safely till eYening.
redcoats that entered the barroom at a signal from Dick.
the
quickly.
said,
"Till evening?" the Tory
other twenty-fiv e youths went and bid in the edge of
The
British
the
that
thinldngare
"Yes; oh. I know what you
, ready to rush forth at a signal, which was to be
timber
the
will
night
the
spend
to
and
who are coming here for supper
.
whistle.
shrill
a
but
officers,
two
the
free
and
capture my comrade and myself
Presently the British came in sight around a bend in the
you are mistaken. They will do nothing of the kind. I have
a mile away.
a large force of my own coming, and they will capture the road a third of
There was a wagon clra wn by two horses, and in front of
British-a nd mind you, if you or your wife or daughter do
ten troopers and behind it ten more.
aught to interfere with my plans it will go hard 1Yith you. Do the wagon rode
reached the tavern and came to a stop.
party
the
Presently
\Oil understan d?"
barroom w~tching the redcoats, dethe
in
was
who
so.
Dick.
sa:v
to
hastenell
be
and
d.
• Th<> l~r.rllorn di<l understan
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'J'HE LIBElfi'Y BOYS" SWORD FIGHT.
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ci!lc ·l thut It would bt> ns well to captur<' the pnrty at onee. \ Ill'len Rolli ns and tell her that you arc> ht.>re. a prisoner; un•l
antl ~o he cnlled the youths uv out or the 1·ellar ill.ld they then 'vhatever she says for u · to <lo with you. that we w ill
lined up. ant.I wl1eu one of their number jerked the door open · do."
tlH'y rushed forth and began surronndiug till' re<'lr·oats, while
··::lfny I set' her'!" tl!e major asked. eagerly.
the other hn•nty-tive-a t tlle sigual from Dick- rm;hed forth
Dick pondered a few moments. '.rhen he said:
1r?!u the timber and ass isted in surrounding the enemy.
.. I will bring her out here to the edge or the timbc-r and
1 he ~·?uths had their muskets leveled and Dick called upon let you speak to her. Bob, bring him along."
, the British to surrender.
Bob led tbe 11l'lsoner along till they were almost to the
··If you attempt to resist it will be as mnc!i as your 11ves ed~e of tht> Umber, nnd tl1en he told Bob to wait there with
Urt> worth." lie rlecl.
"'Ye will sl.Joot, and shoot to kill."
Harbison till he came with :\Iiss Hollins.
The leade1· of the party of British, a captain, saw tl1e folly
Bob saw be would do so and then Dick hastened on and.
or trying to offer fight. and at once culled out:
was soon in the Denman h~use .
.. We surrender! TI'e see tbe uselessness of attempting to
He was given a warm welcome by the Denmans and by
resist.'
Helen as wel l.
··•1•111·ow down your arms, then " cri ed Dick.
"llave ,-0 u seen or heard of :\Jajor H:nbison as yet, Cap'J'l!t• redcoats obeyed.
'
'
tain ~later?"
:\'Iiss H.ol!lns asked, eagerly.
· 'l'ben a clozeu of the Liberty Boys went forward antl gatb·· Yes, :\Iiss Rollins," replied Dick . "we ha Ye him prisoner,
e rt>cl up the weapons.
and he!,; right close at hand; do you wi b to see him?"
··Xov;· dismount!" ordered Dick.
'·Yes, yes!" was the eager reply. "I wa11t to see him and
'l'he British soldiers did so.
tell him what I think of him. Lead me to him at once!,.
'.l'hen the Liberty Bo~·s bound the redcoals' hands together
'"Come," said Dick.
be\lind. their backs, using the troopers· belts in doing so.
'l'heY left the house and were soon at the point where Bob
'l'o say the reckoats were chagrined is stating the case nud the prisoner stood.
1~il~lly. :rhey we.re angry and sullen, and e,·en the supper
"Helen!"' cried Hnrbison, taking a step forward. There
".l11ch ?1ck permitted them to he gi ,·en b.r th e Jamllord and was uu eager, besPechlng light in lli-s eyes.
.
IHi> wile and daughter did not ><e;;n1 to put them in a much
"Stop!" cried tlle young woman. pointing her finger at the
lietter humor.
man. "'Don't dare call me by my given name!
dare
'When :\Iajor Harbison and Captain Jarvis were brought to speak to me without being given permission,. yonDon't
da. tarclly
down the captain of the party that had been <'Upturecl looked scoundrel!"
eYen more astonished and crestfalleu.
'"80 they captured you• nlso?'" he exmlairued.
Till' major broke out in a torrent of protest nml begged
'·Yes, thf!~- captured us also, as you ean see,·· said the cap- that bis life be spill"ed.
ta in.
.
He ran on for a long time begging that hls life be spared .
''\V
nncl he presented such an abject specta.cle that Dick, Bob
· bat's th<' matter with your ea rs'!" asked the captain of auLl
the girl were disgusted.
~~~s .party just c>1ptured, looking in snrpiise at the major's
··what clo you say, Uaptain Slater'!" Helrn askecl. "Shall
''I cut them off, cnptain," said Dick. '"l'he maJ·or aud I I let him go free?"'
" Do as yon like, :\Ilss Rollins," was the> reply. "You see
:l!H1 ll!e captain there and one of my comrades had a sword I haye cropped his ears so lie
will go through life a marked
light and I placed my mark on tl!e major, that is all."
man. and 1 think that wlll be ptmishllieiit e>nougl1. perhaps.
This surpl'lserl the British officer, and he stared in silent 'l'llen too I would hate for my Libert" Boys to have to hang·
amazement.
·
'
.
·
'
.
'
"Y
t b
ou mus e a gooc1 swor d :;man, ., he said. presently, "for such an arrant coward. It would be a most unpleasant task."
· mte d · as one of. the best in the British army ..,
ti. ie ma j or ls
"Yp1·.v "'ell. then·, we will let him go."
"Oh, I am a pretty good swordsman for a countl'y youth "
'l'~ieu ~Ile turned upon the ma1~ arnl saitl Rtetuly:
.
wns the 1careless reply.
·
·
'
"Ion are to be Sl'l free, but if you are eaugbt agarn ')"Ou
'l'hen Dick began making prepamtions to start for :\Jill- will be ha.n ged. Let him go .. captain Slat~r."
· dlebrook.
Bob unfastened thC> rope b111dmg the prisoner's hands and
He .h~d a guard of twenly Liberty Boys around the wagon sa~p:
. .
.
. • .
. , .
. ..
cont Ulllllll! the golcl during the time that the prisoners were
Get out of th1R. ~ ou rowa1.tll5 sco~mclrel._ · Antl don t let
enting their supper and the horses " ·ere aooain hitcbetl to the me eYer set eyes on you agmn, for if 1 do I shall put
a
wagon- they had been unhitched and fed l~y the hostler- nml bullet through you."
l he pr! ·one rs were assisted to mount their horses.
,. "Without a word ~Iajor Harl.Ji son hastened a way througll
'rl1e Liberty Boys had bridled and sacldle<l their horses in the timber: he was quickly out of sight, and that was the
the me:mtimP nnd uow the~' mounted. and with :\1ark :\Io1·- last time either of the three eyer saw him.
rlsou on the <lriver·s seat to tlri\'e the team attached to the
"'e may as well state before going further that the major
wagon, the enlil'e f orce set out.
·
retumed to his command. but when it was joined by Captaiu
It was dark. 1.Jut the youths knew tilt> way. and they did Jards. who was exchange<l for a patriot officer later, he
told
not anticipate IHI Ying uny trouble in reaching :\ficlcllebroo k.
the story of Helen rtollins, and the other officers would h<We
:\or . did tlJey. Tht>y anivecl there withottt incident about -nothing to clo with Harbison after that.- Some of them made
mJtlnight'. 'l'he.'· told the offitrr of the guard to nut arouse such sport Of his cropped ears that be at last lleserterl, was
anyuody: ihat the prisoners coultl be guarded tiil morning caught, and later was shot.
hy the Liberty Boys. and this was clone.
Helt'n Rollins remained in ..l.ruerica and settled near tl!e
gefort> clayligllt. howeYer. Dick and Bob lecl :llajor H11rbison homes of the Slaters and Estabrooks. Later on slle wns
ont of the encnmpment and to u point whei·e he could be kept courted l!y a handsome young mau of the Yicinity and they
a p1·i,,:oner until dn)·llght. Bob remained on guard over him. were married and lived happily.
Dick went to headquarters imm ecliatel~· after breakfast and
Sam H.oymer and Laura Denman were married at the close
rnacle his report to the commnncler-ln-chief.
of tlle wa r, and they also were happy.
General 'V!lshington was clelight.ed b)· the capture of the
Did: Slate r never receh-ecl the two hundred pounds in ooold
twEµJty troope~·s and also by the capture of the gold.
thnt he had won from the Blitish.. general and the spy,
Dick told the great man the story of Helen Hollins and Harley. 'l'bey were both ali>e when the war closed, but lbey
:.\fojor Harbison, aud asked permission to llaye the major repudiated the debt nncl wou ld not pay it.
to do as be liked with.
The Biitish were at Xew Brunswick for quite a while and
The commander-in-cb lef granted him the permission.
made several attempts to march onward toward Philadelphia,
Thim. in company with Dick and the other members of but. finally gaYe it up and returned to New York.
his staff, General Washington "1Yent to the wngon and the
'l'he Liberty Boys did good wo rk all tllrougb this camgold was counted.
palgn, as they did in all campaigns in which they were enIt was found that there was an enormous amount of money gaged, and the Denman boy be-came a good soltller and fought
- sufficient to pay the wages of the entire British army for all through tltc war.
an ·entire quarter.
An hom· later Dick Slater and his Liberty Boys rode out
Xext week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS IX
of Middlebrook and away in the direction of Kew Brunswick. GEORGIA; OR, LIVELY TD.CES DOWN SOUTH."
'l'hey picked up Bob and the prisoner, l\fajor Harbison, and
an hour later were at the encampment near the Denman

I

ho~~w. · major,.,

said Dick. coldly, " I am going to see Miss
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Early marriages are customary among the mountaineers
The :fishing industry of the Bosporus is worth £250,000
to Turkey. Along the Mediterranean coaHt she obtain::; ex- of Korth Carolina. and when the husbands are killed in
cellent sponges, the Reel Sea yields mother-of-pearl and the numerous feud wars or disappear t~ esca.pe revenue
offiem-s, the young wives, or widows, as a rule, are entered
the Persi1m Gulf pearls.
on the roll of the Industrial School at Asheville. Few oE
· Turkey has no great reputation as a . flghliug nation. these mountain girls when they come to the school have
During her campaign against Russia, in 1877, she placed ever seen a loo ·ng-glass or a clothe~ brush, or even the
752,000 rncn in the field.· At the end of the war the dis- most ordinary o toilet 01· boll ekee ping implements. They
organizrd remnant of the 'rurkisli army numbered 120,000 have never held a pen in their fingers or taken hold of a
book. A table set for a meal is a wonderful object, as is
men.
a tKo-story house. And most of them go up and down. Stati~tics published at Petrogracl conceT11ing losses to stairs for the first few weeks with all the awkwardness and
property in Russian Poland as a result of the German caution of people undergoing a J1ovel sensation. The only
invasion, give the total number ·of towns and larger vil- objects that would seem familiar 1rnu1cl be guns and shdotlages destroyed as ninety-:fixe. It is said 4,500 small vil- ing and trapping apparatus or the he;wily lidded ovens for
lages were devastated, 1,000 of them having been burned. cooking over an open fire.
Thes,e figures apply to ten Polish provinces. The damage is estimated at more than $500,000,000.
College golfe1·8 are planning a trip to the Pacific Coast
thi ' summer, llOt only lo Yi sit the exposition at San Fran•
~inety-year-old David Anderson, a carpenter of Xo. cisco but also to play a series of team matches with various
33 Chestnut street, Yonkers, told friends that he is co1rntry clubs on the coast. Trnmediately after the intereagerly awaiting spring weather so that he can a.gain collegiate boat races on the Hudson and the Thames, the
train for the fifty-yard dash for olcl men held at the an- Yale special will start Ir est. There will be represenfanual .r ew York Caledonian Club games in Celtic Park .. tives of Yale, Princeton, PcnmYlvania, Comell, Williams,
Anderson won the gold medal for the da.~h in 1907, 1910 and possihl.'· Columbia in the patty. A week will be spent
and 1912, the last time a.t the ag~ of eighty-f'ev~n . He at the fair. after "·hich a tour oi' two weeks in automobiles
was over fifty when he took up runrnng as an exercise. He 1rill h.e mflde of the links in Central California. It is even
was born in Perthshire, Scotland: comes 0 E long·-li ved ~tock pos ible that the ~ o.rthwest will be visited. Two dates
and insists he "fee1s finer than Her and iri11 trim those, have beim arrangen by the Yale combination, of which' W .
IHamilton Gardner, 2d, is again captain. On May 15 the
old men once more tl~is '.·ear:'
.1
annual clash between Princeton and Yale will take place at
\filliam Wall, of ~ o. 89. Lamberton free~, 'l'rent,on, G-reenwicl1, while on May 8 Yale wilt' Yisit Garden City· to'
1? the R?e- play a match with the representatives of that club, one of
T . J.,. wa~ fined.. $10 by Actrng. J.mlge ll'.tlmc
1
ond District Police Court for kill mg a, 1:e glibor s ~~~with whom pr,t!bably will be Walter J. 'rravis.
a bullet, because the cat would not let !um sleep. "Ill rot
in jail before l'Jl pay that fine,'' yelled Wall at tbe court.
\'cry interesting is the fact that the bulk of the battleHe then was sentenced lo ~ixty days in the }lercer County
which are engaged in reducing the forts of the Dar-1
hips
,·
Jail, where he can sta~-, the comt cleclared, uutil he cloes
rot. "I'll take a chance:· "'as \r air~ comment, a>< lie was danelles are ~hips whose term of useful s was supposed
led to a cell. Friends of the prisoner wish to pay the fine, to be nenr it end. That estimate, however, was based
bnt he clecl<lrc~ he will 1i1·c on bread a11cl water for the upon their ability to stand the test of battle on the high
seas, in which work. if matched against modern ships,
.next l11·0 months in hi;; rell before he will yield.
they would be worse than useless. For the particular duty
A nerman aeroplane flew over C'alais the other mom- assignrcl them in the Dardanelles, namely, that of silencing1
ill!!". approximalcl.1~ at an altitude of 2.000 meters, going the guns of small caliber and limited range after the
from 1r e;::L to Cll"L Tt lrnd flmrn 01·rr the waters of the hea1icr gtrns of from 9.4-inch to 14-inch caliber have
En!!li~l 1 ('liaunrl from il,; Belgian ba"r in order thal it been clismounted by such ships as the Queen Blizabeth,
rni~li! HOt lw oh~Pnrd h~· the watrlwr~ ~tationrd hrt11-ccn It\1e :'\1'lson and the Ag~memnon, they a~·e admirably suited .
Ca la i,.; ~1 nd Bon logm•, '!'he aeropla m' hrgan 1lroppi up; t Their 10-ineh and 12-mch shells caJ:rymg large charges of
1J11rnb~ af' ~non a,.; i! \•fl"~rd tlw outer J'odific·atiorn:, 'I'lw high rx-plo~i.ve;:; have proved to be terribly destructive in:,
homh~. falling at :111 P;1rl~· hour i11 tlil' mornin~ in tlw de- 11·reeking gnu positions, blowing up magazines, rte. Their
"l'ri('cl -.tree!;:, i11jurrcl u11 0111'. Otl1N hnm\J,.; fell in the armor of from J2 to 16 inches in thickness and the posfiPl<k 'l'hi· nu Iv matc>ria 1 dalllngP d011r 1rn~ H'I eral broken "ession of the heavy protective tleck~. which were given to
1rirn1n"·" aud ~\igl1r injuriP~ t·o n J'rll' roof~. ' l'he Taube ,.;J1ip~ from 15 to 20 years ago, ena.bled them to withstand
wa;: liml npon ]JY tl1P i'Prl~. 1>11! it i~ lwliP\!'d tbai il got the .1ltar k of ?>-inch and 6-inch shells with comparative
immunity.
>.aJ ·ly ;n\:.iy, 011·i.ng lo !he altitude al 1rbich it was fi?ing:

.
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The· Yorks and the Yan ks
-

OR -

THE RIVAL SCHOOLS OF LAKE CHAMPLAIN
By RALPH MORTON
(A SE Ri AL ST ORY )
.,

CHAP'l'ER VII (continued)
'l'hey occupied an entire section opposite the band and
" Let her pa ss safely and we'll tack le you,'' answered close t o the entrance where the riders and other performJ ack. "We're not hiding behind any girl's skirts, but CffS came into the ring.
we've got to look out for her all the same."
Tlw_v all carried canes, presumably to applaud with by
" ' Cademy, 'Cademy !" yell ed Phil and Ben, overturning thum ping them upon the scats, but really for defense in
t wo of the Yanks who pressed forward too eagerly.
ease they were attacked by the Yanks.
There was ~n answering shout, and up from th e landing
The latter were present in force, ancl among them Jack
r ushecl a score of Yorks to do battle with the over- noticed Tom Trimble, Paul Porter, Dick Barnes and all
confident Yanks.
the leading spirits of the faction.
T he latter now di scovered too late that the boat had
Di ek kept on his cap, as his hair seemed to be cut very
gone, and that they were outnumbered by the Academy short, and this presently caused Ben Thurman to shout:
boy~ .
·
"Hi, Barnes, where's your manners? Why don't you
The tide speedily turned, and it was the sigl1t of the take off your cap?"
Y anks being driven back that gave Tom 'l'rimble such
" H e's ashamed of his trademark,'' cried one of 1;he
deligl1t.
·
Yorks, and then they all laughed, aJJCl raised the Academy
He wa s true to his own sid e, certainly, but in t hi s case yell.
he might be pard oned for wishing Jack's chums t9 win,
·T he High School boys an swered with t' eir cry, and for
whi ch they did.
a few .moments the t8nt fairl y rang with the yells of the
Some of the Yanks took refuge in the wai t ing-rooms of rin1l fadions.
the fe rry company, and qf the Champlain steamers; some
Then the baud stru r k up, the red curta ins at one side
soug ht safety in the shops on the lower road, and some were parted, and in rode a glittering caval cade of knights
r an into the railroad . sta tion ; but there were many who in armor, ladies, squires and other attendants, and, lastly,
were 1Jot so forturiat~.
a company of funny clown~.
More than one was treated to an unwelcome bath in the
One act after another followed, but at the end of each
fake, or had to submit to a severe pommeling unless the applause w11 s drowned by the ye! Is of the rival schools,
plucky enough to defend himself, before the victorious and not hin g else could be heard.
Yorks grew tired of the fun and went ba ck to the village
Finall y a g reat cage was drawn into the ring, and the
a nd to t he Acaclemv.
i·ingmaster, ·a fter consulting with one of the performers,
" Well , they clicl;1't corner us as bad as they thought announced in loud, clear tones, heard all oYer the tent:
t hey \rould." chuckled Phil as he drove Jack and Dai sy
''Ladies and gentlemen, I now have the pleasure of in:'Up . the hi11 in the recovered buggy. "Captain Tom did a trod11cing to yov.r not ice Signor Ca.rlo L eona ti, t he world·g ood thing for ns when. he pulled out of the slip and left famous trainer of wild beasts, who will enter the den of
t hose fellows behind. Serves 'em right for coming over lions and put them through their exercises. It is espehere."
·
-cially requested by Mr. Haynes, by the performer, and by
In the co urse of the next week the flaming posters of a I myself, as mast.: r of ceremonies, that the audience remain
triJ.Ycli ng circ: us announced from the sides of old barns perfectly silent during this act, which is of an exceedingly
,and wherever they could be placed that Walter M . .Haynes' dangerous nature, and tha.t nothing be allowed to distract
1
old-fashioned one-!·ing circus would be at Willow Beach the attention of the lions."
dm:in!.( the following week.
H c did not give as a reason for asking for silence that
., 'l'h~ show was to be given on the afternoon ancl evening the largest and handsomest lion was in an ungly
'OJ :F riday, ancl an extra trip of the Thurman would be mood, and that the trainer feared trouble, but such was
made to accommodate those who wished to attend the the case.
exening performance .
·
T!1e ornamelltal sides of the cage were let clown, dis; 'A party of nearly a hundred went over from Port Fran- closing four ~reat tawny beasts, one in particular being
ms to see the evenmg show.
. 1 of enormous size and great beauty.
~ 'l.'his iucludccl a !rnmber of girls aud <~ consid erabl e
The tent was breath less as the lion tamer ran up au inp"llrty of adul t:>, but the great er portiou of the visitors were cline leading to the cage, ~hct back the bolts and entered
!boys from the Academy.
the cage, carrying only a light riding whip, so f~r as the
1·

I

•
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audience saw, but having a short, heavy caliber revolver
concPaled in his belt.
,
Xobody knew just how it happened, but, as the lion
tamer entered the cage, and before lie could close the
wicket behind him, there was a tremendous roar, and the
largest lion sprang at him, knocking him down.
Then the cage was seen to be closed, but the lion was
loose.
Men dropped between the seats or leaped from the rear
benches, women screamed or fainted, and on all sides the
spectators fled.
The lion ran half across the ring, and then crouched for
a spring, and directly in his path sat Hattie Stickney and
her girl friends .
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Hattie said that she did not want to see any more of the
performance, and .Jack gall~ntly volunteered to see her
home, while Torn Triinble agreed to take Daisy to the
boat.
So many persons left the tent that it was concluded to
end the perfoTmance at once, and also to omit the customary concert after the show.
The Academy boys filed out in a body, and as they
reached the open air began to shout in stentorian tones:
"Who are the people? We a.re ! 'Cademy, 'Cademy,
' rah-'rah !"
."Three cheers for J ack Forrest, the lion tamer !" yelled
Phil.
"P-F-M- A, boom!" answered others.
"Who got the best of the lion?"
"Jack Forrest! 'Cademy, 'Cademy, 'rah-'rah-'rah ! PCHAPTER VIII.
F-M-A, boom!"
"You were very brave to face that horrible creature and
attack him as you did," said Hattie, as she walked along
JACK FINDS HB:l:SEJ,F IN TWO PERILOUS POSITIONS AND
the country toad under the stars, with Jack at her side,
GETS OU'.l' OF BO'l'H.
"and I don't wonder that the boys are all .so eager to
The girls sat a little to the right of Jack and his school- sound your praises."
"Oh, the fellows were just as brave," answered Jack
mates, and upon the instant that Jack saw Hattie's peril,
she being the nearest to the crouching lion, he sprang to modestly. "I couldn't have done anything without them."
his feet, cleared the now vacant benches next to him, and
"Yes, but you took the lead, and that shows true courtook a position between the lion and his intended victim. ·age. Any one ca.n follow, but it takes a stout heart to
He braced himself firmly, and with his stout stick lead. I wondered how you could do it."
clutched firmly in his hand, fixed bis eye on the crouching
"I didn't stop to think," said Jack. "I saw your danking of beasbi.
ger, and that was all I knew. Then I let out the Echool
'11he rin"' attenrlants were hurryincr to the spot but the J yell, as we fellows always do when we get in a tight place,
lion sudde~ly gave a spring, a..ud l:nded on th: benches and that did .the business."
within three feet of the boy.
"Well, you did what no one else had. the courage to unThe benches creaked and groaned under the strain sud- dertake, and you and the Academy boys deserve all the
denly put upon them, and the lion found that he had not credit. I do hope that none of the High School fellows
secured as good a hold as he had evidently suppDsed he will try to annoy you before you leave town. For once
would, for he began to slip backward and clutched savagely they ought to forget the feud and give you the credit you
at the boards to maintain a fo(>ting.
all deserve."
There was no hostile demonstration that night, at all .
Then, with a rndden inspiration, Jack roared the school
yell at the top of his voice, and struck the lion a sharp e1'ents, for when the boys went on board the boat a delegablow across the nose.
'
· tion from the High School came to the ship and houted:
"'Cademy, 'Cademy, 'rah-'rah-'rah !" he fairly yelled,
"Not bad for you Yorks. You saved your bacon toand in an instant it was taken up by a score of voices, night, and we'll let you off!"
and as many boys sprang to his side.
Then they raiserl their own yell, which was answered by
"Kow, then, canes, all together!" cried Jack. .
the Academy cry, and the boat pushed off amid a chorus
With a leader as fearless as he, the boys were ready to of yells which awoke the echoes on both sides of the lake.
fa ce any danger, and they at once closed in upon the
When Jack left Hattie at the door of her father's elelion.
.
gant residence, he promised to earl soon, . upon being inA dozen canes were brought down upon the huge beast's vited to do so, and on the· next day, after fini shing his work
head, back and paws, and with a roar of pain he let go his on the books at the office of the smelting company, he went
hold and fell to the ground under the rows of seats, where over to Willow Bea{!h to pa.y his :respects.
the attendants rendered him helpless with ropes.
·
It was not a very long walk to Mr. Stickney's house,
Jack sprang to Hattie's side and a.ssured her that there which was one of the finest in a street of especially fine
was no further danger. as the attendants would be able to houses, and Jack set out on foot, instead of taking one
subdue the lion .
of ·the tumbledown livery cabs that were to be found at
"Keep your seats!" cried the ringmaster. "There is pos- the landing.
itively no danger now. The lion is bound and will speedily
He was walking along leisurely and had just turned out
be put in his cage."
of one street into another when he saw Dick Barnes and a
The attendants, armefl \Yith red-hot irons, sharp pikee number of High School boys approaching.
aud wagon spokes, had dosed in upon the beast and succeeded in getting him back to his cage.
(To be continued)
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.FACTS WORTH READINO
SIX LOGS FROM ONE TREE.
William Gardner, scaler for George Roberts, reports that
they have cut a pine tree which scaled 6,543 feet at Manistique, Mich. Six logs were secured from the tree. According to lumbermen, this tree was the largest pine tree
cut in that part of the country.
·

RICH ALASKA GOLD STRIKE.
A placer gold strike of unusual richne~s has. been. rnac1e
ori. Dexter Di vi de, four miles from .l~ ome, Alaska. Many
operators have struck dirt paying $3 a pan. It is estimated that $150,000 worth of dirt has already been blocked
011t. The pay streak is twelve feet deep and sixty feet
wide, extending a mile east and west. It heads near Grass
Gulch, rmming toward Cooper and Specimen Gulch.
1Iany operators have leased ground 1md are preparing to
work the claims on a large scale ..
JOHN D. GIVES A BALL PARK.
·John D. Rockefeller has given 'the use of three a~res of
his land at Pocantico Hills to the Pocantico Hills A. C. for
a baseball park, and will lend men and teams to help put
the diamond into shape and build a grand stand.
Manager Kerrigan of the Pocantico Hill's team expects to
ham a speedy bunch of youngsters in uniform this summer
and hopes that Mr. Rockefeller may become one of the
dub's ardent rooters. Mr. Rockefeller has long shown inter.est in athletics and his liking for baseball has increased
since seeing some exhibition games at Daytona, Fla., in
which the Brooklyn Dodger: took part.
OPENING AND CLOSING DA'l1 ES OF ELF,VEN
Ll~AGUES.

'l'he opening and closing elates for the leading ma.j or and
minor leagnes fol' the season of 1913 show that t he Pacific
l'oast League will, as ur:ual, play the longest season. rrhe
Pacific sc·hednlc, whi ch opcncil ~larch 30 and conti nues
uHtil October 24, calls for close to eYen months of contiirnous pla.Y.
Jn the Ea~t anc1 ::\Iiddle West the American, X.1t.iona1
awl Federal league~ "Iii 11 car:·y their pem1ant races through
a ~easou of approx1matel~' six moJJths. The dates for the
initial and final games ot the season are as follows :
League.
Open.
Close.
Oct. 'i'
X a tiona1 . . ............. .... .... April 14
American . . . . . ...... ........... April 1±
Oct. 'i'
1~1 c deral . . ........ . ............. April 10
.":\!nerican Association . . .......... . April 22
::lept. 22
J>11.cifJc. Coast .................... Mar. :rn
Oct. 2-1
~ ~)·thweRt\>m . . .. . ........... .. . April 20
Rept. 18
~cw :England ................... April 30
Sept. 6
Te~as . . .. . . ...... . ............ April 8
Sept. 6
Soutfiern . . ..................... April J 3
Sept. l?,6
J:teorgia . ....................... April 30
Aug. 21
l\'m-th Carolina , ... .... ..... ... . April 22
Sept. 15

CYCLE RACING NOTES.
Walter Rutt, the German cyclist in a letter to a friend
in Newark, writes that he feels cerlain that Kramer will
be able to retain the title of American. champion again
ernn though Goullet has taken long strides to dethrone
the big fellow. Rutt was recently stationed at Steglitz,
where the mo.tor cycle corps of the German army made
their headquarters at the cycle track in that city. Rutt
says that he has won a number of races at the track. He
is a member of the corps. He also denies the story that he
will nr~ver .ride a bicycle again. It was reported that Rutt's
recent illness had left him in such poor physical condition
that. he would never be able to compete again. Rutt insists
he is in perfect health.
In order to demonstrate to the Canadian War Department the ability of the motor cycle for military purposes,
the Toronto Motor Cycle Club is planning a relay race
from Windsor t-0 Ottawa, a distance of 400 miles. It is
proposed that the riders deliver a message from Windsor to
the Minister of Marine, the Hon. Samuel Hughes, at Ottawa, Canada, is considering the establishment of a military motor cycle corps, which it is hoped will develop into
:a Dominion-wide organization.
One of the most interesting motor cycle trips made last
fall was a 600-mile run into the Catskills by a party of
Brooklyn riders. Equipped with tents, sleeping blankets,
and cooking mah•rials, the cyclists headed their. machines
for the mountains. After a couple of days of riding they
found an idral camping spot at the foothills of the Adirondacks, about ten miles from Lake George. Herc they
spent. ~ week ti lriug, resting and exploring the hills .
Many . motor cyclists of note will help to make the twowheeler events in connection with the celebration of the
hventy-sixth anniversary of the opening of Oklahoma the
bigge,' t affair of its kim1 in the Southwest. ·'Ilic event will
take p1nce April 20 to i'.?. The Motor Cycle Clnb of Oklahoma City has a rnembcrsb ip of sixty-five.
Baltimore fa planning a big motor cYcle race meet and
endurance nrn thi.s snmmer. Howard A. French, of Baltimore, is p:-omoting tlw event, arnJ ha8 i1wited cYen motor
cydist of nofr in the Eastern S~ates to compete. •
An intere~iing motor cyrlc hill-climbing conte~t was rece11tl~- made at ~t . Loui s. when a number of riders pegotiatetl a 60 per cent. grade, several of them carrying tandem -pa sseugers.
Reports sho\\· . that there :il'e prarti calh 1,000 motor cyc l e~ heiJ1g nsed b)· rural mail carriers in the United :;Hates.
On June U and 13 the ·worcester (Ma.~s.) Motor CYcle
Club wil l holtl its annual endurance · rnn. Tl1is v~ar's
course w.ill tourh crery ::'\cw England State.
"
A number of spcPial delivery carrie rs of llie I~rooklYn
po~toffice are using motor cycle!'\.
·
::\.fotor cycles are to take the place of hrenty horses which
were recently auction(:jd off by the Pittsburgh poliPe departmPnt.
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Steve and the Spanish Spies
-

·OR-

WORKING FOR CUBA'S C.A USE
By CAPT. GEO. W. GRANVILLE
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XXIV (continued)
"You are a brave boy. The United States Government
shall hear of this .''
rrhat was what Captain Wentworth said to Steve as he
grasped his hand and shook it heartily, but poor Steve
was almost )Jast speech.
· "It was only luck," he gasped. ''I didn't know where
it was when l went down."
But it was big luck for the Black Chief that Steve fell
in with the 8 panish spies in New York as he did, for,, to a
e:el'tainty, the girnboat would have otherwise gone to follow the Maiue.
X ow as this brave act on the part of our hero ended his
ad ventures, so far as the arms were concerned, we shall
bring our story to a close. ·
War haYing been declared filibustering no longer had
an existence. It was now an act of bravery and patriotism
io land arms for the benefit of the suffering Cubans, and
nol a eriminal proceeding as it had been.
Yo\l can picture to yourself Stew ·s reception on board
i.hc gunboat, ])lit we shall not d\vell upon it at the present
time.
·
General Gomez had the arms, and the guns of
ihc Black Chief drove the Spaniards away from the
shore.
'l'}rnt Hight ihe arms were tal~Pn into the interior, and
•Jennie and 'l'ony Garc.ia went with the escort, while the
Uolombo sailed for Kew York, cscortri1 bcyonrl the blockade by the Black Ohief.
Aml Steve?
Well, it did not fake Steve long to make up hia mind,
when Gomez mid to him:

of Cuba and the honor of Old Glory, for this closes the
story of Steve and the Spanish Spies.
THE END.
A NEW SEJRIAL

~ OUT

NEXT WEEK
--READ--

Left Behind at Hangtown
-

OR-

The Boy Who Built Up the Show.
By Capt. Geo. W. G1·anYille

A , "J1 0RY FULL OF GINGER
READ IT!

READ IT!

OUT NEXT WEEK
-~

A burglar climbell up to the window of the guest chamber i11 Judge John E. Reeler's home on Strawberry Hill,
Stamford, Conn., at 4 a. m. the other day. A New York
woman, whose name was witl1held, occupied the room ... .She
awoke when the robber had half of his body inside. tlie
open ·window, shoved him out of the window and hurled a.
water pitcher after him. 'l'hen sh ~ became hysterical. '•rhe
lrnrglar escapt;d .

- '.'

Children under the age of :fifteen found on the streeti;
of Philaclelp11ia after 11 o'clock at night will be taken tq
"Young man, we want just such fellows as you in the the House of Detention by the police and kept overnight:
Cuban army. Yon have been the means of placing guns 'l'he next morning their parents will be called upon :-bf
in the hands of fiyc thousand Cuban patriots, some of Judge Gorman in Juvenile Court to explain the reason
whom never saw a repeating rifle. What do you say to for thC'ir being on the streets. An order from the superingoing "·ith me and showing them how to use the Rochester tendent of police to carry this curfew into effect is the reagainst t he Spaniards?"
sult of a conference of officials with J ullge Brown of the
SteYe thol1ght just two minutes, aml then said:
I Municipal Court, of which the Juvenile Court is a branch.
·"Yes!"
"Most or our crime," said Director of Public Safety George
"Colonel Bo! ton, I cm1gratulate you on your choiee,'' D. Porter, "ma:y be attributed to young men and women.
SeYenty-fire per cent. ~f the acts against the law are com:
said GC'ucral Gomez.
'l'hat was all.
mitted by persons between the ages of :fifteen and t wentyStevc was a colonel in the Cuban army, and Captain one. We are going to try to set the juvenile straight be:AlcGuffef carried back the draft ·Jto New York.
fore he reaches the age of fifteen. That is the intent ot
.\nd so 11·e leaYe our hero fighting for the independence the order."
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FATE OF WRECKED SHIPS.
A French periodical devoted to maritime affairs discusses the question of what becomes of wrecked ships.
and arrives at the conclusion that the wooden ones survive a great deal longer than iron or steel ones, when
they either become buried in sand or else sink to the bottom of the ocean.
There is at present no means of determining the length
of time it takes for either to disintegrate completely, says
the Washington Post, but it is known that wooden vessels
have been duO' up after centuries not yet wholly decayed.
It is not beli~ved that iron or steel vessels can resist for
any great time the chemical effects of sea water.
\Vhen a wooden vessel sinks the rate of progress to the
bottom is very slow. It is not believed to be faster than
one hundred fathoms in fifteen minutes, unless she is
laden with some dense and weighty cargo, as coal or
mineral ore.
Thus, when she touches bottom, especiaUy if the material be mud or sand, the impact is gentle, and no damage is done to the structure beyond what it received at
the surface. Neither is there any mechanical agency to
interfere with it. Currents are harmless, and the force of
the waves ceases at comparatively few feet below the surface. So there the wreck lies practically in a quiet which
will never be disturbed until the enu of the world.
The action of the sea water is not very rapid, either,
and paint protects it as well as the metal work that ho~ds
the ship together. The wreck is gradually covered with
barnacles anc1 sponges, and layer upon layer of these soon
burv it out of sight, while the soft ocean sediment slowly
but. surely settles down over it.
Sometimes the coral insects set to work and make the
wreck the foundation for their beautiful structures, so
that in the end it may become the foundation of a coral
reef.
When an iron or steel ship sinks, especially a steamer
with heavy boilers and engines and a closely-packed cargo,
she is apt to go down with great rapidity. Her collision
with the bottom may go far to break her up.
Whatever happens, she has the corrosive effects of the
salt water to withstand, as well a all or most of the
factors that affect the wooden ship. Vegetation settles
on her wooden parts, and the barnacles and coral insects
them~elve · are the cause of chemical change. Every
scratch in the paint is an opening for corrosion. Presently the paint itself. seal.es off, and in a few years there
will be nothing but a gigantic rust stain at the bottom
of the sea to mark where the vessel found her restingplace.
CARDS AS AN ALMAN AC.
A nobleman who kept a great munber of servants reposed great confidence in one of them, whic~ e.xcited .a
jealousy in the others, who, in order to preJud1ce theu
master against him, accused him of being a notorious
gamester.
Jack was called up a.nd closely interrogated; but be denied the fact, at the same time declaring he never played
a card in his life. To be more fully eonvinced, the gentle-

man orderc.d him to he ~earchec1, when, behold! a pack of
cards wa found in his pocket.
Hio-hlv incensed at Jack's want of veracity, the nobleman de~anded, in a rage, how he dared to persist in an
untruth.
"My lord," replied he, "I certainly c1o not ~now the
meaning of a card. The package in my pocket is my almanuc."
"Your almanac, indeed; then I desire that you will
prove it."
"Well, sir, I will begin. There are four suits in .the
pack, which indicate the four seasons in th~ year-sprm?"
summer, autumn, winter. As there are thirteen cards m
a suit, so there :ire thirteen week in a season; there are
also the same number of lunations: the twelve court cards
represent the twelve signs of the zodiac, through which
the sun steers his diurnal course in one year. There are
fifty-two cards in a pack; they directly answer for the
number of weeks in a year. Thus, sir, I hope I have convinced you it is my almanac.
" ow, by your lordship's permission, I will prove it my
prayer book, also. I look upon the four suits as representing the four prevailing religions: Christianity, Judaism,
Mohammedanism and Paganism. The twelve court cards
remind me of the twelve patriarchs, from whom sprang
the twelve tribes of Israel, the twelve apostles and the
twelYe articles of Christian faith. The king reminds me
of the allegiance due to his majesty. The queen of ~he
same to her majesty. The ten brings to my recollect10n
the ten tribes in the plains of Sodom and Gomorrah, destroyed bv fire and bri~stone from heaven; the ten plagues
of Egypt.; the ten commandments; the ten tri?es cut off
for their vice. The nine reminds me of the nme muses;
also of the nine noble orders among men. The eight reminds me of the eight beatitudes; the eight persons saved
in Noah's ark; the eight persons mentioned in the Scripture to be released from death to life. The seven reminds
me of the siwen administering spirits that stand before
the throne of God; the seven liberal arts and sciences given
by God for the instruction of man; the s~ven ~~nders of
the world. The six reminds me of the six petitions contained in the Lord's Prayer; the six clays of creation.
The five reminds me of the five sen es given by God to
man-hearing, seeing, feeling, tasting and smelling; the
five wise and the five foolish virgins. The four puts me
in mind of the four evangelists; the four seasons of the
year. The three reminds me of the Trinity; the three
hours our Savior was on the cross; the three days be lay
interred . The two reminds me of the two testaments;
the two contrary principles struggling in man-virtue and
vice. The ace reminds me of the only true God to adore,
worship anc1 serve: one truth to practice and one good
master to serve and obey."
"So far it is very well," said the nobleman. "But I believe you l1ave omitted one card-the knave."
"True, my lord; the knave reminds me of your lordo;hip's informant."
.
The nq,bleman became more pleased with Jack than before, freely forgave him, raised his wages and discharged
the informer.
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. In the last thirty-eight years, from 1877 to 1914 inclusive, the totaJ loss bv fire in the United tates and Canada
was $5,866,000,000." 'l'he loss in 1877 was $68,000.000,
and that in 191.4 was $235,000,000. The greatest year's
loss was in Hl06, the year of the San Francisco fire, when
the figure was $459,000,000.
The popular Coney Island Cycle Path twenty-five-mile
bicycle r ace, which has not been held since 1907, is again
to be run this year on Decoration Day morning. The
Empire City Wheelmen; Incorporated, of Brooklyn, has
secured a permit for the use of this cycle path for the
running of this event. T he revival of thfs classic, after
a lapse of eight years, should mark a new era for the
bicycle.
Leaning over the pulpit and looking down at the casket
before him as he was preaching a funeral sermon, the Rev.
W. E. Fetch, pastor of the Central M. E. Church, Columbus, Ohio, was surprised to see spread beneath it a Siberian
wolf rug that was stolen from his automobile on Nov. 22,
1914. After the funeral he recovered the robe from the
undertaker and set the police on · the track of a chauffeu r
who sold the robe to him.
J ohn Fay Palmer, fifty-five · years old, of Cleveland, 0.,
member of "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" company,
playing at the Trentop. Theater, dropped dead from heart
t rouble. He had played in the first act and walked · off
the stage apparently well, but fell at the dressing-room
door. Without permitting tl:ie women in the cast to know
of the death, the play proceed ed. The audience was ignor ant of the death. The fire department pulmotor was
used ineffectively.
A check for $1,000 bearing the name of Nicholas Longworth, received hy the Cincinnati branch of the Commission for the Relief of Destitute Belgians, brought considerable joy to the local members of the commission recently. But it was found the check was a forgery, that
Representative L ongworth had not sent it, that no attempt
had been made to imitate his handwriting on the ~heck
and that it wai:; made out on a bank with which Congressman L ongworth did no business.
T he details of the naval battles in the North Sea and
off the coast of South America show that some of the ships
that were sunk were stru ck at the extreme range of 15,000
yards. Up to the beginning of the Europeon war it was
generally assumed that 12,000 yards would be the limit at
which hostile fleets would begin to fire . But the commanilcrs of both the English and the German warships
took chances at 15,000 yards and the fire proved effective.
It is unnecessary to state that every navy in the world
has taken up the problem of conducting target practice at
a range of from H,000 to 15,000 yards.
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It has been found that the soap nut tree which grows
in India and also in Algiers will thrive in Florida. Transplanted to American soil its fruit is larger, finer and much
more valuable commercially than when grown on their native soil. Panama bark from the quillaya tree is not by
any means as good a's t his new soap plant. Already over
500,000 young soa.p nut trees have been planted in thie
country, and each of them is expected to yield annual1y
many pounds of soap nuts. To prepare soap from the soap
nut, an ounce and a half of the chopped-up hulls is boiled
with three successive portions of water. The three portions are mixed and concentrated to one-third the original
volume. After it is cooled some egg-white is adcled, and
the whole reboil ed to clear it of dirt. It is now thickened
again by boiling and treated with 15 per cent alcohol.
Thi~ gives the extract of soap, a brilliant liquid, which can
bP. used fo r any purpose for which ordinary toilet or
laundry soap is used.
The fi r t six months of commercial operation of the
Panama Canal . were completed at the close of business
on Feb. 14 , 1915, the canal having ,been opened to commercial traffic on Aug. 15, J 914. Four hundred and
ninety-six vessels, other than canal vessels and launches,
etc., which are not counted, passed through the canal during this period, says the Panama Canal Record; they carried a total of 2,367,244 tons of cargo. Slightly over
forty-one per cent. of the cargo handled was in movement
between ports of the United States. The six principal commodities passing through the canal were, in order of their
tonnage, grain, nitrates, coal, refined petroleum products,
lumber and cotton . anil these six commodities together
formed approximately one-third of all goods shipped
through. 'I'he toll s levied during the six months' period
amounted to $2,126,832. Adding to this th e $11,611 of
tolls collected on barges prior to Aug. 15, the total levy t o
Feb. J 5, 1915, is $2,138,443.
The last annual report of the fount Wilson Observa~
tory states that all the larger parts of the mounting fo r
the 100-inch reflector (which will be much the largest
telescope in the world ) will probably be assembled at the
Fore River shop~, where they have been constructed, in
time to permit shipment to Pasadena, via the Panama
Canal, early this. year. Meanwhile the smaller parts and
accessories have been under construction at the observatory. The driving-clock, which is nearly completed, requi1~e d more than half a ton of bronze cast ings and nearly
1% tons of iron castings, in addition t o th e 2-ton driving
weight. The circular steel building for thi s instrument is
complete up to the rails whi ch are to carry the dome. The
latter has been built in Chicago and is about finished. The
building and dome wil1 probably be completed next summer so that the mounting may be set on the pier in the
autumn . Meanwhile good progress has been made with
the capital task of gri nding and figu ring the great mirror.
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It has long been known that some of the surgeons in
Greece use ants as substitutes for stitches in surgical operations. 'l.'his custom has been practiced since long before
the Christian era. Ants are kept on hand especially for
this purpose by the imrgeon.· When a patient suffering
from a clean cut requires treatment, the ants are produced, those with long a,nd powerful mandibles being
selected. 'l'he edges of the cut are brought together wit!1
the fingers of one hantl, while the ant, delicately helcl
with a pair of small forceps, is brought close to the wound
with the other, its mandibles biting through the fie.sh on
both sides, ancl holding the edges together. Its head is
then promptly nipped off, anc1 the mandibles are left to
take the place of surgical stitches. As many as fifteen or
twenty ants are sometimes used for a single cut, and they
are usnally left on for three or four days. Their removal
is then far easier than the withdrawal of the silk or thin
sil rer wire ordinarily usecl for the purpose.
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BRIEF BUT POINTED ITEMS

The way they do things in some of the ol<l. corners of
the British Empire, where they are comparatively free
from wireless telegrams, is unique, if thorough. The offiMifkins-I wonder what drove Smilev to drink? Bif:cer in charge of ::i certain l1 interlarnJ received from his suI wasn 't aware that Smilev ·hacl to be driven.
perior officer at the base omc time in August this mes- 1-'ns-WhY
1
•
•'
·
'
aliens
enemy
all
Arrest
deciarecl.
been
imge: "Wnr has
You play with
liaYc
to
like
don't
I
.
nw
'·~fothcr-'l'orn
in your cli,trict." . With .commcnclal;lc prornpLitucle the 1
boYs ;re no
good
the
Tommy-But
·
·
bacl.
are
who
boY<>
I
seven
arrested
"HaYe
superior officer rece1v~c1 tlns reply:
•
n
•a
Italians, go
fiye
two . Frencl1men,
Rmsrnns,
Germans, four
, ma 01 m ...
0
_
.
we're
two Roumam ans :rnd an Amencan. Please say who
at war with."
,frs~-I'm in a ' quandary! Bess-What? J ess-Tom
promi~es to f:top gambl'ing i£ I marry him, an cl J a(;k
, alton Sea fell 42 li1ches during the year C'IHling June, threaten::; to begin if I clon't.

JOKES AND JESTS

J 9H, when the annual sample of: its 'rater was rollectecl
for analysis by i.l1e Carnegie D<•partni cnt of Robmica l Research. The annnal conrentn1tion of th e watC'r is about
18 per cent. During i.he year in 9nestion i.he total solius
incrcaRed from 1,003 to 1.180 part~ per 100,000. Dmin~
1914 lhe Carnegie hctani . i.s al so rnallc a coll cr·tion of the
algre growing in Salton Ren, wii.h a, Yicw io cl etcrmining
whcLher thrsc plants arc rcsporn:ih1c for <l.cpojts of tu fa,
as has recently been frngge. tccl by Jones and Walcott.
Similar inYes!igai.ions haYc been macle in the Lrike Lahontan basin, where remnants of: algm haYc hccn fonnc.1. in all
the tnfas except the thinolitic form. Laboratory experiments on the subject are in progre~s.

Trene-I>:u't this a lovely belt? Jack Fent it
pr ~ent . )laucl-H :fits you to perfection. He
mensuret1 it on his arm.

to me as a
mu~t

11aYe

"Wl1at happenF when a man's temperature goes clown
as lm1- ns it can go?" askecl the teacher. '·He gci..· cold
feet," ans1Ycrec1 n small pupil.
.'\.pplicani.-I ~Pn you advertised for a floorwnlker. sir.
Manal!'cr-Yes. Haw yon any experience in that line·?
Appl icant-'I'!rn pair of twins, sir.

First Swell-l say, olcl fellow, have you seen Lil~' since
she came back to town? Second Swell-Ya-as. Fin:t
']'he captain anu officers of the Dutch freighter Blotberg, Swell-J:fo"- clicl .. he look? Second Swell (sadly)-She
which arri,;ecl in port recently from Rotterdam, did not didn't look.
intend to take any chance of being torpedoed by a German
Envious Young Rival (speaking of faYored rirnl)-Yei::,
submarine in mistake of an enemy's ship. Her 400 feet
is clever and handsome, but he is abominably con George
the
at
scarlet
bright
a
painted
was
side
of hull on either
Sharp Y~ung Lady-But, Mr. Dumley,. if you
ceitecl.
in
"~hich,_
on
above,
yell~w
o~
bel~
broa~
w~ter line, with a
bnght green, was the mscnphon N ederlands. 'I he sign were handsome anu clever, would not you be conceited?
was . fifty feet long and the letters ten feet in .height, so I
by the .\ct or
Statem•nL or the Ownershlf:· )[anageruent. Clm!latlon, et• .. required
Ridge shore August
they could be read across from the Bay
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"The slow old tnrtl~ we were in crawled like a snail
with the load she had on board, and the captain didn"t
allo\r her to take any chances of carrying too much sail.
"All that night we were in the middle of floating ice and
1

.
. Sitti ng in the forctop of the brig "X eptunr," oubrarcl I ice,~e~gs.
1
\~ e had to. k~ep a bright lookout, anc1 even then we
bound from San lfrancisco to the China seas, J od r earson
sluiyccl some big icebergs Yery close.
told th i ~ ston :
"I ha<l the foTetop that morning just ru; the sun began
"]t \ras in.·.)() that I was a harpooner in the captain ·8
to show, and was looking out for ice.
boat aboard the old 'Cetacean.'
"'l'hc first mate-Long Xed 'rravis-had the deck.
··Yon nercr knew her, ·Jack, bnt if you did, then yon
" ,Just as the sun came up it shone on a big berg dead
hew the meanest, contra1"iest old tub that eYer floated.
"l ne 1·er felt so ghid of an~·thiTJg in my Mc as I did one ahcad-s~1ch a berg as we seldom see so far to the south.
"]t wa~ like a small mountain and foll of seams and
day wl1en I went into Xantucket and saw the old raft
fioat0cl dose to the dock and turned into a storehouse for crack,, auft looked like as if it would break up soon.
"I hailed the deck ancl sang out to the mate t o give, the
sperm-oil.
"I had seen her, when the wind was fair. a-whiffin·g thing a wide berth, for it was mighty shaky and likely to
arnnnd to en:ry poi11t of the compass, and paying no more take a tumble ..
"So Du sty Dick, who lrnd the wheel, tried to keep. the
artention to her helm than if a rndder was 11 eycr illl'ented.
"l don't know how L got aboanl h e r, bui there J was oh] raft r.way, bnt for a minute she wouldn't haYe it, a:nc1
whiffled around in tltc n1eanest way you ever saw."
sL L1ck for a three-years' cruise, and no way to e3c:ape it.
Jed pansecl to g il'e a n extra touch io the whale's tooth
"lfe were .alter whale in the .A.retie Ocean. and it seems
to me that these tubs that don't seem made for anybopy's he was earring and took in a twist of tobacco before he
.
went on.
ll~e .arc. the wry worst to take in whale.
·' So JOH ~ec it hapj)l'nccl that we we1·e close aboard the
'' \\e \\'ere at it night and day, and I hal'e seen Lhc time
when we had one whale along~ide an] another under the big iceberg when the ::;Lrangest thing happened I ever
heard of.
stern at the same time.
"Tiler' can1 e a crad' as if a big gun had gone off, ancl
"The captain worked her to the north that ~eason furiceberg }Jarted in the middl e a.nd fioa.ted both ways,
the
thC>r than I had ever seen him go before.
"If. was flying i.n tl11'J face of 'I'roYiden r.e, so to speak, io an11 there dropped iuto ihc water from tlLe slicll in~icle a
take that ungainly craft into the ice so far; but there we l1m.1drnme sehooncr, with evcryihi1lg ncaLly stowed: irnd
were, and he nerer let up until we were full to the liatches, floc1ted ~1•fe and souud on tlie w:il'es of' the o<·ean.
'·I Yelled to the mai.e arnl poi11ted to t he ~dll'Oner, and
with a strjng of casks 011 cleC'k amid -hip;;.
:<taggerecl as ·if ~o me 011e hau hit him on the head with
e
h
·'Rren then the captain groaned, and said it ·was a sin'ful
~p ik e, and I nearly fell out of the top, I was so
marlin
a
wa ~te to leave such a whaling-p;rouucl: ancl l di• l not kHow
but he would want to tow a whale or two clown to Hono- f><.;HJ'ed.
' ·For we both ·knew lier.
lulu.
"It was the 'Mystic Star,' the schooner we had beeh
"But I knew those seas like a book, and one morning I
for for nearly two years, ·a nd there she :fio'ated as
searching
pl11led my foretop to the captain, and said to him:
trim as when she sailed out of ~an tucket two
l
a11
sau<.;y
"'Captain, the sooner you get out of these latitudes the
before.
y~ar~
better it will be for the old bark.'
" Long Xed didn't fool a.way a.ny ti111e, but bounced
"He knew me, too, tbe old rip did, and he didn't kick
against it.: and that night we up helm, an· put away for down i.o the cabin anc1 raked out the ca ptain , whil~ · t.l1e
nw11 lowered a boat without' orders .
Baffin's Bay.
"lt was awfnl i.o see the schooner.
.. ·There's one thing 1 clean forgot. J erl .' said the captain
"Her paint didn ·1- eYen seem to be rubbccl, a1Hl the bra:::s
lo me. 'l promised .l'Yirs. Carter I'u take a look for the
her figure-head wa8 as bright as ever.
on
·'Mystic Star," that was last seen in Baffin's Bay two vears
was the first man in the boat, and all the crew turned
''I
time.'
tho
hac1
haven't
I
ap;o come Angust, and
"Of course he hadn't'. Catch him wasting a tl10ught on out a11c1 i;rnrked the ship dqwn to the schooner nearly as
n fellow-creature when whales were booming up out of the fast as we could row.
"Still T felt a kind of shiver as I hooked 011 to the forebrine an<l just ru:king him to stiek a harpoon into tlwm !
'·l was orry for :Mrs. Carter, too, arnl ret haYe girrn all chni ns and pulled the boat alongside.
"'Jm11l_1 up there, Jed,' cried the rnate, 'and make a line
Ill,\' interest in the 'Cetacean' i.o be abJe to send
lrnsher
for
ilafr,
and
right
was
Star'
'Mystic
fasi..'
her "·orrl the
''J <licln't l1anker after th e task, hut T di.cl it :just' the
hancl and son were lost in her.
" But no oue on the whaling-p:rouncls ha<l ewt heard oE sa me. becau e Long Ned had a way or persuading <l man to
the f:chooner siuce she sailed from Baffin'::; Bay, and I J1a<l get lil·ely if he clicln •t move his leg:> to suit his ideas of
celerity.
ta ken pains to ask every man J sa II'.
"'I climbed over the rail and made the line fast, and then
'' \Ye didn't start south any too soon, and even that night
•
'
a look along the deck.
took
we
and
direction,
that
in
heading
ieebergs
pass
to
hefrnn
"Everything was stowed as ne.a tly as if the watch had
know the .ice 1ras i~1aking south as fast as it could go.
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in agricul ture and are working in a garden at home or at
school. According to the United States Depart ment of
Agricu lture's specialist, the seed as the starting point in
the life cycle of a plant may well be studied first by young
gardeners.
The c;eeds of the maple tree are particu larly interes ting.
They are provided with wings, and when they become detached from the parent tree a gentle breeze will carry them
a considerable distance from the branch to which they were
attached. There are many forms and modifications of
the winged seed, as the linden, the hornbeam, the elm and
the pine. These are all common trees from which seeds
for illustra tive purposes can be secured.
Some seeds are also provided with parachutes or umbrellas, not for protection from rain ancl storm, but for
purposes of locomotion. The seeds of the thistle, the milkweed and the dandel ifln-in fact, the seeds of all plants
which have a cottony growth -are provided for these aerial
journeys.
Besides these, some seeds are provided with hooked appendages by which they can attach themselves to the clothing of men or to the hair of animals, so that they become
transpo rted from place to place. Other seeds have .hard
"'On board the schooner "Mystic Star."
seed coats, or shells, which are covered in many cases by ,
"'The schooner has been shut into an icy cavern for
edible fruits. The fruits are eaten by birds, but the seeds
two clays, and the icebergs are pressing closer together.
are not digested, and in this way become distribu ted from
There is no chance of escape. This mornin g I saw the
place to place.
>:un for the last time, and we are too weakened ty our bat1
The hard nuts of our nut-bea.r ing trees are not used as
tl with the ice to hy to force our way out. This icy
or large animals, but are usually sought by
grave must cover us 1rntil the last trump shall sound, and food by birds
small rodents, which are in the habit of
ancl
ls
squirre
this 1s our last farewell .
ng and burying them in various places or storing
"'Good -by, home, wife, children and friende, and may gatheri
in large quantities for winter use. The result is that
all good Christians pray for the captain and crew of the them
a considerable percentage of those which are buried in this
JOHN CARTER.'
·"M~·s.;tic Star!"
manner are 11ever rediscovered by those hiding them. and
"fu the other stateroom Jay John Peters and Aaron Car- in time nature cause's the hard shell to crack open, and
ter, t.he mates, and in the forecastle lay twelve men, the the warmth and moisture of the soil brings the germ concrew of tbe doomed schooner.
tained in the kernel into life and a tree springs into exlooked
then
and
burial,
an
Christi
"We gave the bodies
istence. It will be noted th::it the nuts which were buried
r.
<iYcr the schoone
by the squirrels did not germinate immediately after being
she
say,
to
strange
and,
,
hatches
the
to
loaded
was
he
"
buried, but waited until the warm weather of the pring
was as svuncl as when she started on her voyage.
came before they put forth their tender shoots.
"'rhe captain put a c:rew of four men aboard, and we
It was necessary that the shell be frozen and broken by
sailed in company ancl .macle Honolulu safely.
the action of the frosts and the weather before moisture
wl here we shippecl a full crew, and Long Ned undertook could gain an entrance to cause the swelling of the germ.
Lo ~ail her to Nantucket, and I went with him.
This peculiarity, when taken advantage of commercially, is
·'Auel as lon g :is I li vc I'll never forget the face of Mrs. called stratification. Seeds with hard shells, such as cherCarter when Long Neel and I told her how we found the ries, peaches, plums and the like, have to be stratifi edschooner, and r~ad the service for the cleacl over the bodies that is, they must be planted in the fall where the plants
of the captain and his crew.
are to grow or they must be packed away jn boxes of 8and
,
poverty
frvm
them
raised
r
schoone
the
'"The cargo of
in a position where they will freeze ancl remain frozen
the
in
died
Carter
.John
poor
how
forgot
them
but none of
during Lbe win ter, in order that they may germinate the
heart of the iceberg."
following spring. If seeds of this charac:ter are stored
and kept dry during t he winter they will not germinate
if planted in the spring. Seeds with thin se2d co:its,
HOW SEEDS TRAV EL.
however, like peas, beans, etc., if treated in like manner,
troyecl by the action of the cold, nnJ 110 plants
Rome seeds make journeys with wings, and others travel will be de
the clothes will result from plantin g them in the autumn. Such
fr0111 place to ph1ce by attachin g themselves to
from the nature of the case, be rcbiner l in a
of melt or the hair of animal s; still others make their seeds must,
atively warm place during the winter seacompar
and
dry
journey rn the stomachs of birds. 'l'hese are facts that
order that their vitality may not be destroyed.
w:ill intcrcs~ the Ie>ung people who are taking an interest Ison, in

fust turned in; every rope was in its place, the harpoons
were in the racks, the tubs stood ready, and I was tempted
to -ing out, 'All hands on deck!' and expected them to
come .filing out of the forecastle.
"There wasn't a soul on deck, ·as I could see, and I felt
as a man feels when he goes into a graveya rd among the
.
bones of the dead.
"'l'he others came out of the boat one at a time, and
when they touched the deck I could see they felt just as
I dicl.
"And yet we were rough sailor , who had faced death
every day, and expected to h~ke the chances every hour the
&hip was out of port.
"Even Long and Neel Travis, a rough and tough old salt,
didn"t make a whisper as we headed for the compan ionway
and looked down into the cabin.
"And there, stretched upon his bunk, with a logbook
clutched in one hand and a pencil in the other, was the
captain of the schooner, turned into marble by the icy
breath of the iceberg in which the ship bad laid so long.
"Long Ned took the book from his stiffened :fingers and
read the w,riting on the last page:
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<lOOD READING
Use of the New York Public Library is greatly increasing. In 1914 there were 711,122 readers in the reference
rooms.• who called for 2,127,328 books. In 191B there were
but 526.682 readers calling for 1 685 715 books. The circulating department in 1914 is~ued' 9,516,482 books, as
again st 8,320,14·1 in 1913.
The Pan-America n Union state that the teaching of
Spanish is increasing among American colleges and universities. There are now 278 institutions, e\·ery State being represented, which include Spanish in the regular curriculum. Kew York has more institution t eaching Spanish than any other State.
A Holstein cow in British Columbia recently established
a. world's record in milk production, according to the
American consul at VancouYer. In eighty-six successive
dHys the animal produced 9,376 pounds of milk and 107
pounds of butter. Her record for one day is 123 pound
of milk . She is a pure-bred Holstein, 4 years old.

A battle behrce!1 two big timber "·olres and a buck deer
wa, interrupted by Ou.; Harrkonson, a farm er, who was on
his way to Gilbert, Minn., from hi s home south of this village. Hankonson declares that the wolves had the buck
cornered in a wooc1 lot, with his back against a tree. 'l1 he
buck, with head down, was on the defensive, and made no
attempt to attack his enemies. Harrkon on, who was unarmed, ,./ent back to a farmhouse to borrow a rifle. On
his return the wolves scented him ancl ran in different direction s. Ha rrkonson shot at the wohe~, but missed. The
deer did not m ove away for some time after the wolves
disappeared.
Meµ arc being repla ced by women as clerks in the Adams
Express Company offices at 65 Broadway, New York. Robert Mundle, one of the auditors, said that the change was
for economy's ~akc . Red ne:tion of express rates by the
Interstate Commer~e Commission, he exp! ~ ined, had made
retrenchmen t necessary. The company found that, with
the help of adding machines, work in one department that
formerly required nineteen men could be done by · nine
women. , ince March ] 13i'i young women have been empl oyed to take the placcB of men . Thirty more will be
hired shortl.v aml thirty more men will go. 8ome of the.
men di scharged say that t he econom y effected is small
and that old employees lrnYe been discarded.

·The following is said to ·be the Chinese method of
catching fish: 'l'ake cocculus indicus, pulverize and mix
with dough, then scatter it broadcast oYer the water a~
you wonld sow seed . The fish will seize it with great
avidity, and will instantly become so intoxicat ed that they
will turn on top of the water by dozens, hundreds, or
thousands, as the case may be. · Then gather them up, and
'l'rapped in a patch of woods, nine of the desperadoes
put them into tnb of clean water, and presently they will
who raiderl Strcud, Okla., robbed two banks of approxbe as lively and healthy as eYer. Their flesh is not inimately $5,000 and probably fatally wounded a farmer,
jured in the least.
are making a last stand against a posse of more than
300. 'l'wo of t he bandits ha1'e been wounded and capRepeat ed exclamations of "Look who's here," in a lond hnecl. On e is beliel'ccl to be Henry 8tarr,
th e ('herokee
tone, mystifierl a policeman, fireman and tenants recently outlaw. fo r whom the State l1as offered
a $1,0UO reward:
when fire was discol'erecl in an apartment house at 96 Hun-. It is suiLl thd in J ()iB, after Starr's band had
robbed a
t erdon street, K ewark, :~. J. Policeman John Bealey, train near Bryar Creek, Okla., they di scorered,
while galwho helped some of the te11a11t from the cl welling, solved loping to their eamp, a .J oplin , Mo., girl who
hacl fled
the mvsterv as the firem en 1\'ere about to enter the house from the train in terror at tbe gang's shots.
'l'he meeting
i.o make a ·r escue. His portly form appeared in the door- enclcd i11 the rnarria ac of Starr and the girl.
Mrs. C'ora
way carrying a big cage in which wa · a green parrot. Starr, ~ai d to haYe bee n tl1 c lic i·o in e of the
romance, ob"Look who's here:' cried tl1e bird, cocking an eye at th e ta ined a diYorce at R11pnlpa .
patrolman whose :fac:e wore a broad smile.
'l'he smallest money order e1·er i8sued by the local postA r·hcese that 1Yeighs between fhe aud six tons and is office wa s made out at f!r:1~:; Valley, ('al., by Clerk
E. F.
nearh fire feet high and more than six feet in diameter Whitin g. who has had many >·ears of cxpc riell(·e
in that
has Leen made in ' >l cw York State for e d1ibition at Lhe work. A woman had rcc·ci l'ed a dPbi t oiatemcnL frorn
a
Panam a-Pacific E xposition. The intake of hre11tv-fivr mail -ordr r hons<' notify ing her that ~he> wa.;; i11 arrears
to
factories for a clay. amounting '1o about lOG,000 pouml:i the amount of 2 e;enl:.: . llldignant and unable to
realiz~
of milk, was used in the manufacture of thi s euonnous tl1e spirit that would prompt any one to n1<1il a bill
·or 2 .
eheese. It was made in a mold built up of ga hani zed steel ce nts, the woman decided tha t a po$tage stamp would
not 1
hoops. Ai the cl o~c of the exposition the cheese will be rnt suflkL' ai'd C1at only .a m ono~· O!'(ler woul<1 indi ea le
to the
in to poun<l piee;cs and sold. This is an unusuallv large firm how she r esented their action. ' l1 he foe on the
order
cheese, but not the largest evel' made. A cheese made in 1rn~ 3 c-ents and the postage necessary lo e;any it
to its
Canada and exhibited at the \Yorld's Fair in Chicago destination cost 2 rents more, so that with the 2
cents
weif!l1cd elcren ions, was six feet high and nea rly nir.e feet postage that canicd the bill to the woman 7 cents
was
in diameter.
_ expemled in collecting the 2-cent delinquency.
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ARTICLES OF ALL KINDS
is hnt .Jowh being hronght abont. 1t is true that many
arc slowly bro11g11t about, bnL they c:ome finally.
'I'nke t he e;i11enrn J1alJs of Tokio, for inst.ance. In their
m elhod~ of entieing patrons they can teach picture palace
proprietors in this country omething. The :front's of the
cinem a hall s in 'L'okio are similar to those here, decoratecl
with hHge posters illu strating the kinds of pidures being
shown. _\t the ei1trancc to each Jrnll are> three or four
me11, i:>iH·h uying aJouil to pas:;eri>-hy . "l'ome in! C'omc
in! Our pic-tnres are the nicest ones. ::\-lost wonderful
picturi:>s, lately imported from Europe."
"'l'i ckets,,. sAys T . :Fujimoto, in "The Night Side of
Japan"' (\\'rrner Laurie). "are ;;old by girls 'i n a booki11gi)(IX i1 Nir tlw entrarn:e of eac:h hall; they nre tlressed in
-·----uniform:-: . their face>,; painted niC;ely, rec-eiYing
beautiful
THE LIHEHTY BKLL.
t:harmiHg :-:miles.''
with
guests
of
l1i;;ease
lite.
fro111
. '''L'lle Liberty Bell i~ ~uffi:>ring
,lapa11ese. ancl e~ peeially lhe women, wi:>ar
the
of
J\lo~t
e;au,.;es.
sernral
to
d11e
i,;
;
.
metal;;;," says the Tron Aw» 'J'hi,
bool::< and shoe:-:. aud al the entranre to
of
eaLl
imn
clogs
who
amateur;:;,
by
ce
thri
·a..:L
<
r<'
11~
w
bell
'l'he famous
rec.himged the e>ompo.<ition of ihi metal 1rith i:>ach rec-11sting. the hall the men relieve you uJ' these aud gi1·e you in
check,
a
a.i1cl
slipper~
gra.«:>
or
straw
of'.
The fir,;t crack appeart•1J wht'1 the bell wa,; rollin~ ou lhe tum a pair
fur
occasion of the funernl of '·1irf · Jnstiee J olrn )far.. hnl.I. a. woor] rnnl marked with m1111crals or other signs,
·
another
by
stair~
the
011
rni:>t
then
are
Yon
clogs.
your
to
t'xlended
had
Iu 1909 it was •lisrnvi:>red th .t this c:rack
the
in
:-eat
a
i.o
.rnu
guide~
who
irniform,
in
girl
r"
ni
double its original leng·tli.
'J'he bell has be:_· 11 lraMporled lo a Llistnm·e 0 11 six ocC'a- hall. ·
l 'ine1n;tlograpl1 pidurc~ arr ,;ho1rn ont' n[lc-r t1nolhcl'.
~ion,; and ha s been clipped by many rnudal ~0111enir hunler:>. Its lrips did it 110 g-ood, as mol'e 01' k·:;~ rongh cnch bri ng explained hy an orator io frr1vk OI' ereni11g
l·Oal. Het1reen th e pil'tures to 1nit· a1.:ro1·~ or jng,!!le>rs perha11Jli11g 11·a-; ,:c·ar ·e1Y arnid,thle.
\\TlJen the new c·rnvk , appeared .\l<•xa nd !:' I' E. Ouln- for 111. .At t!te end of cat:h pietul'e or perfornrnm·e tlit>re
inbridge, Jr .. an expert mc· tallu:rgi~t. 11· ;1;; ectlled in io ex- 1i~ au pnfr.ade of ihree or fiYe minutes, aml in thi:>
e!i:.,
sandwid1e~,
,
rakes
milk.
ornage:;,
of
er-:
ll
~e>
te1;rnl
li'ranS~11
w
il
i>hip
to
amin e it. \\'h rn it wa,; plai_u~ed
e;1sc:o fo}' lhe Pimarna E\'.h1b1bon ) [r. Out erbndge was c-orne in lo the r·ro\\'d 5 and cry, ""Don't you want orangi:>s?
h
again wmmon ed. iu1d on Iii ,; re port it ~ 1ra,; cleterrnined to ~ice calm,;. :\e1r boiled milk," etc. The vinematograp
m.
p.
I"<
about
close
halls
lat.est
keep it hent:eforlh iu lndependenel' lLtll. ln l1is
A1~art from ~he:'e picture palaees. 'l'okio bua.-;b many
report 1Ir. Oute r1H·id2£t> ~a.1 "'.:
··It i,; no ltyperLolirnl fi.~u rc of spi:>ed1 lo say tli~1l the mn sic hilll:<, \\'here ,;rory-teller:;, juggl er~. ac-rnbal,;, topuf
w.uerable Liberty Bell is ttffet·te>cl 1ritl1 a ~erio11 :1 di,;et\8e. spinners, , j 11gers all<l dant:ing girls appear. The p1·ic-e
Engli,:b
the
to
equal
is
,;en
(a
srn
lil
.
:
or
·?O
i:;
;ion
,
aclmis.
the
phraseology
1\It>lallnrgi..,ts l1ave adopted into tec!mind
the
term ·c!i::;ea~e,; of rn etak a11d r~cognize ::.:0r rnl s11d1 rnala- :f.arthin!,!,'). an01her : .: <'n being d1arged when you i:>ntN
are
'l'berc
·
box.
1i.J\'
cliarcoal
~mall
1
1
and
en,,:hi0n
a
for
liall
lJ,.]j
Lbe
hat
i
,;aying
in
rsitation
li
no
1e
hH
myself
I
die,;.
wirl1
coYcrecl
being
hall
tl1e
of
h11:> a clistempt' r, IYhi ch ::.'bould insme its rno..,t <'arefnl no ~e at s PT IJUx0;, th floor
pre~ervation fro111 1111 sl10l'k~ :-: nd1 iis it •;roulc1 be ~nlJjcct mattimr. thi:> pt11ron r: taki11g thei1· scat~ in trn.1~ part of the
hall ther likv.
tu in u long j ourrH::~' ."
1
.-\.uoll;er inleresting sidelight on the liie of the .Japane~e
r1 he lron r\ge 8ays that wiL11 eae:h of the remellingil to
is proYirkd by T. Fujimoto"s description of refresh])l'vple>
largrly
lo:::t
it
which the bell "' :\~ snb:j ed ed HiO ycnrs ago
~es and re.; taur111Jts, '" lwre J apanede sale (wine),
huu
1uctll
C'X·,.;
Ouierbridge
::\fr.
in tensile :>trenglh · ri:>~iliemr, ell-.
aud all kind::: of liquors artJ ;;erred rery
wbi~ky
bcc·r.
il:;
of
cent
per
;;o
loses
<·opper
pmr
(l!:il
show
per1rn1>ni.s
clistemiJ e strength In· 1 ltree> rc·m eltirrgs. 'l'he Liberty Hell "'a c·henp. l otl!ntpen1JJd' . ho1reYcr, i~ Yiewed with grcai
nt
exist~
whicl1
rule
the
by
judging
.J,1pn1w~e.
>
:
tJ1i
reca~t three ti11w:-:. n11d perhap;; i:>ren at that time it ]~ad like !Jy
Kamin1
the
as
known
'l'okio.
i11
c·abarf'l
1l-kt!O\rn
\\•.•
OtH'
,
eatrng
been
has
all'eadr bren i1ttavl; ed liy the di si:>a. ~e that
·
· popular al this lhll' i.s what is k11own
I fhr. 'J'li e driJJk mo:-:t
into it~ l'Op11er nn d tin ~· ital ~ eYt' I' i;iin<'c.
1 a~ r.:!c'd rie Hra1al1· (a kirn1 of eggnog and whi~ky). hnt on
- ----lltr 11:111~ are c.li-plnyed a noti('L' 1rhil'l1 1·ead~, '·rp lo three
A'l' 'l'OKIO "MOYl ES."
<.! la~se,: or J~!ectr~L· brnnd.1' or ' rliisk.1· c·un IJe ~erYecl, and
,
1
imprcsthe
1111der
urc_
who
There a:e no~ a fe w people
111ort', \\')11ch means to ~ay tJwt when a cu~tomer
nen'r
I
arnl
s
progre.
:v
extraordmar
Japan's
of
spite
.m
sion 'that
of late years her absorption of Westem id eas ha~ had three glA~~e~ he can onler no more .
development
.

LARGE ORDER :E'OR .:\EROPLAX ES.

A large> orrler for a erop lan e~ adapted for war pmpose;;
is saitl to ha vc been recently pla ced with-the Cnrtiss Aeroplane, l'o111pany lw the Italian government. 'fhe.·e machines are to he of I00 horse-power, and are to be fitted
with wherl~ iol' starting on .land, ancl al 8o .with pontoons
to cnabll' them to hn usl'd at ea . 'fh e~· arc to be cnpa\:> le
of su~iaining nhout -.J.00 pound:', and are saicl to co~t
$1,500 eaeh. It i~ nndcNtuod that ·a large number of
rite ·e rnachines <ll'e under order, and the Curtis;; c:ornpany
has two represi:>ntatil'es wiih the Italian naval a•iation
corps to see that the flyers are properly set up and prep<tred as they 1ne cl cliveTed.
0
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GREE NBAC KS

TRIC1' rliRSE
One of the inost in ·
nocent - looking little

-

'~
·

~~~~et~oao:: 1 iot~ ;~~~

friend, and tell him to
h elp himself. As he
unfastens

e

Paclc of $1,000 Sta.11e Bills, JOc; 3 packs, 25c. Send for

a pack and sliow the bOys what a. \V AV you ca.rry.
C . A. NIC HOLS, JR., Box 90, ~h ill , N. Y.

the

button

CRAWLING BUGS
These giant beetles are beautifully enameled in natu ral, brilliant
colors . • Ther e is a roller undel°-4"' 1
neath, actuated bY hidden springs. !
When the roller is wound up the ·
bug crawls about In the most life- I
like man ner. Try one on the maid '
tr you want to e n joy yourself.
1
Price, 12c. each, by mall, postpaid. •

a. spring Inside causes
th e purse to fty open,
Fending several cpfns up fn th e air before his
astonished gaze. This is a real fun maker.
You cannot afford to be without one.
Price. 25c. each, by mail~ postpaid.
C. B EHB, 150 l\'. 62d St., New York City.
SHOOTJ.NG CIGARETTES
Do not show this trick
to any one who is nerv ous. He might have a
flt. It Is a genuine box
of high·class cigarettes.
The only trouble Is that
when you light one or
the cigarettes It goes off.
Jike a fire -cracker , and

the smoker thinks he Is In the middle or the
European war. A sure cure for the smoking
habit. Price. 25c. a box, by mail, postpaid.
WOL:t' F NOVEJ,TY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

SNAPPER PENCIL
Sometimes your jocose frie nd helps hhnselt to the pen c il sti cking up from your vest
pocket. Let him take
this one. When he attempts to use It, a pair
ot springs shoot out
and rap hhn so smartly
on the knuckles that
he
swears-oft taking
other people's property. A dandy little trick
atrOrding no end or amusement.
Price. JOc. each, hy mRil. po~tpald.
H . F. LANG , 1815 Centr e St., B'kl7n; N. Y.
,

.
I

TA.."IGO Tor
A brand . new novelty.
l\Iore fun than a ctrcus. You
,.
spin the post with your
fingers. and the snake tnngoes all around the .t'op or
the circular metal box, without falling off, although it
Is not fastened tn any way.
When the post stops spinning, the snake drops trom t11e· lid. What Is
the secret of its great attracti.on to the post?
The marvel of the age.
Price, lOc. each, b.y mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR. 150 W. 62d S t ., New York City.
"'

DICE WATCHES
.
One of our be st novetttes.
About the slzo or n watch,
wlt h a nickel case. A glass
face encloses several ivory
dice. On the rim of the case
ts a spring. By pressing Jt the
dice are spun and scattered.
'fhe mos t intensely inte resting
games can ·be pJa..yed with it.
Jt can b e carrfecl in the vest pocket.
Form erly sold fo r $1. 00.
Price, 30c. each, by mail. postpaid.
W OLfil' ::>OVEJll'Y CO ., 29 W . 26th St., N. 1-_

PERl'LEXITY PUZZLE
Ono of the most
exasperating puzzl e~.
ca lculated to make a
saint swear.
It Is
very ho.rd to <lo this
puzzle, but 1t can be
llon~
It is made of htgh):l.r nkkeled n1etal.
'l'ho trick is to so ai,rnnge the buttons in the
sl ots that the letters spe11 the word "perplexlt~r ."
Your chance of succeeding fs Yery
11llm until you ge t the hang of the thing.
Price 15e. e-ach, by matl ; p os tpaid.
FRANK 81\UTH, 383 Len ox Ave., N. Y.
-f.i'l'IUNG PUZZLE
This puzzle is a wonder. It consists of two
pieces oi: wood. A hole

"'
'

"

·

N

is bored through tho upper end or both. A red

.

string passes through
the hol es. Take a knife,
inse rt it between the
wooden blocks and cut upwards. You separate
th e

pi ece s

of

wood,

n.nd

the

string

ts

ap-

narently t'ut in two.
Close the blocks to;;Nher, seize an end of the string. and you
can pull the en tire cord t1trough the holes.
absolutely-not cut. Very mystifying.
Price, 12c. each, by mall, postpaid.
WOJ,FF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

t

4'.&.BD THROUGH THE HAT TRICE
With this trick you barrow a hat, and apparently •hove a card up
through the c r o w n,
w ithout Injuring t h e
card or hat. The operation can be reveraed,
the per!ormer seemingly
Bfiii[l.ijp p u ohlng the card down
through the crown Into
the hat again. It 11 a
trick which will puzzle
and interest the cloae1t observer and detection
Is almost lmposalble. It la so simple that a
~~~te~~n learn how to perform It In a few 1
Price 10 cent• each. by
poat-patd
Chess, Checkers, ¥ox aod Geese, Nlae Meu Morris,
c. BEHR 150 \V. 62d st. malJ
Ne;v York City. Aut hors, Introduction Game, Spanlsb. Prison, Uomi-

I

E I GHT GAMES f"OR 10C

,

'

:SUBB LEB .
Tb e
greateat
Invention ot the
age.
The b o:.:
contains a blowP I p e ot neatly
enameled metal.
and ftve tablets;
also J1rlnted di•
rections !or playing n u m e r o u •
ooap-bubble games, such a Floating Bubblea,
R e peaters, Surprise Bubbles, Double Bubble•,
The Boxers. Lung T este r, Supported Bubbles,
Rolling Bubbles, Smoke Bubbles, Bouncing
Bubbles, and many others. Ordinary bubbleblowin@", with a pipe and soap water, are not
In It with this oclent!tlc to y.
It producea
la1·ger, 1nore beautiful and stronger bubbles
than you can get by the ordinary method.
The games are intensely interesting, too.
.
Price, 12c. by ma!L
W OLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

~t?:~:o~bt':1t'ii~ 0f~~'so~~~~~.~.~~~.~~~

10C:

Send 1.0 Cent.8 today and a:et o.U e l 1rbt Gam e •

A.LCO C O M P ANY
6 1"f.. 619 Mah1 Street,
B u ft'"alo , N.

isTHMA
.

~.

BZ•EDT1enl to1ou on;I"REB TRUL.
U It cures, 1end 1 1.00: 11 no&. doa.'&."
Give nprenotftce. Write tod.ny . w. &:.
8 1orlla., 837 Ollio Aft., Sl4Ae7. O.i.,

SNAP BACK JIJATCH SAFE.

JA.PANE SE TWIRLE R.
A wonderfu l Imported p&pe'.!'
By a simple mantpunovelty.
latton of the wooden handles a
number

of

beautiful

ftgures

Just out! A trick match sa!e.
beautiful ly nickelled box,
or the size to hold matches. But
when your friend presses the
spring to take out a match, the
lid flies back, and pinches his
finger just hard enough to startle
without hurting him. This Is a

It Is a

can

be produced . It takes on several
com b I n at I o n s or magnific ent
Price, lOc., po1tpald.
colors.
WOLFF NOVELT Y CO.,
%9 W . Hth St., N. Y.

dandy!

NEW MASKI!!
Halt-face maak• with mGT•
able n oses. A distinct nov•
elty whlch will a!tord no end
They come
of amuseme nt.
tn 6 styles, each a dttterent
. etc., and
De!lmond
e
Desperat
f are, auch r..a
are bt'auti!ul ly colored and spleq.dldl y fl.nl•hed,
Price
tea.ring.
prevent
to
eyelets
patent
with
JG cent!! apiece, by mall, postpaid.
H . F ·. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'k17B, N. Y,
WIZARD 'S PACK
·

OF

TRICK

CARDS.

3
~~!
b/t~~llaf.,_a''o~ ~~; 1n~~~~~·uthe

given, anyone can perform
most wonderfu l tricks. ~:lany
ot the feats exhibited are truly
marvelou s, and astonish and
amuse a whole a\idtence . Positively no olelght-o t-hand. The
whole trick Is In the cards. Price, 35c. by
postpaid.
mall,
WOLFF NOVF.LT -Y CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

IMITATI ON CfGAR BUTT.
1t Is made or a composit ion.
lighted
exactly reoembll ng a
cigar. The white ashes at the
end and the Imitation or toYou
bacco-tea t being perfect.
can ca.relesaly place it on top ot
exother
any
or
h
tableclot
the
pensive piece of furniture , and
await the result. After they see
the joke everybod y will have a
good laugh. Price, lOc. each by
mall, postpaid ; S for 25c.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B 'klyn, N. -Y.
·--

Price. 15c. each by mall, postpaid.
H, F, LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
SURPRIS E MOVING -PICTUR E MACHIN E.
It consists of a small nickeled
metal tube. 4'» Inches long, with
a lens eye-view, which shows
a pretty ballet girl or any other
scene. Hand it to a friend who
will be delighted with the first
picture, tell him to turn the
screw on the side ot the Instrument, to change the views, when
a. stream o! water &Quirts tn hi•
!ace, much to his surprise. The
Instrume nt can be reftiled with
water tn an instant, and one
filling will suffice for four or
five victims.
Price, 30c. each by mall, postpaid; ' for $1.00.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

THE DISAPPE ARING CIGAR.
A new and startlln1t
Ll6HT:Sl :NG TRICK BOX.
trick. You ask ·a friend
lllu·
A startling and pleasinghe will have a cigar;
If
slon ! "The ways of the world are
If he says yes (which Is
devious,'' says Matthew Arnold,
.
the case). you
usually
but the ways of the Lightning "
take from your pocket
Trlcl~ Box when properly handled
and hand It
cigar,
ordinary
an
case,
cigar
or
are admitted to be puzzlln!I' and
to him. As he reaches out tor It, the cigar
u ncertain. You take oft the lid
before his eyes,
right
rs
disappea
Instantly
ta
1t
apoloand show your friends that
much to his astonishm ent. You can that
tt
full or nice candy. Replace the 1gtze,
saying, you are very eorry, but
Hd, yvhen you can aolemnly a1aure
the chances
and
had,
you
cigar
last
the
was
the
him
with
smoke
to
your friends that you can instantly empty
you
Invite
will
he
are that
and
not
box In their presence without opening tt;ca.nd;'
If you will let him Into the secret. It Isactutaking oft the lid again, sure enough the
done by sleight-o f-hand. but the cigar
Or you can change the
impossiIs
It
that
has d lsappeare d.
suddenly
so
rs
ally disappea
candy into a piece or money by following the
ble for !.h e e ye to follow it, and where it has
direction s sent with each box. This le the
A wonderfu l illusion.
gone~ no one can tell.
J'leate&t and be1t cheap trick ever invented.
Price, lOc.; 3 for 25c. by mall, postpaid.
:t'rlce, only 18c.; 3 tor i1>c., malled, poatp&ld. H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'kl7n, N. -Y.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York Clt7.

T!IE PEG JUMPER .
A v e r y cl'l'.ect!va
easily
pocket trick,
to be perf•rme d by
any one.

A mjnfatur e

paddle is shown. Cen·
tral holes are drl!led through it. A woodec
hole. Showing no'W'
upper
)leg ts inside of the
beth sides of the pe.ddle, the performe rtocauses,
leave
It, the peg
upon
g
breathin
simply
by
the upper hole, and #appear tn the middle one.
foe
Then It jumps to the tower hole, back tohole.
mld'1e one, and lastly to the upper• hown.
Beth aid .. 91 tlH paddle are repeatedl y
Price by Jna.11. 150.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New .,. •rk Clt7.

''KNOCK -OUT" CARD TRICK.-Fl~e cardll
are shown, front and back, and there are no
in
two cards a11ke. You place some ot them
a handkerc hief and ask any person to hold
them by the corners In tull view or th e audiand
ence. You now t ake the remainin g cards Thia
request anyone to name any card shown.
'1one, you repeat the name of th e card and
leave
~tate that you will cause It to Invisibly
hief',
your hand tnj_ pass into the handkerccarda
other
the
among
found
be
where it will
~
At the word "Go!" you show that the chose
card has vanished , leaving absolutel y only
by
unfolded
is
hlet
tw o cards. The handkerc
any person, and In It i• found the Identical
Price lOc.
card.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York 'c1t:r.

W E W A NDT Y O U
TO REA
"M ov in g Pi ct ur e St or ie s' '
AWeekly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players

Absolutely the finest little publication on the news-stands

_..P RIC E 5 CEN TS A CO PY Tiii
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUT IFUL COLOR ED COVER DESICN S

THIRT Y-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF·T ONE FRONT ISPIEC ES
It la
Get a oopy of this weekly magaz ine and see what

New portrai ts of ·aotors and aotrese !9• every week
EVERY NUMBE R CONTA INS

profusel y illustrat ed with fine halt-ton es ot scene.s in the
Sh: Grippin g Stories, based on the latest and best tllms, eacla
plays.
ay actors and actresse s.
Photogr aphs and Biograp liies ot the most celebrat ed Photopl
greatest authorit ies in the film busineBS.
the
by
written
,
Pictures
Special Articles relating to Moving
promine nce connect ed with the Photopl ays.
of
dy
News Notes trom the studios about the doings of everybo
the plays you write.
buy
may
who
ies
compan
the
all
of
Scenario Hints and the names
inter.est both young and old.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculat ed to
stamps, and we will mall
NOW from four newsdea ler, or send us 5 cent& in money or postage

GET A COPY

you the latest number i&sued.

FRANK TOUSEY, Pub lish er
168 Wes t 2 3d Stre et

New York

:e< >-Y -s· <>P
~LATEST ISSUES~

Tall Timber.
696 The Liberty Boys· "Treed:" or. \\' arm Work in the
697 The Liberty Boys Dare: or, Hacking the Britisil Down.
698 The Liberty Boys' Best Hlows: or. Beating the British at Bennlnfton.
of the
699 Th~ritf~~'111o:oys' In New Jersey: or. Boxing tbe Ears
700 The Liberty Boys· Daring; or, Not Atrald ot Anything.
the
701 The Liberty Boys' Long March: or. The Move That l'uzzled
British.
Be1gbts
Harlem
on
Times
Bot"
or,
!•'root:
Bold
702 The Liberty Boys'
Great
703 The Liberty Boys In New York: or, Helping to Bold the
City.
704 The Liberty Boys' Big Risk : or, Ready to Take a Chance.
705 The Liberty Boys' Drag-Net: or, Hauling the Redcoats In.British.
the
706 The Liberty Boys' Lightning Work: or, Too Fast for Tbut
H~ 1 ped
707 The Liberty Boys' Lucky Blunder. or. The Mistake
Them
rprlse
:<11
Kl!!
e
:>prlnglng
or.
.
Trick
rewd
Hh
Jfovs
rty
708 Th• l. ihe
.
709 The f,lberty lloys Cunning: or, Outwittin g the Enemy
Red ~oats uut.
710 The Liberty Boys· "Rig Hit": or. Knocking the Lad
Dublin
trom
Lively
711 The l 1berty Boys ·· Wild Irishman" : or A
Were Look ·
712 The Liberty Boys· Surprise: or. Not J ust Wbat They
mg ~'or.
713 The Li berty Boys· Treasure: or, A Lucky Find. ·
714 The Liberty Roys In Trouble: or. A Bad Run ot Luck
Gr•at Cause
711> Th~ Llb~rty Roys' Jubilee: or. A Greut Day ror the We
Turn•··
7HI The Liberty Roys Cornered : · or. "Which Way ShallTPrrihlp
FJard
71 i The Liberty Boys at Valley Forge . or. Endurlni<
s hips .
71 8 The Liberty Roys Missing; or. Lost In the Swamps
719 The Liberty Boys Wager: and. How They Won It
720 The Liberty Boys Deceived : or. Tricked, But Not Beaten.
721 The Liberty Boys and the Dwa·r r : or, A Dang~rous ~;nemy

I

722 The Liberty
723 The Liberty
724 The Liberty
1'' ooled .
725 The Liberty
7 26 The Liberty

727
728
7 29
73 0
731
73 2
733
734
735

736
737
738
739
740

741
742
743
744
745
746
747
7 cl8

'76

Boys' Dead-Sho ts: or, The Deadly Twelve.
Boys' League: or, The Country Boys Who Helped\\'ere
Boys· 1\eatest Trick. or. Bow the Redcoats
Boys Stranded; or, Afoot In the Enemy's Country.
Boys In the Saddle; or. Lively Work for Liberty's
Bo)s' Bonanza; or, Taking Toll from the Tories.
Boys at Saratoga; or, The Surrender of Burgoyne.
Boys and "Old Put"; or, The Escape at Horseneck .n.
Boys' Bugle Call; or, The Plot to Polson Washingto
Boys and "Queen Esther"; or. The Wyomlni< Valley

Cause.
The Liberty
The Liberty
The Liberty
Th e Liberty
The · Liberty
Massacre.
nf tbe Santee.
The Liberty Boy s' Horse Guard: or. On the Hii<b Hills
nce
The Liberty Boys and Aaron Burr: or, Battling for Independe
Marlon.
Th e Libe rty Boys and the "'Swamp l~ox" · or. Helping
Veterans
Young
and
Old
or,
'l'h e Liberty Boys and Ji:than Allen;
The Libe rty Boys and the King' s Spy: or, Diamond Cut Diamond
.
The Liberty Boys· Bayonet Charge; or, The Siege ofofYorktown
the l'rison
The Liberty Boys and Paul Jon'!s: or. The ~lartyrs
Ships.
Klng·s
'l'he Liberty Boys at Bowling Green: 01·. Smashing the
Statue
Spy
Patriot
l:lrave
'l'he
or.
Hale:
Nathan
and
Tee Liberty Boys
the Cowpens
The Liberty Boys' .Minute Men; or, The Battle of Handled
.
Him
They
Bow
01·,
Traitor;
the
and
The Liberty Boys
The Liberty Boys at Yellow Creek: or, Routing the Redcoats.
s
Cornwalli
Chasing
or.
Greene:
General
and
The Liberty Boys
.
The Liberty Boys In Richmond ; or, Fighting T raitor Arnold
"Bad "
The Liberty Boys and the Terrible Tory ; or. Beating a
Man.
Enemy' s
The Liberty Boys' Sword Fight; or, Winning With the
Weapons.
South
Down
Times
The Liberty Boys In Georgia; or. Lively
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unlucky days.
No. 24. BOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GENTLEl llEN .-Contaln lng full directions for

No. SO. HOW TO COOK.-O ne ot the
instructive books on cooking ever publl ,.
contains recipes tor cooking meats, _
game. and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakea
and all kinds o! pastry, and a grand collection ot recipes.
No. 31. HOW TO BECOllIE A SP"ll:A.KER
-Containi ng fourteen Illustration s, giving th~
different poslttons requisite to become a good
Also conspeaker, reader and elocution ist.
talntng &'ems from all the popular authors of
prose and poetry.
No. 82. HOW TO RIDE A BICYC
Containin g instruc tions for beginners, c
ot a machine, hints on training, etc. A
plete book. Full or practical tllustratle n
No. 85. HO\V TO PLAY GA.M:ES. -A
plete and useful little book, containing
rules and regulation s of billiards, bagat
backgamm on, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDR UMS
-Contain ing all the leading conundrum s 0 f
the day, amusing riddles. curious catches and
witty sayings.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOllIE YOUR OWN
DOCTOR. - A wonderful book, containing usetul and practical Informatio n 1n the treatment
of ordinary diseases and ailments common to
every family. Abounding in useful .and effectlve recipes for general complaint s
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS POULTRY
PIGEONS AND RABBJTS .-A us~ful and in~
Handsome ly Illustrated
etructive book.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS
-Includin g hints on how to catch mole;
weasels, ·otter, rats, squirrels and birds. Also

canary, mock1ng91 rd, bobeltnk, blackbird, paroO"ll(Uet, parrot, et'!.

Containing full Instru c tions for all kinds of
symna etl c sports and athletic exercise s. Em-

1\IEN'S JOKE BOOK.-C ontainlng a great variety or the latest jokes used by the most

It 1• the sreateet
t.r hlmaelf and trtends.
tteek e'f'e r published.
l't'e. 11. HO\V TO •oX.-Th e art ot a.elf-

sortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
Irish. Also t]nd men's jokes. .rust the thin s
tor home amusemen t and amateur shows.

tltuatraUen a or guazds, blowa, an d the dltre rEvery boy
ent •••itlona of a good boxer.
• ..._1• eb taln one of these useful and tnatruc·

are given In thJ a little book, together with tnatructlon• on swimming and riding, c6mpanion
sport• to boating.
No. 27. HOW '1'0 RECITE AND BOOK OF
B:SCITAT IONS.-Co ntalnlng the most popu la 1·
1electtons Jn use, comprisin g Dutch dialect,
Fre nch dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect

-A moat complete little 'aeek, contalnln& ' tull
dlrecttona f e r writing le ve-lett8r'•. and when
~~u:;e an~he~~- giving specimen letters !er

tuture life will brln&' forth, wheth er happiness
er misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell
~~ ~o~~~~~=d~t this llttle book. Buy one and

NAPOLEO N'S ORACUJ,U llt AND
"No. l.
DBEill BOOK .-Contatn ing the great oracle
of human de11tlny; aleo the true meaning of
&!meat any kind ot. dreams, t e gether with
charms, ceremonie s, and curious games ot
cardl.
Ne. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS. -The great
boek et magic and card trlcka, containing full
ln•trwctton on all the leading ca rd trid.;. s ot
tM •ay , also the most popular magical lllu1tc.n1 as per!ermed by our leading magicians ;
eveJ"'1" boy should e&ta.Jn a copy ot this book.
HOW TO FLIRT.-T he arts and
No. S.
wile• o! fllrtatf e n are !ully explained by thts
llestdes the various methods or
Uttle book.
han•k erchlef, t a n, cl ove, parasol, window and
ha' tUrta.Uon, ft contains a full list of the
language aod •enr.t ment or ftowers.
N e . 4. HOW TO D.L'iCE la the title of
thia little book. lt contains full instruc tions
11'1 · the art ot (lancing, etl41uette In the ballr••m and a t parties, how to dresa, and full
di rections for calling ott Jn all popular SCf.uare
d.an ces.
5. HOW TO JllA.KE LOVE.-A com~e.
p1ete guide to Jove, courtship a nd marriage,
clvJng sensible advice, rules an• etiquette to
be e 8served, wtth many curious and interesttng things not generally known.
N e. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE .
-!-ting ful,I Instruction tor the uae of dumbbells, Indian c lubs, parallel bars, horizontal
ba.ra and various other methods ot developing
& geod, healthy mu•cle; ce ntalnlng over sixty
llluatratlo na.
·N e . 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-H and-

::'~:1~e~11~:~r~!~.~~~;:~i:-~~1~~af~/~in~;r~;:~

N e . 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRIL OQUllT.-B y Harry Kennedy. Every lntelllseat ltoy reading this book et lnatruction s can
aM\e r the art. and crea.te any &mount of fun
defe nse me.de eaay.

Containing ever thirty

ETIQUET TE.-It I• a great life secret. and
one that every young man desires to know al1
There's happ>riees in It.
about
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.- A com-

plete hanJ-book for making all kinds of
c andy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc. , etc.

No. 18.

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIF UL.

No. 20.

HOW TO ENTERTA I:"i AN EVEN-

-One Gf the bri gh test and most valuable
11ttle books ever given to the world. Everybody wtshee to know how to become beauttThe secret ts
tul, both maJe and female.
simple, and almost costless.
ING PARTY.- A complete compendiu m ot
games, sports, card diversions , comi c recttalions, etc., suitable tor parlor or drawingIt contains more tor
room entertainm ent.
the money than any book published.

No 21.

HOW TO HUNT

~'iD

:F'ISH.-T he

most com plete hunting and fishing guide ever
published. It contains full Instruction s about
guns, hunting dogs , traps, trapping and fishIng-, together with description of game and
fish .

No. 22.

HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-

Heller's second •iS'ht explained by his former
Fred Hunt, .Tr. Explainin g how the
secret dlalogueis were carried on between the
d the boy on the stage; also gtvan
magician

assi~tant,

Ing all the codes and signals.
28. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS .-

No.
This little book gives the explanatio n to all
kinds o! dreams, together with lucky and

wr~t~~\.~o Ji~'We·ronBEnC~~u~'ii¥J\iNAST.-

bracing thirty-five Illustratio ns. By Professor
W. Ma cdonald.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
A IilOA.T.- Fully Illustrated . Full Instruction s

U-te books, as It wlll te&ch yeu l>ow to "bex
w!theut an Instructor.
N e . 11. HOW '1'0 WRITE LOVE-LE TTERS.

pieces. together with many standard readings.
No. ts. HOW TO TELL FORTUN ES.Everyone Is desirous ot knowing what hie

HOW TO WIUTE LETTERS TO

R.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTO
orig-

No. 12.

LADIES.- Givin l' cem]tl.t• lnetructton a fer
wrktng letters to lad1e• •• a U •ubjecta: alao
letters of lntroduoti •n, n•t. . aod requeats.

-Every boy should know how Jnventtons
inated. Th1s book expla-.lns them all, giving
examples in electricity , hydraulics . magnet-

It

ho;0 .to41~ur.;J~I'Jioy~ogtiu~~Iuy~~~dEND
No amateur minstrels la
famous end men.
complete without this wonderful little book
No: 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
aaSTUMP SPEAKER .-C<>ntain ing a varied and
No. 43.

HOlV TO BECOME A MAGICIA N.

-Containi ng the grandest assortmen t ot mac·
teal illusions ever placed before the public.
Also tricks with cards. fncanta.Uo na, etc.
No. 44. HOW TO W1tlTE IN AN AL-

BU:\1.-A grand collection ot Album Vera•
oultable for any time and occaalon; embraoHu-

tng Lines of Love, Affection. Sentiment ,
mo~. Respect, and Condolenc e; also Verae•
Suitable for Valentines and Weddings.

45
0
==
~~s ~~~r~lo0£~
ST~ :EL ou11::
Every bO)"
and very tnstructfve .

thing new
obtain this book, a.a tt cont&lna tau
instruction s for organizing a.n amateur min·

~hould

strel troupe.
tam, optics, pneuma.tlc a, mecbanlca , etc.
No. 18. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
postage stamp., hJ'
receipt of pt"lee, 10 eta. per cop7, or 8 for 25 eta., In money or
For aale by all newsdeale rs, er wlll be aent to any address on
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